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A HARBOR IN THE TEMPEST: MEGAPROJECTS, IDENTITY, AND

THE POLITICS OF PLACE IN GWADAR, PAKISTAN

Hafeez Ahmed Jamali, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2014

Supervisor:  Kamran Asdar Ali

This dissertation seeks to understand the ways in which Pakistani government’s attempts

to initiate large-scale infrastructure development projects in Balochistan Province have

transformed its social and political landscape. Ethnographically, the study focuses on

Gwadar, a small coastal town in Pakistan’s western Balochistan Province to show how

colonial and postcolonial projects of progress and development suppress or subsume

other kinds of lived geographies and imaginations of place. Keeping in mind the

centrality of everyday experiences in generating social forms, this dissertation describes

how development, transnationalism, and ethnic identity are (re)configured. It is based

on ethnographic encounters that foreground the lived  experiences and  imaginations

of fishermen from Med kinship and occupational group who occupy a subaltern

position within the local status hierarchy in Gwadar. On the one hand, the promise of

becoming modern citizens of the future mega city incites new desires and longings

among those fishermen that facilitate their incorporation into emergent regimes of labor

and entrepreneurship. On the other hand, Pakistani security forces have tightened their

control over the local population by establishing a cordon sanitaire around Gwadar Port

and the town. These mechanisms of control have disrupted local fishermen`s experiences

of place and intimate sociality and introduced elements of exclusion, fear, and paranoia.
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By interrupting the fishermen`s expectations of their rightful place in the city, it

compels them to think of alternate ways to confront the state’s development agenda,

including peaceful protest and armed struggle. The dissertation concludes, tentatively,

that the imposition of political violence by state authorities that accompanies the

structural violence of mega infrastructure projects tends to create a mirror effect whereby

the victims of development adopt a language of violence and a different idiom of identity.
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INTRODUCTION

The central question this dissertation asks is how large-scale development projects

are transforming minority ethnic groups and their territory in places that national

governments consider peripheral or marginal. The dissertation explores this question by

ethnographically showing how Pakistani government’s plans to transform the coastal

town of Gwadar into a major industrial hub and port city have transformed its social and

political landscape in historic, epistemological, aesthetic, and social registers. The

dissertation argues that the Pakistani government’s contemporary ideas and practices of

development through large-scale infrastructure projects are located at the interface of two

lines of influence. There is a late liberal desire to increase the economic wellbeing of its

population by integrating the national territory into circuits of money, commodity, and

labor after the manner of free port cities like Dubai, Singapore, and Hong Kong. This

desire rubs against and alongside a postcolonial regime of bureaucratic authority and

frontier governance in Balochistan Province whose ethnic Baloch population distrusts the

federal government’s intentions and holds historical grievances that have given rise to

several armed insurgencies.

Keeping in mind the centrality of everyday experiences in generating social forms,

this dissertation describes how development, transnationalism, and identity are

(re)configured. It is based on ethnographic encounters that foreground the lived

experiences and  imaginations of fishermen from Med kinship group who occupy a

subaltern position within the local status hierarchy in Gwadar. On the one hand, the

promise of becoming modern citizens of the future mega city incites new desires and
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longings among those fishermen that facilitate their incorporation into emergent regimes of

labor and entrepreneurship. On the other hand, Pakistani security forces have tightened their

control over the local population by establishing a cordon sanitaire around Gwadar Port and

the town. These mechanisms of control have disrupted local fishermen`s experiences of

place and intimate sociality and introduced elements of exclusion, fear, and paranoia. By

interrupting the fishermen`s expectations of their rightful place in the city, it compels them

to think of alternate ways to confront the state’s development agenda, including peaceful

protest and armed struggle.

Background

Baloch people are a minority ethnic group whose territory is divided between the

sovereign states of Pakistan, Iran, and Afghanistan. In addition, significant Baloch diasporas

are settled in the Arab countries of the Persian Gulf such as Oman, United Arab Emirates,

and Qatar and on the East Coast of Africa in Tanzania and Kenya (Mombasa). Historically,

the Baloch people have had a tense and violent relationship with the Pakistani and Iranian

nation-states. The Baloch in Pakistan have maintained historical grievances against the

state since the country’s inception in 1947, giving rise to four armed insurgencies in

the last 60  years (Harrison 1981; Salim 1993; Grare 2006). In recent years, these

tensions have been exacerbated by the Pakistani government’s attempts to initiate a number

of large scale economic development projects with technical and financial assistance from

China (HRCP 2011; Wirsing 2008). In particular, Pakistani government’s attempts to

promote the coastal town of Gwadar as a global trans-shipment hub by taking advantage of
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its location near the Persian Gulf has turned it into a site of contestation. It has exacerbated

Pakistani, Indian, and Chinese rivalries at the regional level while Baloch nationalist parties

and fishermen communities perceive it as a plan for dispossessing them of their land and

coastline.

Gwadar caught the attention of Pakistani and Chinese policymakers due to its

pivotal location near the entrance to the Gulf through which one third of the world’s oil

supplies pass and for its potential as a terminal for North‐South transportation of oil

and gas from the landlocked Central Asian countries and western parts of China.2

Since the early 1990s, Pakistan has considered Gwadar a cornerstone of its strategy to

increase its economic and military clout in the Middle East and Southwest Asia.

US$ 248 Million were spent in building the first phase of Gwadar Deep Water Port

Project with technical and financial assistance from China (Government of Pakistan

2005). The first phase of Gwadar Port was completed in 2007 and its  operation and

maintenance were handed over to the Port Authority of Singapore (PSA) through

an open international bidding process.

Illustration 1: Images of Gwadar Port and Shipping Activities (Pakistan)
©2014 Hafeez Jamali
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Pakistani policymakers plan to spend another US$524 Million on Phase II of

the port; this will include the construction of nine additional shipping berths (Hassan

2005: 14). In addition, the Asian Development Bank has committed US$ 500

Million for highways linking Gwadar to Afghanistan and Central Asia (Hassan

2005: 16). The total cost estimates for Gwadar Port, including ancillary facilities,

vary between US$ 1.16 Billion (Niazi 2005) to US$ 1.60 Billion (Gresh 2012). With

the setting up of a Free Trade Zone, an Export Processing Zone, and an Industrial

Estate, Pakistani authorities expect Gwadar to serve as a terminal to transport oil and

gas from Central Asia, and a transnational hub port for maritime commerce passing

through the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf (Arthur D. Little 2006: 5).

However, local Baloch political leadership in general, and the fishermen of

Gwadar in particular, have been largely excluded from key decisions over the

development and future use of Gwadar Port. As a result, the Port has become an

important site of contestation between Baloch fishermen and political activists, and the

Pakistani government. The displacement of local agriculturalists and fishermen from

their lands and fishing waters and the threat of the influx of laborer migrants from the

dominant Punjabi and Mohajir ethnic groups into Gwadar have increasingly fed

local people’s disillusionment with the Gwadar Port Project. These processes have

also contributed to a growing separatist insurgency which has claimed hundreds of

lives.
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While sharing the general distrust of the motives of the Pakistani state,

Baloch fishermen of Gwadar from the Med occupational group – due to their

subordinate position within the Baloch social hierarchy– have an ambivalent attitude

towards the rhetoric of the liberatory Baloch national movement. Along with other

working class people including boat‐makers,  miscellaneous crafts‐workers, and

people of African descent, they occupy a lower position in the local social hierarchy

which is dominated by landowners, wealthy boat owners, and local big  men (Mirs

and Kahodas). Based on their past experiences, the fishermen find it difficult to trust

and identify themselves with the leadership of Baloch nationalist parties who hail from

the middle and upper echelons of Baloch society. This thesis focuses on Gwadar

fishermen’s encounters with the developmental and security apparatus of the

Pakistani state as productive sites to understand how new forms of place‐making and

articulation of identity formation occur at the margins of the postcolonial state.

Historiographical Interventions

A key question in the historiography and ethnography of South Asia has been the

production of people and production of space-time through the apparatuses of colonial

governmentality and their persistence in the post-colonial period of nationalist rule

(Chakrabarty 2000; Chatterjee 2004). These studies also suggest that the operation of

colonial governmentality was never complete or uniform in displacing earlier forms of

rule and spatio-temporal understandings of local people. In particular, recent scholarship

on the Indian Ocean trade has highlighted the limits of colonial control in relation to
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coastal peoples and maritime populations such as merchants, Indian seamen (lascars),

and pilgrims (Ghosh 2008; Tambe and Fischer-Tine 2010). Within this context, I trace

the overlapping geographies of the coastal Balochistan with the larger Indian Ocean

world to unsettle received ideas of frontier regions as isolated ‘savage spaces’. I argue

that the discursive production of a ‘tribal Balochistan’ took place as part of British

attempts to ‘fix’ the mobile and unruly subjects inhabiting colonial India’s northern

frontier with Afghanistan and the western frontier with Persia in Balochistan.  through the

demarcation of boundaries, practices of Indirect Rule, and introduction of projects of

improvement. In particular, the foundations of this spatial and discursive configuration

were laid through the frontier and tribal management policies of Robert Groves

Sandeman, the first Agent to the Governor General in Balochistan (1876-1892). Through

this representational trope, the British imagined and governed Balochistan as a lawless

frontier space.

Nevertheless, the Baloch subjects inhabiting these spaces continued to undermine

colonial authority by maintaining their own idioms of sociality and also creating other

kinds of geographies. This study questions this (post)colonial narrative of progress and

development around Gwadar Port by re-telling the story of this town through the

memories of the Indian Ocean Trade and how these memories and experiences continue

to inform the outlook of Gwadar’s fishermen. Despite decades of Pakistani rule, remains

of these geographies trace an arc over the Indian Ocean through memory, nostalgia, boat-

making techniques, architectural styles, and the ongoing movement of Baloch people

between Mombasa, Zanzibar, Gwadar, and Muscat. They also point towards a different,
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historically and ethnographically situated, view of global connections beyond the

contemporary neoliberal turn.

I propose that places like Gwadar and Mekran coast, considered empty and

peripheral by colonial rulers and contemporary nationalist elite, have been central to the

construction of imperial and national selves. The ‘wild and lawless’ frontier always

threatened to overflow into urban districts and even disintegrate the civilized imperial

self. Accordingly, the extension of colonial infrastructural projects into Mekran region-

railway tracks, telegraph lines, and steam navigation- speaks volumes about the desire to

control and tame these ‘unruly’ people. I propose that juxtaposing colonial regimes of

labor and technology ushered into Gwadar and Mekran region through projects such as

the Indo-European Telegraphy Line (1862-1931) and the steamship service of British

Indian Steam Navigation Company (1856-1956) allows us to better understand how

contemporary Pakistani visions of territory borrow from and build on colonial

geographies and imperial desire.

The Anxiety of Development

In the postcolonial period, infrastructure projects carry the additional burden of

the dreams of nationhood and national highways, railroads, and large dams tend to

become allegories of the nation itself. The experience of formerly colonized countries

in the global South has been characterized by an intense desire for catching up with

the industrialized West in terms of material wealth, physical infrastructure, and other

criteria of wellbeing. As James Ferguson points out, the utopian vision inherent in
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economic development programs and projects advocated by nationalist and

transnational elites tends to create expectations of a future ‘good life’ among their

intended beneficiaries from the middle class and the working poor (1999: 5). At the

same time, local people inhabiting the spaces that are occupied by these projects tend

to bear a disproportionate share of the economic, social, and ecological costs of these

projects. In particular, large‐scale infrastructure projects transform the existing spaces

and rhythms of social life in ways that local people find disruptive, disorienting, and

threatening.

For instance, Baviskar (2005) describes the dispossession of thousands of

villagers in the wake of the building of Sardar Sarovar Dam over the Narmada

River based on long term ethnographic fieldwork among the Bhilala Adivasi

(indigenous) people in  Madhya Pradesh, India from 1990 to 2003. She narrates

how the Indian government has pressed ahead with the construction of the Sardar

Sarovar Dam, a part of the Narmada Valley Development Project, despite vigorous

protests by the indigenous people from the platform of Save Narmada Movement

(Narmada Bachao Andolan), extensive litigation by concerned activists, and

objections from international environmental experts1. Baviskar points out that while

large‐scale projects are often justified in the name of ‘national interest’ by ruling

elites, experience suggests that it is generally the poorest and most marginal segments

1 For detailed statistics, maps, and demographics concerning this project and its social impacts,
see “India’s Greatest Planned Environmental Disaster: the Narmada Valley Dam Projects” by
Nisha Kapadia, available online at www.umich.edu~snre492/Jones/narmada.html. For visual
documentary evidence, see Sanjay Kak’s award winning documentary, Words on Water,
available online at www.ucfilms.in/subject/development/words‐on‐water
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of society that have to pay for the unreasonable extent of their costs. Indigenous

people, therefore, have good reasons to expect to be the ones obliged to make

‘sacrifices’ for the greater good (Baviskar 2005: 32‐33). Similarly, Kaushik Ghosh’s

fieldwork among the Munda Adivasi people in Jharkhand, India, details the tense

relationship between the Adivasi people and the Indian state with regard to the

construction of Koel Karo Hydel Project (Ghosh 2006). He points out that Indian

middle classes and government functionaries view indigenous inhabitants as

primitive tribals and obstacles on the way to achieve national development and

prosperity. These examples suggest that development in the form of mega‐projects

can lead to power constellations regarding money, political power, and knowledge that

tend to serve particular agendas of nationalist elites and transnational actors.

Contemporary studies of globalization have used terms such as ‘landscape’ and

‘geography’ to foreground the importance of spatial relations for understanding these

transformations (Escobar 2001; Low and Lawrence‐Zuniga 2003: 203). These

emergent social geographies or landscapes – the imbrication of people and places –

are characterized by new possibilities for upward social mobility, access to civic

amenities, and patterns of consumption. Simultaneously, the threat of dispossession,

deployment of state violence, and the loss of familiar material and moral anchors shape

the outlines of these new social landscapes.

Within this broader theoretical context, I submit that Gwadar fishermen’s

articulation of their demands from the platform of Fishermen’s Alliance (Med Ittehad) is
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a response to the crumbling of an older moral order in the wake of the town’s intense and

rapid modernization and their belief that government authorities had reneged on their

promise of protecting fishermen’s interests. I do this by tracking how Gwadar

fishermen’s senses of place inform their experiences of belonging and loss in the wake of

changes ushered in by the construction of Gwadar Port. These experiences of belonging

(and impending loss) underpin their entitlement claims and notions of their identity as

fishermen and as ethnic Baloch subjects viz a viz government authorities.

Balochistan in Theory

In popular Pakistani imagination Gwadar, and by extension rest of Balochistan, is

a land of strategic military importance and economic potential whose realization will

benefit not only the local Baloch but the entire Pakistani nation. They feel that Baloch

society is in the clutches of an anachronistic tribal system whereby the indifference of

local tribal leadership to formal education and pursuit of their own vested interests is

preventing Baloch people from reaping the benefits of development and contributing to

overall national prosperity in Pakistan. According to this narrative, ‘development’ is the

anti-dote for remedying the toxic effects of the tribal system on Baloch society. The

building of large scale infrastructural Mega Projects, then becomes the key through which

Balochistan’s economic potential can be unlocked. The construction of the Gwadar Deep

Water Port and allied highways, airport and other communications infrastructure is

expected to serve two purposes. On the one hand it is expected to benefit the Baloch by

providing greater economic opportunities and integrate them more tightly with the
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national territory. On the other, it will connect the rest of Pakistan with transnational

commercial and strategic circuits and usher in a new era of progress and development.

I argue that this view of Baloch society and economic development is a discourse

which acts as an organizing principle or schema for “making sense” of or constituting

Balochistan for Pakistanis in general and the ruling elites from Punjabi and Urdu ethno-

linguistic groups in particular. These elites occupied the political center in the immediate

post-colonial period and they see themselves variously as those who had sacrificed for the

new state, the visionary nationalists, the modernizers, and the deliverers of development

(Alvi 1972; Haque 2007). They have had to deal with a recalcitrant Baloch population

inhabiting parts of the national territory which were a goldmine for the Pakistani state and

yet had resisted assimilation into the nationalist modernization project. Pakistani

intellectuals, bureaucrats and opinion leaders read Baloch refusal to assimilate as

indicative of an essential primitiveness characteristic of a ‘tribal’ people.

The discourse of developing the tribal Baloch thus brings together attitudes and

interests of a diverse array of actors from the dominant Punjabi and Urdu speaking ethnic

groups including politicians, bureaucrats, development practitioners, intellectuals,

journalists, and ordinary people. It serves to generate a hegemonic consensus among

metropolitan Pakistani subjects regarding the presence of a foundational lack in Baloch

society and gives them the authority to prescribe remedies for this lack. These remedies

range from legislative and administrative measures for reforming the tribal system to the

use of outright military force through the establishment of military garrisons or

cantonments in districts where oil, gas, copper, gold, and other mineral resources are
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located. For instance, liberal Pakistani commentator Ijaz Haider, while expressing his

sympathy with the Baloch cause, deploys this representational trope to demand of Baloch

political leadership:

Is it possible, before the Baloch nationalists begin to talk about democracy and
rights and resource allocation, that they could show themselves up to be “modern” rather
than celebrating one of the worst tribal structures one can find anywhere.

(Haider, 2010; Emphasis
added)

The views of Deputy Inspector General, Frontier Corps (DIGFC), the largest

federal paramilitary force in Balochistan, reflect the other end of the spectrum of this

discourse. In his testimony before the Senate Committee on Balochistan, he declared the

following:

Balochistan is a Golden Land. It needs to be explored. Key to the
development lies in mega projects like Gwadar, Saindak, coastal highway, coal,
etc. This is not possible unless we allow foreign investments and in flow of
technology.

(IPRI 2005; italics added)

One of the earliest uses of the term “anti-development” was made during the

modernization period of the 1970’s when the populist Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto

dismissed the elected provincial government of the then Chief Minister Sardar Ataullah

Mengal in Balochistan in 1974 on the charges of being anti-development and colluding

with a foreign power against Pakistan. In the official White Paper on Balochistan

published in 1974, the Bhutto government stated:

The main issue in Balochistan is not political but socio-economic and
administrative… It is social because the feudal and tribal structure of society in
Balochistan has inhibited progress and development. It is economic because
Balochistan has been relegated to backwardness for centuries. Its problem is that
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of an underdeveloped part of a developing country. It is roads and electricity,
schools and hospitals, rather than any constitutional change for which people of
Balochistan yearn.

[Government of Pakistan 1974, pp.
1]
Some 40 years later, General Pervez Musharraf publicly accused Baloch

nationalist leaders Sardar Mengal, Nawab Khair Baksh Marri and late Nawab Akbar

Khan Bugti as “anti-development Sardars of Balochistan.” He claimed that his

government was undertaking development projects while few anti-development Sardars

were firing rockets on him. “They do not want development of people in Balochistan. We

will not allow these Sardars to hinder development work in Balochistan.”

The negativity inherent in the use of the term “development” operates in multiple

senses in the public discourse on Balochsitan. The emphasis is not only on the presence

of a lack as in the term “under-development” but also on Baloch people’s apparent

hostility towards development as in being “anti-development”. On the one hand, Baloch

presence in Pakistan represents an excess (of tribalism and primitivism) that resists the

developmental mission of the state and its Islamist agenda.  On the other hand, their

distrust of and fierce opposition towards that mission makes them a source of extreme

anxiety and danger.

Territory and (In)security: The Struggle over Identity and  Sovereignty

The dreaming of a Dubai‐like place at the periphery of the Pakistani nation‐
state in Balochistan had its own challenges. In frontier regions like Balochistan that
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mark the inside/outside of the nation, strategic security concerns and economic

interests fused together in a complex knot. Untying this knot could help us understand

how nation and territory are imagined and produced in Pakistan. In order to ensure the

integrity, longevity, and prosperity of the sovereign body of the nation (Mulki

Salmiat, Baqa, aur Khushali), the Pakistani authorities felt that they had to do

more than dreaming and imagining a different geography. Given the Baloch history

of resistance to outside rule since the First Afghan War in 1839, Pakistani rulers

wanted to reassure themselves and their anxious audiences about the security of the

national territory at the edge of the nation in Balochistan. The public was made to

understand that the dispossession of Baloch people that would accompany the

reorganization of Gwadar was not only good for the Baloch themselves but also

critical for the long term survival of the nation. They were accordingly informed,

sometimes officially and sometimes through subtle hints and stories leaked to the news

media, that foreign powers had set their evil eyes on this jewel in Pakistan’s crown. In

addition to Pakistan’s arch enemy India, these foreign meddlers included a vague

and  changing assortment of countries such as USA, Russia, Iran, Afghanistan,

UAE, and Israel2. On the one hand, the desire and longing for  becoming global

imbued a  supposedly empty place like Gwadar with all kinds of developmental

2 One such news article that made the rounds in Pakistani media and the blogosphere
proposed that the United States and Russia had joined hands to support the insurgency in
Balochistan. For the fantastical details of this story, please see
http://newscentralasia.net/2011/07/18/archive‐material‐pakistan‐unveiling‐the‐mystery‐of‐
balochistan‐insurgency‐part‐two
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potential and value. On the other hand, this desire also legitimized the militarization

of Gwadar to protect this ‘national asset.’

Indeed, Pakistani security forces continued to intensify their penetration of

territory and tightened their control over people in Balochistan by military means while

justifying the appropriation of lands held in common in the name of mega development

projects. Accordingly, the promotion of Gwadar as a commercial hub was

accompanied by intense militarization of the entire Mekran Coast. These included the

allotment of 80,000 acres of forest land to Pakistan Air Force at Hingol National

Park (Khan July 26, 2006) and the allotment of 13,500 acres of land to Pakistan

Navy in Dasht Valley (Dawn September 10, 2009). Within Gwadar itself, the

government allotted 10,000 acres of land to the military for building a new airport

and a military cantonment while Pakistan Navy controls 584 acres of prime

commercial land (Talpur 2012; Daily Times August 29, 2012). When some observers

pointed out this apparent contradiction between rhetoric and reality, it elicited

quiet novel explanations from the military leadership. One claim put forward in

favor of building military installations in  Balochistan was, for example that

military cantonments actually foster the process of socio‐economic development.

This security driven developmental agenda and the ensuing militarization of

geography had its roots in a long duree history of colonial era policies in Balochistan

as pointed out in the previous chapter. Colonial infrastructure projects such as the

Sind‐ Pishin Railway and the development of garrison towns like Quetta had been

undertaken to safeguard British India against a perceived Russian attack (DaCosta
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1891). Pakistani authorities drew on this colonial trope to refashion territory and

people in Balochistan in the wake of the construction of Gwadar Port. For those

Baloch leaders and activists who dared to ignore the General’s fatherly advice, he

issued a stern warning:

There are two or three tribal chiefs and feudal lords behind what is
going on in Balochistan. The past governments have made deals with
them and indulged them. My government is determined to establish its
writ. It will be a fight to the finish.” (Quoted in Reddy 2006)
In a later TV interview, Musharraf further emphasized this point, in case, his

words were misunderstood: “Don't push us. It is not the 1970s... You will not even

know what and from where something has come and hit you” (Mir 2011). He was

referring to the Baloch insurgency of the 1974‐1979 when Baloch youth took to the

mountains to launch a guerilla campaign under the banner of Baloch People’s

Liberation Front (BPLF) against the Pakistani state after the popularly elected

provincial government was dismissed (Harrison 1981).

Baloch nationalist leaders and activists, however, were not deterred by

Musharraf’s threats. His warning to the Baloch nationalist leadership provoked an

equally strong riposte from the octogenarian chief of the Bugti tribe and the

Chairman of Jamhoori Watan Party (JWP), Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti:

The general [Musharraf] has promised to hit us in such a way that we
will not know what hit us. In one sense, it is quick death that he is promising
us. He could do this to me, and to a few other Baloch leaders, but not to the
entire Baloch nation.” (Mir 2011)
Nawab Bugti and other leaders argued that the government’s vision for

developing Gwadar was a plot for destroying Baloch identity and cementing the

Federal Government’s control over their lands through massive influx of non‐Baloch
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population into Gwadar as industrial and maritime laborers and workers. Similarly,

Sardar Ataullah Mengal, the head of Balochistan National Party, warned that if

Gwadar Port was allowed to develop the way the Federal Government had envisaged

it, then Baloch people would become a minority in their own land on account of the

demographic shift (Daily Times May 6, 2004; Baloch September 28, 2004). They

demanded that Baloch people should be given control of their own coastline and

mineral resources (Sahel‐o‐Wasail) and sovereignty over the governance of their

land (Haq‐e‐Hakimiyat). Gwadar thus became an important symbol of Baloch

resistance against Islamabad and a rallying cry for mobilizing the Baloch masses for

the defense of the motherland (Maaten Watan). It contributed to the resurgence of

Baloch identity and opposition to the presence of outsiders in Balochistan

province, namely, Pakistanis from the dominant Punjabi and Urdu speaking ethnic

groups.

Methodology and Fieldwork

To address my research concerns, I have conducted 3 months of archival research

at the British Library in London and 15 months of ethnographic fieldwork in Gwadar,

Quetta, (Pakistan) and Muscat (Sultanate of Oman). Conversations with elderly

fishermen and boat-captains (Nakhuda) in Gwadar and fieldwork with Baloch and

Zanzibari communities in the Sultanate of Oman helped me trace the historical memories

of Indian Ocean trade and contemporary movements of people. I conducted detailed

participant observation and unstructured interviews in Gwadar Town and in Quetta, the
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Provincial Capital. This ethnographic work included accompanying fishermen on their

daily fishing trips, participating in local gatherings, and following them and other

political activists during their protests. It enabled me to understand how Baloch

fishermen’s perception of themselves and relation to their surroundings affected their

senses of belonging and identity.

My approach to fieldwork was informed by at least four broad lines of thinking:

historical anthropology, political economy, cultural poetics, and activist research. At the

level of the historical, I carried out archival work in the British Library (London), in the

Oman Study Center (Muscat), and Balochistan Archives in Pakistan. I supplemented this

archive with a different, largely oral and narrative, archive of local perceptions, histories

and imaginaries of Gwadar by elderly fishermen and boat-captains to obtain more

analytical purchase I also engaged in a critical reading of the archive of governmental

decision-making relating to Gwadar- including interviews with government officials and

newspaper accounts. This helped me understand the ways in which the colonial and the

postcolonial state viewed people and territory in Balochistan. The object of the exercise

was to understand the broader representational structure or field within which the idea of

Gwadar came to exercise such influence and force in official development thinking and

the ways in which it sidelined other ways of thinking about Gwadar, and by extension

Balochistan. The idea is not so much to reify the state authorities’ vision of Gwadar but

rather to inquire into the apparent coherence and solidity of their discourses and

representational structures.
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I have relied on political economy to understand the re-configuration of land-

ownership and use in Gwadar and the differing perception of property and value in

Gwadar. In particular, this involved accompanying fishermen in their day to day

livelihood activities to understand their ideas and notions of property and value. At

another level, this meant collecting information and anecdotal evidence about changes in

landownership. Similarly, I drew extensively on my own experience and contacts within

the local bureaucracy to observe practices of zoning and surveying of land with a view to

understand the many faces of the state and ways in which ‘authority’ is exercised.

My reading of the literature from cultural poetics and new ethnographic writings

on money, value and public spaces informed my understanding of the perception of space

and place. In a less obvious way, it also guided my critical reading of the maps and plans

of Gwadar that were circulating over the internet and in official government briefings and

presentations. My thinking in this respect is influenced by Bill Maurer’s conception of

money as a fluctuating container of meaning(s) and values as well as Sianne Ngai’s

reading of confidence in times of uncertainty as a process of amplification/resonance

through everyday talk which plays upon the hopes and anxieties of people (Maurer 2005:

1-23; Ngai 2005: 38-88).  I would be paying particular attention to the sensory readings

of the people in Gwadar in order to do an ethnography of this anxiety and anticipation

and to understand the emergent sensorium around the alternate geographies being created

in Gwadar.

Finally, I have attempted to incorporate two key insights from activist research to

position myself in relation to my research participants. First, I made an effort to privilege
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the ‘practical knowledge’ of the fishermen with whom I worked. I do not imply that I

made an explicit political commitment to their causes but rather I gave the perspectives of

the Med fishing community an ‘epistemic privilege’ in relation to the other perspectives

on the developments taking place in Gwadar. Secondly, I felt that I had an ethical

responsibility towards the particular struggles for social justice and land rights being

waged by my research participants. Within the limitations of the circumstances prevailing

in my area and my position as a government officer (although on a leave of absence), I

have tried to contribute to those struggles by raising my fishermen friends’ concerns on

scholarly and non-scholarly forums and in policy dialogues. While there are a number of

challenges involved here between political commitment and rigorous critique and finely

grained ethnography, I feel that these tensions have been a source of productive reflection

and insight.
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CHAPTER 1

Producing Tribal Balochistan: Effects of British Abolition Policy and

Infrastructure Projects on the Changing Fortunes of Mekrani Baloch in the Indian

Ocean World 1860-1910

The Past is never dead. It is not even past. (William Faulkner)

Introduction:

It was his persistence in the face of rude questioning and boisterous laughter from the

young men that attracted me towards the fragile middle aged man. Kaleemullah and I

were sipping tea and debating the day’s happenings with other fishermen at Karimok’s

teahouse, an old rickety establishment in the back of Gwadar’s old bazaar which is

colloquially dubbed as the General Headquarters (GHQ) by Gwadari’s. He kept making

emphatic declarations that according to the Pakistani constitution, we were all mad!

(Ayeen kay mutabiq ham sab pagal hain) When asked to comment on his own sanity, he

calmly replied that although no one followed the law anymore, he strictly abided by the

law and demanded of others to do the same. But as the young men became more

aggressive and disruptive, he started to lose his cool. Addressing the general audience

beyond the young men he warned them that they better watch their words. He explained

that although he may appear to be at the teahouse at that moment but in reality he was

walking seven feet under the sea and, if his hand was forced, he might summon his seven

and a half Djinns to set the naughty kids right. Some onlookers laughed while others got

annoyed by the noisy exchange and his nonsensical comments. Alarmed that this crazy

man might turn away his customers, Karimok’s waiter duly appeared at the ‘table’-a
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worn out wooden bench attached to a desk- and told the madman to get the hell out of

there. The madman, however, did not take this intervention kindly: “Mind your own

business, Mister! You clean tables for these people here, your father cleaned them for the

British, and before them your grandfather did the same for the Arabs of Muscat!” This

evoked a roar of approval and laughter from the audience. The waiter had to beat a

sheepish retreat, muttering indignantly that the local authorities needed to do a better job

of locking up such ‘mental cases’ in Gwadar.

The madman’s answer and the audience’s approving laughter point towards the

maddening effects of the contemporary Pakistani state while evoking Gwadar’s

entanglement in the long Indian Ocean trade under the Arab rulers of Sultanate of Oman

(Muscat) on the opposite side of the Arabian Sea from Gwadar. Rumor had it that the late

Karimok, the teahouse owner, fancied himself a citizen of Muscat and his shop would

remain open on Pakistani national holidays or, for that matter, during the numerous

protest rallies, strikes, and wheel-jam calls given by Baloch ethnic nationalist parties.

Folks at the teahouse recalled that even at the peak of Baloch Students Organization’s

(BSO) movement against General Zia’s dictatorship in the 1980s, old Karimok refused to

budge from his position. The agitating youth were then demanding that he shut down his

teahouse in solidarity with their shutter-down strike against the military government. He

told them he was a subject of Sultan Qaboos al Busaidi and wanted no part in their

quarrel with the Pakistani government.

Before Gwadar was annexed to the newly established Pakistani state in 1958, it

was a small but significant node in the maritime empire of Sultanate of Oman. The Al-
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Busaidi Sultans of Muscat ‘owned’ the small enclave of Gwadar for well over 300 years,

including 150 years of Indirect Rule by the British Raj in India.  They eventually ‘sold’ it

and to Pakistan for 8.4 Million dollars under a treaty agreement between the two

countries (Time Magazine 1958). The Sultan’s possessions on the Mekran Coast

stretched from Gwadar to Bandar Abbas in Iran. Baloch soldiers from the Mekran coast

formed the backbone of this maritime empire and Baloch sailors worked as boat captains

(Nakhuda) and navigators (Muallim) on Arab dhows sailing on the ocean between

Zanzibar, Muscat, Gwadar, Diu, and Calicut. These soldiers and sailors helped the Omani

Sultan in establishing his sovereignty over the entire Swahili Coast in Africa from

Somalia to Kenya. Along with Omani Arabs, they were also overseeing the lucrative

trade in ivory, spices, and enslaved Africans (Nicolini 2006, 2007). More than 200 years

of Omani rule have left an indelible mark on the physical and cultural landscape of

Gwadar Town and the outlook of its residents.

Nakhoda Noor Mohammad vividly recalls the period of Omani rule. He is in his 90s and

his long flowing beard has turned completely white and threadbare. He spends most of

his time praying and meditating inside the mosque that is located near the beach on the

East Bay. Noor Mohammad had worked as Navigator (Muallim) on an Arab dhow in his

younger days. He draws a compass on a piece of paper and explains to me how he

navigated with the help of compass, chart, and a few sticks of wood that they used to

mark the direction of the Ocean’s current. In reply to my question, he answers that he had

not worked on a sailboat because none were left by the time he grew up. When he was a

child though, a few sailboats were still anchored in the West Bay harbor. Hatum
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intervenes and says that their fathers and grandfathers would go out on those long

journeys to Zanzibar and back. He says that the coconuts of Zanzibar were very famous

in Gwadar. They have a saying attributed to his grandfather, Kia. “Kia went to Zanzibar

and brought coconuts with him.” These sailors would sometime be out in the ocean for

years on end and when they returned home, their children had already grown up. When

the long gone sailor would return home, his children could not recognize their father!

He recalls Omani rule as a peaceful time when justice was swift and cheap under the

Arab Wali or Governor of Gwadar.

The Wali would greet you in person and order the soldiers to arrest the suspects.
The suspects would then be produced and tried in front of a Muslim judge (Qadi)
who would decide the case according to Sharia law. You didn’t have to go to the
police or register an FIR (a written complaint called the First Information Report).

Hatum and Noor Muhammad wistfully recall the lamplighter from the local Town

Committee who would come out in the evening to pour oil and light the street lamps

night. Indeed, during a recent protest against the frequent electricity outages in town, the

protestors chanted slogans that they were fed up with the Pakistani electricity and wanted

the old lamplighter from Omani time back.

These anecdotes and other remains of Omani rule are fragments of memory that evoke

different kinds of nostalgias among Gwadar's resident. As Kathleen Stewart reminds us,

nostalgia is not a desire to return to the past or hang on to the present by a more natural or

localized people who are unable to function efficiently under late capitalism (Stewart

1988). Indeed the condition of nostalgia requires the object of nostalgia to be out of

reach: nostalgia for the past can only be felt once it has receded or become distant enough

not to come back. Instead, this ‘nostalgia of the oppressed’ provides a narrative frame and
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argument for Gwadari’s to critique the present, a present that they are dissatisfied with. It

has everything to do with the corrupt police officers, unreliable electric power, and

unfamiliar faces in Gwadar.

Shards of these memories and the things that evoke them dot the landscape of Gwadar

Town like fragments of pottery, bone, ashes, and other miscellania strewn around an

archaeological site. The rope ladder path cut into the vertical cliff facing the Chapra

where Noor Mohammad and Hatum are telling their stories. Before the government built

a dirt road to the top of Batel mountain in the 1980s, people used this rope ladder path to

climb the mountain. The remains of a stone masonry dam on the top of the mountain

attributed to the Portugese conquerors who had ruled Gwadar and most of the Indian

Ocean coastline before the Omani Arabs took it over. They belong to an archive that

seems to invite some kind of suturing. Yet when one tries to piece them together, they do

not yield to a neat pattern.

Although altered and reworked by more than 50 years of Pakistani rule, shards of these

earlier geographies trace an arc through memory, nostalgia, arts, and architecture. These

arcs are also re-traced through the ongoing movement of Baloch and East African descent

people between Zanzibar (East Africa), Muscat, and Gwadar. They are reflected in the

large Baloch diaspora in Oman who constitute the second largest ethnic group in the

Sultanate after its Arab population.  They are inscribed in the intricate wooden tapestries

and lattice work of houses in old town of Gwadar, in the immaculate gold Jewelry and

graceful Sari’s worn by the elderly women from the Ismailia community, in its narrow
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lanes and alleyways, in the boat-making style and designs of Wado craftsmen, and the

decaying remains of Omani forts and watchtowers that overlook the townscapes of

Gwadar, Muscat, Zanzibar, and Mombasa.

Yet Pakistani and international discourse about Gwadar tends to portray the town as a

small, isolated fishing settlement inhabited by presumably insular tribesmen who have

little contact with or knowledge of the outside world. Pakistani discourse about Gwadar

and Mekran region thus involves suppression or exclusion of alternate histories and social

geographies, a form of nationalist amnesia that serves to produce a coherent narrative of

modernity for a nation desperately searching for economic revival and enhanced

collective self-esteem. Through this process of elision metropolitan Pakistani subjects

from Punjabi and Urdu speaking ethnic groups and Western observers can construct an

authentic or true discourse of Baloch tribalism, primitivism, and underdevelopment. This

discourse not only justifies the exploitation of their abundant natural resources and

strategically important places like Gwadar but also legitimizes the repeated use of

military force in “scorched earth” campaigns to impose the writ of the state in

Balochistan Province. I submit that the marginality of Gwadar and Mekran region,

therefore, is an effect of power in that Pakistani historiography and cartography hides the

contemporary topography of power in which Baloch subjects occupy a subordinate

position.

On the other hand, ethnic Baloch political activists resisting Pakistani state’s

development agenda advance a counter-narrative of their own. They claim that Gwadar is

an integral part of a historic Baloch homeland extending from the banks of the river Indus
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in the East to the town of Bampur in Iran in the West. There is some historical evidence

to support this argument and it serves as an important challenge to counter the hegemonic

ambitions of Pakistani state authorities. Nevertheless, on the whole, this claim is a mirror

image of the Pakistani version in that it ignores the interpenetration of distant times and

places that have informed the outlook of subjects in Gwadar over centuries of trade and

contact with the outside world. In collapsing distinct time-spaces into a linear rendering

of Gwadar’s history and a stable narrative of Baloch identity, the nationalist version

ignores the complex skein of trajectories the people in Gawdar have traced in the Indian

Ocean. It also serves to valorize and romanticize a view of Baloch society and political

dynamics that downplays its internal contradictions, inequalities, and inequities that have

resulted from their participation in pre-colonial military and commercial circuits as well

as in the structures of colonial and postcolonial rule.

Slaves and Savages: Robert Sandeman and the Inscription of a Tribal Margin

The tropes of ‘tribalism’ and ‘primitivism,’ and the image of Balochistan as a largely

empty, distant, and limitrophe place have dominated sociological and political

imagination of Balochistan (Pastner and Pastner 1972; Salzman 2000; Spooner 1975)

barring a few nuanced and sympathetic accounts (Axmann 2008; Swidler 1992, 2003;

Titus and Swidler 2000). Even recent scholarly literature has failed to escape its

imaginative hold as evidenced by titled such as “The Conflict of Tribes and States” in

research projects and scholarly monographs (Boedeker 2012). This anthropological

imagination in turn informs public opinion and cultivates political attitudes, lending itself
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easily in the service of Imperialist military adventures. It is used by political analysts to

justify Western interventions for or against ‘the tribes’ in order to prevent otherwise

gloomy scenarios of tribesmen running amok (Kaplan 2009; Pipes 2008)3.

Following Simanti Dutta, I argue that in the case of Balochistan this imaginative and

representational schema has originated from Balochistan’s inscription as an imperial

margin into British territories in colonial India (Dutta 2000). As I have suggested earlier,

these tropes inform the attitudes and opinions of metropolitan Pakistani subjects towards

Balochistan regardless of whether they are of liberal, conservative (religious), or socialist

persuasions. In the following pages, I trace the genealogy of this discourse in the colonial

era under the rubric of “Indirect Rule” and “Tribal Management” and its transformations

in the postcolonial period. Further, I tease out certain narrative threads from the colonial

archive as well as oral narratives recounted to me during fieldwork to give a sense of

Gwadar as a historically connected place.

The methods of rule and the reach of colonial authority in India were uneven in general,

including, for instance, the territories ruled directly by the British and the Princely States

under Indirect Rule. Balochistan, or Kalat State as it was then called, belonged to the

latter category. Its legal and administrative status was further complicated or shadowed

by the long borders that it shared with Persia (Iran) in the west, Afghanistan in the north,

and the Arabian Sea in the south. In territories like Kalat that were appended to the

empire as its ‘frontiers’, the question of protecting imperial interests from the unhealthy

3 This is not to say that the scholars who write these articles and books themselves approve of military
intervention and human rights abuses.
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influence of rival European powers such as Russia and France and the defense of British

India haunted the imperial imagination constantly. Gwadar Town and Mekran region

were situated at the confluence of two colonial frontiers of the British Raj: the Persian

frontier in the west and the Arabian Frontier in south. Colonial authorities were faced

with the problem of securing the attachment of reluctant Baloch tribesmen to their cause

on these ‘wild and lawless’ frontiers. These people had historically shown only nominal

allegiance to any central authority whether it was Persia, India, or Afghanistan. They

defied it openly whenever the opportunity was offered. I suggest that in the case of

colonial Balochistan (or Kalat Khanate), a frontier state, the colonial authority secured

that attachment by seeking to fix mobile populations and fluid notions of identity,

belonging, and allegiance to produce a particular subject of rule, the Baloch tribal, and a

unified territory called Balochistan.
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Illustration 2: Indo-European Telegraph Line Depot at Gwadar 1863. The Omani

Fort flying the Arab flag and local sailboats can be seen in background.

(Source:  Illustrated London News, September 19, 1863)
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Illustration 3: Text of the Agreement between the Khan of Kalat and the British

Government about the Indo-European Telegraph Line. Source: Aitchison (1865:

403-404)

Using an extended example from Robert Sandeman’s attempts to pacify the Mekran

region of Balochistan, in particular his dealings with the prominent Rind tribe between
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1883 and 1892, I delineate some features of this discourse, its limitations, and its

continued relevance. I argue that Sandeman’s attempts to bring the largely acephalous

and elusive Rind tribe inhabiting the borderlands of Persia, Oman, and the Kalat Khanate

under the sign of the ‘tribe’ were indicative of British efforts to produce a kind of

‘tribalism’ that was conducive to colonial rule in Balochistan. The Rind tribe’s case is

also an apt illustration because the colonial archive continuously refers to the effective

‘management’ of this tribe as the litmus test for securing political control in Mekran

region of Balochistan.

British difficulties with Rind tribe arose out of their insistence on implementing the

abolition of slavery policy in Gwadar, then a bustling port town on the Mekran Coast that

was under Omani jurisdiction. Further, colonial authorities were worried about Gwadar

and the Mekran Coast more broadly on account of the raids on trade caravans travelling

from upcountry to Gwadar, purported measures for stopping the Indian Ocean slave

trade, and the protection of the Indo-European Telegraph Line. The Indo-European

Telegraph was hailed as a technological and administrative miracle of its time and

formed one of the mainstays of imperial control over the Indian Subcontinent in the

aftermath of the Sepoy Revolt of 1857.

In May 1876, three slaves belonging to one Dad Mahomed of Rind tribe and others

escaped from their masters’ houses along the Kalat-Persia border and took refuge in

Gwadar Town. The Omani Wali or Governor of Gwadar was bound by the treaty of 1873

with the British not to return any slave to their masters against their will (Aitchison

1876). When Dad Mahomed approached the Wali of Gwadar for returning his slaves, he
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refused to entertain the request without the permission of British authorities. Dad

Mahomed then appealed to Captain Mockler, at that time the Assistant Political Agent in

Gwadar, who again refused to interfere in the matter. Dad Mohammad left the town

vowing revenge on both Omani and British authorities. Later that evening, he cut the

British telegraph wire, burnt the Telegraph Line Guards’ house, and carried off a local

employee of the Telegraph Department.  Captain Mockler approached the representative

of the Khan of Kalat in Mekran for returning the captive employee and stolen property

and to punish Dad Mahomed. While Rind tribesmen returned some of the stolen property

and the captive Telegraph employee was freed, the demand for punishing Dad Mahomed

could not be met. These troubles were renewed in 1892 when the Rind tribesmen

demanded the return of some 70 runaway slaves who they alleged had absconded to

Gwadar (Lorimer 1908: 620). This incident led to a series of skirmishes between the

British and Omani authorities on the one hand and the Rind tribe on the other hand in and

around Gwadar Town for next three decades.

Over a cup of tea in Captain Rahim’s Café in the old bazaar, my friend Nasir

Sohrabi recounts the details of the dispute between residents of Gwadar and the irate

Rind tribesmen over the runaway slaves as told by his mother and his grandfather. Nasir

is a young social and political activist who belongs to a leading family in Gwadar who

have lived there for past several generations.

“The families of runaway slaves came to Gwadar to take refuge from the cruelty
of their masters in Persian Balochistan. Our people had their own slaves and servants but
we didn’t treat them harshly like the Rinds did, so they didn’t have a reason to run away
and take refuge with other people. These Baloch slaves settled in Toobag Ward and a few
families are still there. But they don’t like to talk about their past or accept that they are
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descendants of former slaves. They claim that they belong to Rind and Hoth tribes but, of
course, people know better. They were slaves and servants of Rinds and Hoths and
belonged to menial laboring classes. We called them Koheeg or mountain folks because
they spoke Balochi in a thick accent and their masters from Rind and Hoth tribes lived in
mountains in Persian Mekran.

I know this because my mother told me. She says that my grandfathers had fought
against the Rind tribesmen on behalf of the Wali of Gwadar to defend the town. Bahram
Khan Rind had given a call to arms to his kinsmen to help him take revenge for his
deceased brother who had been killed in a fight with Omani sepoys in Gwadar. Our folks
remember this incident as Bahram’s call (Bahram-e-Daah). When the Wali received
news of Rinds' plan to attack Gwadar, he called for all able bodied men bearing arms to
come to his aid and defend the town. My grandfather Sohrab and Kenagi, who owned a
matchlock rifle and a sword each, rallied to his call. They dug up trenches near the
present Omani Fort’s location and took positions there. This fort that you see over there,
it was not there at that time. It was built after the Rinds’ attack to protect the town against
people from the hinterland.

By this time, Robert Sandeman had already established himself firmly at Quetta as the

Agent to the Governor General (A.G.G.) and the most senior British political officer in

the newly created Balochistan Agency that comprised the Kalat Khanate and parts of

southern Afghanistan adjacent to Kalat. Having ‘pacified’ the Afghan frontier, Sandeman

now turned his attention to the southwestern border with Persia.  During his first tour in

Mekran in 1883, he took upon himself the task of settling the “Rind Disturbances” and

other similar disputes then brewing in the Mekran region. In a series of visits beginning

in 1884, during which Sandeman held durbars, tribal jirgas, and conducted negotiations

with the Rinds, he tried to settle the Rind affair. Unlike his predecessors who advocated

using an iron fist in dealing with Rinds, Sandeman struck a more conciliatory tone and

ascribed the belligerence of Rinds to British ignorance of Baloch customs pertaining to

slavery. In a dispatch to the Foreign Secretary in Calcutta, he noted:

A system of this kind, which has the sanction of centuries, cannot be upset in a day
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without disturbing effects; and this is especially the case when the change involves
serious pecuniary loss to individuals. It is necessary to insist on this, truism though it be.
It is then hardly a subject for wonder that the rude Biluch who dwells in the country near
Gwadar is slow to appreciate the motives which have led the English people to strive so
earnestly for the abolition of slavery. (HSA AGG Basta No. 9, pp. 11 )

Sandeman’s attempt at condoning slavery as a peculiar custom of rude Baloch tribesmen

appears to be patently hypocritical and self-serving. In 1842, for example, the Honorable

East India Company had occupied and annexed the neighboring state of Sindh on the

basis of the charges of engaging in slavery and encouraging the slave trade, among other

things (Outram 1846: 492). This is an example of the selective use of the definition and

label of slavery.

Commenting on the issue of slavery in colonial Balochistan, anthropologist Nina Swidler

observes that Sandeman’s statement craftily occluded the plight of fugitive slaves by

wrapping it in the garb of a benign indigenous institution (Swidler 2003). The designation

of slavery as an indigenous Baloch cultural institution and the status of Kalat as a

purportedly independent ally of the British Empire in India provided the rationale for

Sandeman’s approach. Sandeman’s opinion on the slavery question was also a

“paradigmatic statement of 19th century European views about cultural difference,”

contrasting the ‘civilized’ Englishmen with the ‘rude’ Baloch (Swidler 2003: 347).

The complicity of Dutch, French, and American trading companies in introducing

plantation slavery in the coastal communities in the Indian Ocean in late 18th and 19th

centuries have been documented extensively in the historical literature on slavery and

abolition (Clarence Smith 1989; Campbell 2003; Sheriff 1987). In particular, Sheriff
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(1987) points out how the intervention of colonial powers in the affairs of Zanzibar, the

main emporium of trade on the East African Coast and the principal town in the Swahili

speaking world, increased the quantum of slave trade and intensified the exploitation of

enslaved Africans. Through the integration of the Omani commercial empire into the

larger Atlantic based trade, this enterprise increased the number of enslaved Africans

being transported to the Arabian Peninsula and onwards to South and Southeast Asia.  It

also intensified the exploitation of enslaved Africans on the Swahili Coast itself through

the introduction of plantation slavery on the islands of Zanzibar, Pemba, and Madagascar

with whom the British, French, and American companies enjoyed special trading

relations and privileges.

Similarly, the British East India Company’s subsequent attempts to maintain control over

native society under the purportedly humanitarian motives of abolishing the “East

African Slave Trade” have been treated more fully by historians of South Asia

(Chatterjee 2006; Chatterjee and Eaton 2006). As Indrani Chatterjee points out, British

abolition policy did not achieve much by way of ensuring the emancipation of slaves,

especially female slaves. But the discourse or rhetoric of abolition did add another

weapon to the arsenal of British political officers in colonial India like Sandeman. They

could use this sledgehammer against rulers and influential persons in Princely States

when they threatened colonial interests and ignore it conveniently when it was otherwise

(Chatterjee 2005: 144).

In the case of Kalat State or Balochistan, the colonial officers chose to do the latter and

this policy continued till 1921. In several such incidents that were brought to the attention
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of colonial officers, discretion was considered the better part of valor. In 1892, the Syeds

of Pishin, a small town near Quetta, brought a similar complaint before Sandeman’s

successor, Colonel James Brown. In 1897, the Khan of Kalat, Mir Mahmood Khan wrote

a long letter to the A.G.G in Balochistan, specifically linking the construction of the

Quetta- Kalat road to the unrest among domestic slaves.

Most of the male and female slaves of the people of that part of the country i.e.
Quetta to Kalat are becoming obstinate merely on account of the road which has
been constructed. None of the men of Mastung can, therefore, use harsh words to
their male and female slaves. Although by the construction of road nothing else is
meant than an easy thoroughfare, yet the low persons, i.e., male and female slaves,
are entertaining peculiar ideas.

(A.G.G. Essential Records, Basta No. 9, File No. 292 Vol. I pg. no. 4 1898)

The Government of India’s reply to the A.G.G in Balochistan in this subject was

emphatic. He was to steer clear of any controversial action while paying lip service to the

rhetoric of abolition back home in Britain.

There is no desire whatever to move hastily in the matter, and at the present
juncture it would probably be inopportune to take any action whatever. The subject
is, however, one which receives close attention at home, and the desirability of
making known the policy of the British Government has to be borne in mind.

(A.G.G. Essential Records Basta No. 9, File No. 292 Vol. I pg. no. 4 1898)

As a result, Kalat State would be one of the last regions in British India to abolish

slavery. Slavery was formally abolished in 1926 by virtue of a royal edict (Farman)

issued by the Khan of Kalat under British pressure. Other forms of bondage such as

Begar (forced labor) continued to be practiced while British officers looked the other way

in the name of tradition and local customs well into the 1930s (Government of India

1936).
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How to Re-make a Tribe: the Tokens and Vocabulary of Indirect Rule

Sandeman concluded his assessment by establishing the connections between the Afghan

frontier policy and the one to be followed in Mekran in the southwest. He pointed out that

the approach he is recommending in dealing with the Rind tribesmen on the Persia-Kalat

frontier is the same that had been adopted elsewhere on the northwest frontier of India

with a lot of success. He warned the Central Government that antagonizing a powerful

tribe occupying a strategically important part of British India’s border will do grave harm

to British interests in the region.

During the course of his tour, Sandeman managed to negotiate a settlement with Rinds,

soliciting a bond of good behavior from the twelve most influential men of the tribe who

were designated as heads of their respective sections. As part this effort, he brought with

himself an impressive entourage of prominent tribal chiefs from central Baluchistan to

impress upon the Rinds that he had the Baloch elite in tow with him. The Chief of the

ruling Gichki tribe in Mekran as well as the Khan of Kalat’s deputy in Mekran also

undertook to assist the newly anointed headmen of Rind tribe in carrying out the

responsibilities assigned to them in the durbar by Sandeman. In a later unfinished

dispatch to the Viceroy he even tried to advocate a genealogical affinity between the

Rinds in the Mekran and the Chiefs of Central Balochistan to buttress Rind position as a

‘proper tribe’!

The holding of large public gatherings or Durbars by British political officers was part of

an effort to mimic and appropriate indigenous tokens of sovereignty and subjecthood in
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an effort to include the Baloch tribes in the orbit of colonial rule. Tribal chiefs who had

performed loyal service to the colonial authorities in their campaigns against recalcitrant

tribesmen were honored with various tokens of service. These tokens included: the

conferral of Khillats or honorific robes; titles of Nawab, Sardar, or Khan Bahadur; grant

of revenue free holdings of land known as Jagirs or Muafis; and the awarding of

monetary allowances and subsidies. However, acceptance of such titles implied a definite

commitment of subordination to a relatively fixed and vertically stacked hierarchy of

colonial authority. This tight hierarchy of colonial authority was in sharp contrast to pre-

colonial forms of sovereignty and subjecthood. In the precolonial period, Baloch tribal

chiefs who were in the service of the Persian monarch or the Khan of Kalat had wide

latitude in their behavior and room for maneuver.   The Baloch tribal chiefs in Mekran

would soon discover to their chagrin that their ability to act independently was severely

curtailed under the new colonial order.

However, Sandeman’s efforts to incorporate the Rind tribe were frustrated by Omani

authorities in Gwadar and their supporters in the colonial bureaucracy who were calling

for stringent action against the Rinds. The following year, Sandeman sent another

deputation under his subordinate, Colonel Reynolds, to settle the disputes between Rinds

and Omani authorities in Gwadar. While the disputes were not fully resolved, a partial

settlement was effected. Colonel Reynolds’ dispatch on this issue reveals clearly how

Sandeman and his subordinates were micro-managing the tribe:

What is especially required now is to bring about some organization of the tribe and
to effect some sort of coherence between different sections under their respective
heads; but to do this we must obtain their confidence,- a result that we should fail to
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accomplish by the adoption of what they would consider harsh measures. (IOR
R/1/34/3 pp. 5)

As part of this ‘soft’ reorganization, one of the twelve headmen, Wali Mohammad,

belonging to the Gazkandi section of the tribe, was officially crowned as Sardar (Chief)

of the Rind tribe in 1888. Sandeman fixed an annual subsidy for him and an allowance

for the maintenance of the good behavior of his tribe. Moreover, the tribe was informed

by Sandeman that they were subjects of the Khan of Kalat and must submit to the

Illustration 4: Photographs showing a typical Durbar of Rind tribesmen in Mekran

with the Persian officials. (Source: Black and White Weekly, April 18, 1896)
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authority of the Khan’s representative in Mekran. The underlying message, of course,

was that they were now subjects of the mighty British Empire courtesy of Sandeman who

wielded real power and influence over the Khan of Kalat, the nominal ruler of

Balochistan.

Gazkandi’s authority over his tribe proved tenuous as Rind tribesmen kept taking

advantage of their location on the border to carry out raids on trade caravans and would

cross over into Persian territory to escape retaliation by the British and vice versa. Indeed,

some disgruntled Rind tribesmen attacked Gazkandi the following year and one of his

sons and a cousin were killed. Colonial authorities resented the ‘intensely democratic’

attitude of the tribesmen that would not allow them to suffer a permanent chief. They

lamented that “dealings with Rinds are rendered extremely difficult by the factiousness

which their individualism engenders.” (Hughes-Buller 1906: 100). This was an admission

that the image of an authentic tribe with a vertical hierarchy of authority and fixed

residence in which Sandeman and his successors wanted to cast the Rind tribesmen was

not really working.

The image of a typical Baloch tribesman obedient to his sectional headman and tribal

chief in a durable hierarchy of authority was a figment of colonial imagination that was

the foundation of the ethnographic-administrative order of British rule in colonial

Balochistan. There were obvious differences in the social organization of Mekrani Baloch

and the Baloch tribes of Eastern Balochistan who had a more hierarchical form of status

distinctions. More importantly, the pacification of even the ostensibly authentic Baloch
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tribesmen of Eastern Balochistan had been secured after long and vicious military

campaigns against them (Jacob and Billamore 1852; Tighe 1902; Government of India

1910). This was coupled with the inducement of financial rewards in the form of salaries,

service in the native Levies Force, and employment as guards along the railway line and

the trade routes passing through strategic frontier passes such as the Bolan Pass.

Therefore, Robert Sandeman’s system of tribal administration in Balochistan actually

helped produce the kinds of Baloch tribes that it was presumably acting on. As Elizabeth

Povinelli points out, while discourses may not originally have any substantial moorings

in the places and bodies they reference, they have a molding effect in that the discursive

and material conditions of people and places change over time to conform to the

assumptions of those discourses. I suggest that these discourses do not have to be

progressive or liberal to produce the kinds of effects that Povinelli hints at.

While the management of Rind tribe continued to be problematic for Sandeman, the form

of tribal organization he had imposed on the tribe gradually started to take hold

somewhat. In a later report from Mekran in 1891, GP Tate, the Assistant Political Agent,

pointed out that Sandeman’s designated tribal Chief, Wali Mohammad, held considerable

influence in the tribe and was grooming his son to succeed him in the office of Chiefship.

On the other hand, Sandeman’s recommendations to the Viceroy to station regular troops

in Mekran and depute a British officer on a permanent basis in Mekran were summarily

vetoed. While the Viceroy was willing to accept some form of local policing to

administer Mekran, he was unwilling to invest troops and money in a part of the Indian

frontier that was of no immediate significance to the Government of India. Rinds took
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this to mean that the yoke of colonial government was off of their necks and they were

free to pursue their former activities. Despite the deputation of a British political officer

every other year to visit the country and effect a settlement, the raids, variously described

as ‘disturbances’ and ‘outrages’ continued to occur.

The method of Indirect Rule inaugurated by Robert Sandeman, Agent to the Governor

General and first Chief Commissioner of Balochistan, is understood both by colonial

writers as well as contemporary historians, analysts, and opinion-makers of Balochistan

(Nicolini, Redaelli, et al) to have solved the problem of subduing the Baluch frontier of

India. It is popularly believed to have been an exercise in empire-light or a form of rule

that involved a minimal expenditure of force and depended, for the most part, on the

consent of the governed. It has even found enthusiastic followers among some

contemporary ‘strategic thinkers’ who have advised the US government to revive the

Sandeman System for governing Afghanistan and Pakistani territories along the border

with Afghanistan. These contemporary authors have tried to raise Sandeman from the

dead in a bid to give strategic advice for pacifying the insurgents fighting the US military

and Pakistani authorities in the tribal areas of Pakistan and Afghanistan. However, a close

reading of Sandeman’s management of Rind tribe suggests that production of this regime

of frontier tribal administration was the confluence of a particular anthropological

reading of the tribes as well as the presence of pressing imperial interests to necessitate

the summoning of the instruments of domination, that is, investment of troops and

money. In the case of colonial Mekran, the Government of India was singularly

uninterested in providing troops and money and this led to the collapse of Sandeman
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System in Mekran in the 1890s.

Imperial Connections and the Transformation of Mekran’s Seascape:

While Sandeman’s efforts to carve an imperial margin by creating order out of chaos on a

‘wild and lawless’ Persian frontier were one end of the story, the mis-reading of British

intentions by Dad Mohammed’s slaves bookended the other part of the emerging colonial

geography in coastal Balochistan. As the most profitable ‘cargo’ travelling on Arab

dhows headed from the clove-scented island of Zanzibar to the ports of Sur, Basrah,

Bandar Abbas, Gwadar, Karachi, and Bombay, the emaciated bodies of enslaved East

Africans connected the Baloch of Gwadar and Mekran region to the Omani commercial

empire in the Indian Ocean. Gwadar was not an emporium of trade like Calicut, Muscat,

or Zanzibar but it functioned as an important node in the Omani commercial empire as an

intermediate port and a staging ground for recruitment of Mekrani Baloch soldiers who

served the Omani empire. During his political mission to Mekran in 1861, Lieutenant-

Colonel F.J. Goldsmid, the Assistant Commissioner in Sindh, observed that there were 30

large and 70 small long distance sail-boats anchored in the Gwadar Harbor in 1861

(Goldsmid 1862: 17) .

The circulation of Baloch and African-descent bodies through raids, trade, and migration

between Zanzibar, Muscat, and Gwadar threads together the logics of Indirect Rule,

extension of colonial infrastructures, and peopling of new cities. In particular, the

construction of Indo-European Telegraph Line (1862), the introduction of steam

navigation into the Persian Gulf (1857), and the aggressive patrolling of Indian Ocean
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waters by British warships in the second half of 19th century induced fundamental

changes in the lives of people inhabiting the Persian Gulf and Mekran coasts.

It led to the decline of intermediate port towns like Gwadar and the transformation of the

bodies of African descent Baloch people from a site of servitude to a site of ‘free’

colonial labor. For the most part, this movement was from the Mekran and Persian Gulf

coast in the west to Karachi and Bombay in the East where they would form several of

the Mekrani Baloch neighborhoods or Paras that survive today.

The unnamed slaves of Dad Mohammed, as mentioned earlier, were part of a trickle of

Mekrani Baloch of African descent who had been escaping their masters’ cruelty by

seeking refuge in British protected territories in the aftermath of abolition treaties signed

by the Sultan of Oman. After the Suppression of Slave Trade Treaty of 1873 outlawed

slavery, this trickle turned into a steady stream. Enslaved Africans were jumping off their

master’s dhows near British ports, swimming from Persian shores to nearby British ships,

and seeking refuge in British garrisons along the coast to claim their freedom. Dad

Mohammad’s slaves had joined a small community of about 300 freedmen in Gwadar

who were already settled there. By the 1890s, the number of fugitive slaves in Gwadar

had become very large, and the management of their angry masters from the Rind tribe a

serious problem for the colonial government. According to the Gazetteer of the Persian

Gulf:

During the cold weather of 1892-93, fugitive slaves continued to collect at
Gwadar, where their number in May 1893 amounted to several hundreds; and so strained
was the situation thus created that it was found advisable to induce the refugees to
remove to British India, and some of them were even provided with the means of
reaching that destination (Lorimer 1915: 620).
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Eventually, these freedmen were moved to Karachi as part of a compromise the British

officers had mediated between the Rind tribesmen and the Wali of Gwadar. The methods

of ‘inducing’ the fugitive slaves to go to British India included their detention at Gwadar

and their consequent deportation to Karachi and Bombay. The colonial archive shows

that the expenses of detaining and deporting the fugitive slaves continued to be a

contentious issue between various bureaucrats in the Persian Gulf and Balochistan

Political Agencies. (A.G.G. Essential Records, Basta No. 56, File No. 2/270 pg. nos. 1-5

1910)

The patrolling of Indian Ocean waters by British war ships and the anti-slavery treaties

of British Empire did more than ensure the freedom of enslaved Africans. They were also

contributing towards the decline and a significant re-structuring of long distance trade in

Arab and Indian dhows- Battela, Baghla, and Sanbuqs- that followed the monsoon winds

to carry grain, indigo, and calico to Zanzibar and bring back coconuts, ivory, and spices.

Unlike the European steamers that followed rather fixed routes and destinations, these

‘native’ craft would conduct both direct and coasting voyages, stopping at intermediate

ports like Gwadar, Dieu, Karachi, and Surat to rest their crew and recoup their supplies

thereby giving a boost to the local economies. The owners of smaller sailboats such as

Battela’s were also more likely to be flexible in their choice of anchoring at different

harbors. They might land their cargoes at smaller ports where they had significant

relations with local traders instead of offloading their cargoes only at big emporiums like

Muscat. Constant harassment, arbitrary searches, and destruction of boats on high sea by
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British warships hurt this trade. To compound their difficulties, the British India Steam

Navigation (BISN) Company extended its steamship service from Bombay to the Persian

Gulf ports like Gwadar, Chahbahar, Bandar Abbas, and Basra from 1865 onwards.

Illustration 5: Classified Ad for British India Steam Navigation Company (Source:

Times of India, October 10, 1882)
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Together these developments hastened the decline and a significant restructuring of the

monsoon borne trade between Mekran, Persian Gulf, and East African Coasts carried out

on Arab dhows. It also affected the caravan trade that connected these ports to towns in

the hinterland as far away as Balkh and Bokhara in Central Asia. In particular, the

diversion of trade in wool, raw silk, and dried fruits coming from Afghanistan and

Central Asia towards Karachi was a serious blow to the coastal towns along the Mekran

Coast (Andrew 1859: 255). This process sapped the vitality of intermediate ports along

the Mekran Coast. Some towns like Gwadar stagnated and their commercial prospects

declined while others like Sonmianee completely shriveled.

The decline of the commercial prospects of Sonmianee (literally, the Golden Harbor) is

illustrative of this process. W.H. Andrew, a contemporary British colonial official,

observes:

Sonnmeeanee has gradually sunk in importance since the British occupied
Kurrachee. The first serious blow it received was in the diversion of the Afghan trade in
the time of Sir Charles Napier; this was mainly caused by the exertions of Khan
Mahomed Mengal, the chief of Wudd, and the facilities which presented themselves at
Kurrachee in accommodation, and ready freight for goods to Bombay, decided the traders
in preferring Kurrachee as their port of export.

Gwadar and Mekran coast’s loss was Karachi’s gain. Although Karachi had a more

extensive trade even before the arrival of the British in 1839, it was still a secondary port

town like Gwadar with a population of 10,000 inhabitants. However, the British
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occupation of Sindh in 1842 and construction of colonial infrastructure projects such as

Karachi Port, Sindh Railways, and the Indo-European Telegraph Line catapulted Karachi

into an administrative and commercial hub. Its population exceeded 53,000 inhabitants in

1870. The Gazetteer of Mekran summarized this restructuring of trade as follows: “With

the opening up of a regular steamer service with the Indian ports, that part of the foreign

maritime trade, which was carried in country boats to Africa, has declined, but much

cargo is still carried by local craft to the Persian Gulf.” (Hughes-Buller 1906: 25-26)

This restructuring of trade was accompanied by the flight of Mekrani labor to the

emerging colonial cities of Karachi and Bombay where new opportunities for work in

steamships, commercial harbors, railway lines and dockyards, and daily wage jobs were

available. These projects drew in a large number of African-descent Baloch from Mekran

along with Baloch fishermen and laborers who would form the major part of the city’s

working class. The Census of Bombay Presidency for 1901 details the extent of this

migration and its demographic impact:

Since 1872 Karachi has increased from 56,753 to 116,663, that is to say, it has
more than doubled, owing doubtless to the advent of the Northwestern Railway, and the
consequent development of the port. Of the 53,000 immigrants, Balochistan is
responsible for a large share. They come from the Mekran, and reside in the Trans-Liari
section of the city. Cutch and Balochistan send half the immigrants between them, their
respective shares being thirteen and eight thousand.

(Census of India 1901 (Bombay Presidency): 34)

Similarly the Census of India for Baluchistan (1901) provides us with the details

of the employment of Mekrani Baloch laborers on various railway and mines projects in
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British India as far away as Assam in the Northeast:

In addition to the periodic migration of the Brahuis to Sind, there is also a good
deal of temporary migration from Las Bela and Makran to that Province. The people
from these parts go to Karachi to find employment as labourers in the port and as
domestic servants. Their numbers account for the excess of males over females among
the immigrants to Bombay and Sind shown Subsidiary Table VI. The Makranis are
excellent labourers, and a number of them are employed in the coal mines which are
worked by the Northwestern Railway at Khost and Zardalu. The Manager informs me
that supply is now being curtailed by the employment of a number of Makranis in Assam
and this accounts for 655 persons having been recorded in Assam as born in Balochistan.

(Census of India 1901 (Baluchistan, Vol V and V-A): 28)

Concerning Mekrani Baloch of African descent Encyclopedia Brittanica remarks: “…the

Gadaras are now represented by Sidi half-castes- those Makrani ‘boys’ who are so well

known in the mercantile marine as stokers and firemen.”

Nako Dur Muhammad, an elder from the Gazrawan ward who is in his 80s, tells me that

many people from Mekran travelled to Karachi, Bombay, Bassurah, Qatar, and Calicut

for trade and in search of work. For example, a lot of people from Zamuran (on the Iran-

Pakistan border) had gone to work in Bombay. But the majority of the people Nako Dad

Muhammad knew from Gwadar worked in the newly built Karachi Harbor. He recalls

that at the time there were a good 2,000-3,000 people working in the Harbor. They did

the same kind of work as they did in Gwadar Port. The loaded grain, wheat, and cleaned

and carried the dust.

I know this because once the British had closed the sea to ships for two months.
So all these people just sat there and waited. After two months the ships started
running again. I myself never worked there because I was working on a launch
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(boat) but I saw these people working there. So we would carry goods in our
launch from here to Karachi. Once we reached the Harbor in Karachi, the Seth
over there would send his men to unload the cargo. There were frequent droughts
and crop failures in Mekran and so Baloch from all over Mekran would go to
Karachi and other parts of India in search of work.

Indeed Gwadari’s and other Baloch from the hinterland of Mekran travelled as far as the

British colony of Australia along colonial circuits of labor on British steamships. For

instance, Mekrani cameleers were instrumental in settling the interior of Australia which

could not be reached except on camelback.

During the years 1898 1897 about 4,500 were shipped from Karachi to
Fremanile. The majority of them came from Makran and Baluchistan the hill
camels being found better able to endure the Australian climate than those of
Sind. In Australia they were sold at prices ranging from 80 to 100 but freight and
customs duties came to 8 or 10 at least.

(Aitkin 1907: 251)

Conclusion

In reconstructing the history of Gwadar and Mekran Coast’s location in the Indian

Ocean trade and their changing fortunes in the second half of 19th century, my purpose is

not to discount the significance of competing Baloch and Pakistani nationalist claims for

sovereignty over people and territory. These claims are driven by nationalist desires and

nostalgias that are an important component of identarian and nation-building projects that
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I will discuss more fully in the chapters that follow. Here, I suggest that bringing up the

submerged history and sedimented geography of Gwadar helps us better understand how

contemporary nationalist visions of territory borrow from and build on colonial

geographies and imperial desire. Like imperial Britain, contemporary Pakistani desires

for refashioning territory and networks of trade in Mekran coast reflects both the

vulnerability of the national self and a staunch faith in the ability of infrastructure to help

attach reluctant Baloch subjects into the idea of Pakistani nation. This faith makes it hard

for the Pakistani elite to understand resistance by local people who feel excluded from

such projects except as the resurgence of the primitive against the modern.

Thus General Musharraf declared on the occasion of the inauguration of Gwadar

Port:

I am very glad to be standing at a place where 5-6 years back there was nothing
except for sand and dust, no roads or buildings etc. However, today we see
progress – infrastructure is being built, there are roads, buildings, power supply
and a hotel has also been constructed which is equivalent to other hotels in
Islamabad, Karachi or Lahore. …. Some elements here are reluctant and misguide
that foreigners would confiscate the land from locals and pressurize them. My
brothers and sisters, nations who are not afraid of outsiders succeed. But those
who resist investors remain backward and poor. [Emphasis added]

The departed General’s words sound eerily similar to those of Colonel Lewis Pelly, the

British Resident in the Persian Gulf, who complained in a letter to his superiors in 1868:

It is remarkable that the native merchants, inclusive of those now interested in (British)
steamers, have from the commencement of steam communication consistently urged the
inconvenience and injury that would result to the Gulf trade from the substitution of
steamers for the native craft. The fact seems to be that the Gulf trade is capable of
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indefinite development…
Despite a gap of more than 150 years that separates these emphatic statements by two

military administrators, they reveal how clueless and indifferent the authors and sponsors

of mega infrastructure projects in Balochistan have been to the anxieties and travails of

the local inhabitants. Gwadar and the larger Mekran Coast appear in the imagination of

Pakistani leaders like General Musharraf as places devoid of history, as an empty slate

(Tabula Rasa) on which they will write the brave saga of nationalist modernity.
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CHAPTER 2

The Anxiety of Development

Introduction
It was the summer of 2010 and the heat in Gwadar combined with the

humidity felt oppressive. Haji Abdul Nabi, a local notable, had invited me for dinner

at his newly built hotel at the edge of the small town. En route to Haji’s hotel, I had

to zigzag my way through a maze of potholes on the main Airport Road while trying to

avoid the occasional clouds of dust kicked up by trucks and cargo vehicles passing in the

opposite direction. The brightly lit and clean interior of the hotel sharply contrasted

with the potholed road that I had just traversed. It was elegantly furnished with modern

chic dining tables, chairs, and settees and decorated with chandeliers and lamps in the

manner of upscale restaurants in Karachi. A group of workmen and waiters were busy

dusting and polishing the new furniture in the reception area when I stepped in. One

of them promptly chaperoned me to the garden in the back. A table and some chairs

had been set up in a corner of the lawn whose hedges and plants had been recently

pruned. It turned out that there were no guests staying in the hotel except for some

acquaintances of Haji who had come from Karachi to see him. I would find out later that

the hotel had not seen a lot of business activity for the last several months. Waiting in

the garden for Haji, I wondered for whom this hotel was being furnished and decorated.

My host sounded upbeat about the future prospects of  Gwadar. He showed me the

improvements he had made to his hotel which was his investment, pride, and dream.
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Yet he appeared very anxious and kept asking me, time and again, what I thought would

happen to Gwadar. I replied that I was there to find out the same.

Haji was one of the many people who would pose me this question regarding

Gwadar’s future. Fishermen, entrepreneurs, bureaucrats, and even military officers

asked this question time and again expecting some erudite answer from me. It felt like the

proverbial arrival of Godot in Beckett’s play. Gwadar’s fortunes had risen quickly in the

wake of the construction of the Port but these fortunes declined as precipitously

when the speculative real estate bubble there burst in 2005-2006. Further, armed

resistance by Baloch nationalist insurgents made the region an inhospitable place for

domestic and foreign investors in the following years.

The experience of postcolonial modernity has always been characterized by the

impossibility of becoming fully modern (Chakrabarty 2000). Further, even in mega cities

like Dubai that are able to put in a convincing performance of the city as a corporation

(Kanna 2011), this sheen is only skin deep. Fault lines of labor, race, and citizenship are

visible just below the surface, if one pays close attention. Developments in Gwadar,

however, belong to a different category, that of a long line of mega-cities-to-be but that

would not become. In Pakistan and elsewhere there are many ‘failed’ cities that could not

become: Lagos in the 1970s, Karachi in the 1990s, and Gwadar in the 2000’s.  The

Pakistani ambition of becoming a modern country with world class cities and

infrastructure is always being frustrated and deferred4. In its place there is only the

4 In the 1980’s and early 90s, it was the fantasy of Karachi as a new Hong Kong that had caught
the public imagination.
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anticipation of arrival, the anxiety of what that arrival would entail, and the insecurity of

not getting there. In the meanwhile, what is actually produced on the ground is a set of

interrupted or suspended geographies and temporalities. Places get transformed but not in

the way in which policymakers, private investors, or the beneficiaries and victims of

development want. I suggest that interruptions, suspensions, and stasis characterize the

experience of large-scale development projects as much as, if not more, than connection,

speed, and movement. Moreover, if this is indeed the experience of a large number of

people in the global South, then it is important to outline the structure of this experience

in spatial, temporal, and affective registers.

This chapter outlines this felt social landscape or geography of anticipation,

desire, anxiety, and conflict in Gwadar in order to gain an understanding of how

large scale development projects such as commercial ports, highways, or dams affect

the local population in particular places. Central questions guiding this chapter are as

follows. How does a distant place like Gwadar come to occupy a central place in the

imagination of political leaders, policymakers, and urban publics in Pakistan and become

the object of envy elsewhere in South Asia? What kind of hopes does it incite among the

local inhabitants, especially the local fishermen and which fears and anxieties does

it  generate? What happens to this place if the ships of desire fail to anchor on its shores

or set sail from there? How do ordinary people, whose cargo of dreams (and nightmares)

are carried by Gwadar, live in and outside this city while dealing with and inhabiting this

in-between zone?
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Life in the Imagined Land of ‘Pipelineistan’

Pakistani plans for constructing a deep water port at Gwadar were part of

an evolving regional competition for oil and gas resources in Southwest Asia. This

contemporary quest for the control of territory in the Persian Gulf and Central Asia is

animated, in large part, by the phantom of factories in Europe, USA, and China

grinding to a halt due to declining oil and gas resources around the world. Persian

Gulf has the world’s largest reserves of proven oil (40%) and Central Asia is seen as the

future of world oil due to the presence of unexplored oil reserves around the Caspian Sea

Basin. This anxiety over energy security has incited a ‘gold rush’ for Central Asia’s oil

and gas resources since the 1990s, turning much of Southwest Asia into a virtual

Pipeline‐istan (Escobar 2002; Rashid 2002; See Map1). Much like Imperial Britain and

Czarist Russia, contemporary international and regional powers are engaged in a struggle

over the control and transport of oil and gas in the Southwest Asia. The USA and China

are the major protagonists in this struggle which some have dubbed the New

Great Game (Rashid 2002), namely, the contest over the control of commercial sea

lanes, trading routes, as well as oil and gas pipelines. Smaller states like Pakistan, India,

Iran, and Turkmenistan have been jockeying for influence at the regional level to ensure

that they get a good share of the spoils. While the metaphors of ‘New Great Game’ and

‘Pipeline‐istan’ tend to oversimplify the complex realities of transformations
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occurring in Southwest Asia, they do point to certain nationalist and regional ambitions,

desires, and longings for modernity that have had a profound effect on the social and

political landscape of the countries at the crossroads of Asia.

This new topography of power has been articulated in certain commonsense

keywords that are future‐ oriented and yet share strong parallels with colonial

discourse on infrastructure projects and ambitions of progress discussed in the

previous chapter. The more prosaic technocratic vocabulary of ‘energy security’,

‘energy corridors’ (Wirsing 2008: vi, vii), and ‘energy futures’ (Booze‐Allen and

Hamilton 2004) has replaced the grand metaphors of the British Empire (Orwell 1970)5.

This time around, oil and gas pipelines have replaced telegraph and railroads as conduits

of imperial and territorial desire. In the words of Richard Boucher, former US

Assistant Secretary of State:

One of our goals is to stabilize Afghanistan, so it can become a
conduit and a hub between South and Central Asia, so that energy can flow to
the South … so that the countries of Central Asia are no longer bottled up
between two enormous powers of China and Russia, but rather they have
outlets to the South as well as to the north and the east and the west.

(Quoted in Dellawar and Juhasz 2007, emphasis added)

The joining of ‘security’ and ‘futures’ with ‘energy’ by technocrats and political

elites inflect them with newer meanings. They militarize geographies and charge

private and public imaginations with fantasies of oil bonanzas, mega cities, beach‐front

5 For example, poet Rudyard Kipling was one of the mouthpieces and the prophet of British
Imperialism and expansionism. His poems, which romanticized British colonial and military
adventures in South Asia, were hugely popular in Britain (Orwell 1970: 118).
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houses, and tourist resorts and thereby, generate new spatial and temporal figurations.

Inhabited places with their myriad histories and geographies of kinship, livelihoods, and

exchange appear on these maps as corridors, hubs, or terminals for the flow of oil and

other commodities. These longings and desires create new values. They put different

kinds of economic and military premiums on waterways, deserts, and agricultural lands

than the uses to which their inhabitants have molded them through generations of labor.

At the same time, these territories at the crossroads of South Asia, Central Asia, and

the Middle East are seen as sources of various kinds of negative potentials such as

religious fundamentalism and ethnic strife.

This rhetoric of mega‐projects, that is large‐scale civilian infrastructure projects,

entered the Pakistani political discourse in the 1990s as a gateway to enjoy the benefits

of late modernity. Formally, a megaproject is defined as a project that costs US$1 billion

or more and involves extensive coordination between several implementation agencies,

financing banks, and national and local governments (Capka 2004; Flyvbjerg et al

2003). During this period, several countries in South and Central Asia region saw a

mushrooming of large‐scale infrastructure projects purporting to create new East‐West

and North‐South trade and energy ‘corridors.’ These include the Chahbahar Deep Water

Port (Iran), and the Korpezhe‐ Kurtkui Gas Pipeline linking Turkmenistan with Iran,

the Kamkol‐Alawtaw‐Dushanzi  oil pipeline linking Kazakhstan with China, the

Baku‐Tiblisi‐Ceyhan oil  pipeline (1,768KM) linking Azerbaijan with Turkey, and

the Tengiz‐Novorossiysk oil pipeline which connects Kazakhstan with Russia. In
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addition there are a number of similar projects on the cards which include the Iran‐
Pakistan‐India gas pipeline and the much delayed Turkmenistan‐Afghanistan‐Pakistan‐
India pipeline (TAPI) with its terminus at Gwadar. Mega‐projects like big dams,

highways, and planned cities had always been part of the policy agenda of the

Pakistani developmental state since the 1960s6. Nevertheless, their second coming in

the 1990s was  primarily associated with the  consumption and production of a

transnational modernist aesthetic and the need for attracting foreign investment in

contrast to the discourse of nationalist self‐ sufficiency of the early postcolonial period.

In 1993, former Prime Minister Mian Nawaz Sharif announced the construction of a six-

lane motorway, the M-1, between Islamabad and Lahore at the cost of Rs. 45 Billion that

would eventually connect the entire country in a North-South grid. He started a Yellow

Cab Scheme (Peeli Taxi) through partnership with commercial banks to provide

employment to Pakistan’s teeming army of unemployed youth. He also emphasized the

importance of Gwadar and initiated the construction of a mini-port and fish harbor- the

predecessor of the present Deep Water Port- at Gwadar in 1992 with the assistance of

Belgium.  Nawaz Sharif’s rise to power signified the growing influence of the industrial

elite and urban middle classes against the traditional rural and landholding gentry that

had dominated Pakistan’s political scene since independence. The Yellow Cab Scheme

was symbolic of the neoliberal turn in Pakistan insofar as the state and the private

banking sector joined hands to replace welfare with workfare for the jobless youth.

6 Examples include the settling of the new capital city of Islamabad (1959‐69), the construction of Tarbela
Dam (1968‐74) at a cost of US$ 900 Million (World Bank 2012), and the construction of Pakistan Steel Mills in
1970s at a cost of Pakistani Rupees 24.7 Billion (Pakistan Steel Mills 2012)
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Similarly, the M-1 Motorway was being built as a cooperative joint venture between

Pakistani government and a consortium of private investors led by a Turkish firm on a

turnkey basis.

As Naveeda Khan points out, the construction of the six-lane motorway and

similar mega infrastructure projects, was aspirational rather than practical (Khan 2006).

The Islamabad-Lahore motorway had failed spectacularly as a viable financial enterprise.

Against a projected traffic of more than 100,000 vehicles, a paltry 5,000 vehicles were

actually plying on the motorway by 1998. Yet Pakistani commentators, analysts, and

opinion makers felt that this was not necessarily a bad thing because the future of

Pakistan had arrived in the form of the motorway and this gave the nation something to

aspire towards (Khan 2006: 2).

Initially, this shift in policy was motivated less by a fundamental rethinking of the

economic development policy by Pakistani political elite and more by their immediate

need to please the bankers at the IMF and the World Bank to borrow much needed loans

and financial guarantees (Zaidi). The World Bank’s money enabled Pakistani politicians

to create and sustain their ‘vote banks’ in urban and rural Pakistan through a system of

political patronage (Easterly 2008; 2001). It also helped them shore up their bank

accounts and other assets abroad. Over time, this externally induced change in economic

policy, together with the phenomenal rise of city states like Dubai and Singapore,

captured the broader public imagination. In this re-imagining of governance, economy,

and territory, the Pakistani political and military leadership saw Balochistan, with its 700
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mile long coastline and untapped mineral resources worth trillions of dollars, as the

engine that would propel a stuttering and put-putting Pakistani economy onto the

highway of modernity.

These moves in the economic domain were paralleled by an deliberate

obfuscation or econo-mystification of the political process and economic governance in

Pakistan. By econo-mystification I mean the practice of promoting political attitudes and

economic policies that do not enjoy popular support among the masses in the name of

economic necessity, sound fiscal management, and a quick fix to deep-rooted social and

economic problems. It was accompanied by announcement of certain ‘guiding visions’ by

successive elected and non-elected governments in Pakistan in the post-1990 period. In

November 1992, late Benazir Bhutto announced her vision of governance under the name

of the “New Social Contract” at the 25th Anniversary of Pakistan People’s Party (PPP).

The New Social Contract signaled the abandonment of social welfare and egalitarian

economic ideals enshrined in the PPP manifesto. The party’s original emphasis on

economic and social justice was reflected in the popular slogan “Roti, Kapra, Aur

Makan!” (bread, clothes, and shelter). These ideals were now set aside in favor of “social

market economy, privatization of the means of production, downsizing of the

government, devolution of power, and decentralization to the level of Local

Government.” In 1998, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif announced his Vision 2010 with a

lot of pomp and ceremony (Shahzad 2003). That vision included the development and

promotion of Information Technology (IT) and the Education sectors in Pakistan over the
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next decade. Not to be left behind, Gen Musharraf announced his Vision 2030 for the

transformation of governance and economy in Pakistan over the next quarter century!

While purporting to signify a paradigm shift in politics, these visions merely reflected

Pakistani political and intellectual elite’s poverty of imagination and their total reliance

on the donor agencies for money and ideas.

The policies and practices associated with these visions also tended to defy widely

shared understandings of the public interest and accountability embedded in institutional

memory and collective experience. For instance, elected governments in Pakistan would

traditionally appoint a senior economist, career bureaucrat, or a veteran politician with

significant economic management or planning expertise as the Finance Minister. During

the 1990s, this practice was abandoned in favor of appointing financial czars with

connections to multinational banks, investment groups, and international financial

institutions as Finance Ministers and Prime Ministers. The traditional bureaucrats and

politicians, despite their corrupt and autocratic tendencies, had some intuitive sense of the

local socio-economic conditions. They also had a long-term interest in providing some

minimal level of care and relief to the populace. The new class of financial and economic

managers had little experience or understanding of the socio-economic conditions, and

had no stake in the prevailing system because they already had an established base in

private banks or international financial institutions located outside the country.

Nevertheless, they possessed the magic charm (Geedar Singhi) of articulating Pakistani
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politicians’ and dictators’ borrowing needs in a financial language that the bankers at

IMF and World Bank could understand and desperately wanted to hear.

These practices reached their high point during the dictatorship of General Pervez

Musharraf, after he had usurped power from the elected Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif, in

a coup d’etat in October 1999. In a symbolic move, the general adopted the titled of the

‘Chief Executive’ of Pakistan rather than declaring himself President or Chief Martial

Law Administrator as his predecessors had done. He appointed Shaukat Aziz, a serving

Vice President in Citibank USA, as his Finance Minister and subsequently promoted him

to the office of the Prime Minister. Similarly, he introduced a Devolution of Power Plan

in 2002 that, like Benazir Bhutto’s New Social Contract, was meant to empower people

at the district level by increasing the power of elected district representatives viz a viz the

non-elected civilian bureaucracy. These were highly symbolic moves through which

General Musharraf wanted to distinguish himself from his democratically elected

predecessors whose rule was characterized by large-scale corruption, centralization of

powers, and political compromises. Instead, he wanted to convey to the Pakistani public

and the outside world that he will rule Pakistan like the CEO of a multinational

corporation. In the official rhetoric of the times, ‘good governance’ of this sort would be

achieved by decentralizing the bureaucracy, devolving administrative powers to the

district levels, and promoting efficiency in the workings of the public sector. The reality

of economic management and the exigencies of rule by military diktat were very different

though. The public found out later that their Citibank minted Prime Minister had fudged
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budgetary figures and inflated statistics pertaining to Pakistan’s foreign reserves to

convey a rosy picture of the country’s economy. An angry and cynical Pakistani press

nicknamed the PM ‘Short-cut Aziz’ and criticized the practice of appointing Finance

Ministers and Prime Ministers imported from abroad.

General Pervez Musharraf made Balochistan Province a focal point of in his

developmental vision. This vision involved leasing parts of national territory in

Balochistan that were considered good investments in terms of their natural resources

(such as oil, gas, iron ore and copper‐gold), probable sites for setting of Export

Processing Zones, or having the potential for corporate agricultural farming by

multinational companies (MNC’s).  Addressing a gathering of the Pakistani community

in USA in 2006, Musharraf declared:

There are people who say that there is lack of facilities in Balochistan,
but today the budget of development of Balochistan is far bigger than even
Punjab. Rs. 135 billion are being spent on it.  All mega development projects
are being constructed in Balochistan: Coastal Highway, Gwadar Port, Mirani
Dam, Subukzai Dam, and a road from Gwadar to Rato Dero linking it with the
Indus Highway, Quetta’s water scheme, a railway line from Gwadar to Kandhar.

(Quoted in Budhani et al 2007: 1)

In their fact finding report, Budhani et al (2007) point out that this claim is

questionable in view of the narrow reach of these projects to the majority of people

in Balochistan. Critiques like these, of course, could not deter General Musharraf and his

admirers in the mainstream Pakistani public from following the nationalist dream of

having their own equivalent of Dubai, Hong Kong, or Singapore. Pakistani policymakers
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and  metropolitan publics saw Balochistan as a ‘golden land,’ and considered

Gwadar as the jewel in the nation’s crown. As veteran journalist Amir Mateen puts it:

The dream was that the sight of Gwadar’s emerald green waters
would make us shake our shoes off to stroll on its white sands. It was supposed
to fulfill our longing for the beaches of Bahamas, the skyscrapers of Shanghai
and the lifestyle of Dubai. It was meant to be a strategic deep water port that
would snatch away trans‐shipping business from regional giants like Dubai and
Muscat; outsmart Iran’s upcoming Chahbahar port in unlocking the gateway to
the central Asian markets, and in turn transport their oil and gas to the ‘warm
waters’ of the Persian Gulf. It was designed to be a tax‐free trade and industrial
hub that would link China’s western regions to the outside world through the
ancient Silk Route.

(Mateen 2010)

Soon an army of bureaucrats, private entrepreneurs, industrialists, hoteliers, real

estate agents, marketers, and builders ‐ many of them Musharraf’s cronies ‐ descended

on Gwadar. Aided by local middlemen and corrupt revenue officials, they poured in

billions of rupees to buy land from local people and turn it into commercial and

residential real estate (Ahmed   2008). TV commercials, billboards, and newspaper

ads showed urban Pakistani couples walking hand in hand on the golden beaches of

Gwadar as the sun set behind them into the Arabian Sea. They invited onlookers in

Karachi, Islamabad, Lahore, and even expatriate Pakistanis living in Europe and

North America, to buy land in Gwadar. It was touted as a place where dust turns into

gold (Jahan Mitti Sona Ban Jaye!), and where one could enjoy “a forty year tax

holiday”7, that is, not have to pay taxes on goods and services until 2040.

7 Online ad for Gwadar Golden Palms residential schemes retrieved from
http://goldenpalms.com.pk/ on December 12, 2008.
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Illustration 6: Oil and Gas Pipelines in Central Asia (Source: Rashid 2002: xxiv)
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Illustration 7: Images of an official presentation portraying Gwadar and the

site office of an abandoned housing scheme ©Hafeez Jamali 2008-

2014

On one hand, maps of regional energy supply routes, expert analyses, projections,

and master plans are representational tropes that project official visions for refashioning

territory and creating new futures. Yet, as these maps circulate in the public sphere, they

incite or tap into desires, longings, and fears that help create publics for and against these

projects. In the temporal register, the nodes on these maps become bearers of action

potentials as if connecting the various dots on these maps- Gwadar, Herat, Ashgabat,

Dauletabad, etc.- will magically start a flow of oil, commodities, and money. General

Musharraf’s announcement of plans for developing Gwadar Town into a major port city

accordingly incited a public discourse that almost turned into national fantasy and

collective pastime in Pakistan and amongst Pakistanis living abroad.  In official

presentations, public discussions, and online forums, people gave flight to their
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imaginations and debated various merits and demerits of trade and energy routes that

were yet to be born. A simple Google Search revealed the existence of more than 200

websites and online forums devoted to the discussion and promotion of Gwadar!

In sum, Gwadar had become a cause célèbre in Pakistan and the Southwest Asia

region by 2005. It was a developmental utopia for Pakistani politicians and bureaucrats

in  Islamabad, a speculative opportunity for builders and real estate agents in Lahore

and Karachi, a dream of world class living for middle class Pakistanis, and a national

pastime for everyone else8. The dreaming of Gwadar thus involved a telescoping of the

future. This summoning of a bright future ‐ a future that was already there in places like

Dubai, Qatar, and Muscat ‐ enabled Pakistani leaders like General Musharraf to paper

over the messiness of the present and forget uncomfortable pasts, at least for a while.

On the other hand, Gwadar’s fishermen and ordinary residents had a different

reaction to these announcements concerning the Port. They knew that they would be

directly affected by the Port’s construction yet it was difficult to make sense of these

developments without having access to the proposed megacity’s Master Plan or the exact

motives behind the Port’s construction. The more literate and experienced political

workers, intellectuals, and fishermen activists like Dr. Aziz, Khudadad Waju, and K.B.

Firaq saw it as a neo-colonial project that would hurt the fishermen’s long term interests.

They argued vehemently against it in public meetings and wrote articles in the local

8 It was also a source of concern for Pakistan’s economic and military rivals in the region such
as India
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newspapers denouncing the Port. The response of the majority of illiterate and semi-

literate fishermen, however, was more ambivalent.

By the time I had started my fieldwork in 2009, the initial sense of anxiety,

anticipation, and cautious optimism concerning the Port in Gwadar had turned into a dull

feeling alternating between fear and boredom. The Port had not been doing too well since

its operation had been taken over by a franchise of the Port Authority of Singapore (PSA)

in 2007. The inauguration of the Port by General Musharraf in 2007 created mere

whispers instead of the bang that it was expected to make. His departure from Pakistan’s

political scene in 2008 had ushered in an uncertain period of political transition where the

political class, the military, and the judiciary were jockeying for a new balance of power

and Gwadar had escaped their attention for the time being.

Sitting under the shed-like Chapra in the Gazrawan neighborhood, the fishermen

passed their time repairing fishing nets, caulking the bottoms of their wooden boats,

chatting, playing cards (Taash), and gazing over the semicircular bay. Sometimes one

tried to figure out whose boat was returning with a full catch, what kind of fish had they

caught, and how much they will earn given that day’s market rate. Small children played

around on the dirty beach. Goats and stray dogs ambled around lazily scavenging for bits

of food. Elderly fishermen and retired boat captains (Kamash) liked to lie down a little bit

closer to the beach where they bathed and soaked themselves in the sun. The Port seemed

to be the last thing on people’s minds or perhaps they had accepted the presence of the

Port as an unwelcome but necessary evil.
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One day, while I was chatting away with folks in the neighborhood under the

communal Chapra, someone asked me what would happen to the Port? There were

rumors afoot that the government might hand over the port to a different country or

entity. Who would take it over and use it? Will it be China, the US, or perhaps a Gulf

country? I did not have an answer and tried to evade the question by saying that it was

too early to say who will take over the Port. Eido, a middle aged fisherman asserted that

China had spent so much money on the port that it would be foolish to think they will let

anyone else use it. He maintained that China was an old time ally of Pakistan and they

will most likely take over the Port rather than to America. Some in the audience nodded

their heads in agreement. They had seen Chinese engineers and technicians working on

the port. My friend Kaleemullah took issue with him.

Hey Mister, do you know what you are talking about? May be you don’t
know Amreeka, that’s why you are talking like that. Who knows right now they
are watching us from a Drone up there and recording all that we are saying here!
So watch your tongue! Amreeka knows everything but may be they are just
waiting for their turn. Besides, what good will these Chinese be for us anyways? I
have heard from a person who worked with them in Saindak9 that they eat dogs!
If (they are so hungry that) they don’t even spare dogs, you think they will give
you a penny if they ran the Port?

This created a loud murmur in the gathering and the people were divided over this

issue. One of the elderly fishermen asked me again what I thought about the issue. This

time I replied that the port is not ready for business yet because work on railroads,

highways, and other supporting infrastructure for the port was still incomplete.

Kaleemullah then pleaded with me, half-jokingly: “Hafeez, you live in Amreeka. Why

9 Saindak Copper-Gold Project is located in Chagai District in Balochistan and was run as joint
venture by Pakistan and China until recently
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don’t you tell Obama to take us over? I swear that it will be much better living under

Amreeka than these Patwari’s and Tehsildars who are sucking our blood like leeches!”

There was a big laugh and praise for Kaleemullah.

Fishermen’s Luck: Rude Awakenings on the Shores of Desire

Despite their reservations about the intentions of the government, fishermen in

Gwadar initially welcomed Musharraf’s call towards progress. Gwadar’s fishermen

suspected the governmental authorities’ intentions but they were also wary of the

Baloch nationalist elite on account of their marginal position within the Baloch ethnic

group. The response from fishermen inhabiting the small neighborhood of Mulla Band

which stood at the proposed site for the construction of Gwadar Port illustrates the

dilemmas facing the fishermen and the kinds of choices they made. They initially

refused to leave their adobe and thatch houses by the beach because they were afraid that

they may lose them forever. Nevertheless, after persistent efforts by the district

administration to win them over, including assurances for alternative housing and title to

land (Malkana Haqooq) they relented. The bargain was negotiated by the District

Coordination Officer (DCO) and the mayor (Zila Nazim) of Gwadar in person. In

return for ‘voluntary’ relocation from their old houses with adobe walls and thatched

roofs near the beach, each family from the community would get their plot of land in the

planned New Town Housing Scheme just outside Gwadar. They would also be given

money to build their own cemented (pukka) house. The government also undertook to

provide civic amenities such as sewerage, water, electricity and social services such
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schooling, healthcare, etc. The people of Mulla Band were resettled into a part of New

Town Housing Schemes which was renamed New Mulla Band after the name of their

old neighborhood. Noor Bashk10, a resident of Mulla Band, recalls vividly the

disorienting mix of expectation and anxiety they felt in 2002:

When construction on the Port started near our neighborhood, people got
worried. You could hear the giant cranes working day and night and tearing up
the beach. We were all afraid of losing our homes and risking our livelihoods.
Many people said that the government could not be trusted. But we were
also excited by the promise of a good future. We wanted pukka houses, wide
streets, and steady income. Price of land was increasing by the day in Gwadar
and we thought that having our own piece of land and house in New Town
scheme will allow us to benefit from the opportunities in the future city. We
dreamt that our children would study in an English medium school and grow up
to be doctors and engineers, not poor fishermen like us.
Inspired by the initial boom in Gwadar, Mulla Band residents had started

building spacious pukka houses on their plots of land. They also bought washing

machines, television sets, and motorcycles. Some opened retail shops in the main bazar

selling fishing gear and others opened corner shops in their own neighborhood.

Unluckily for them, the town did not grow fast enough. Government offices and

businesses remained concentrated in the old part of the town and the residents of Mulla

Band remain stuck at the periphery of the town. Their houses and streets offer a

marked contrast to the palatial bungalows of Gwadar’s newly rich located just across

the road‐ property dealers, government contractors, engineers, town development

officers, and revenue officials.

10 This and similar other names of persons interviewed in Gwadar are pseudonyms. These are
being used to protect the privacy and confidentiality of research participants. The interview was
conducted in 2010.
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Illustration 8: View of a street in the planned New Mulla Bund neighborhood,

part of the New Town Housing Scheme. (© Hafeez Jamali 2008-14)

Seven years on, the residents of New Mulla Band feel abandoned by the

government. Although they are grateful that the government kept its promise and gave

them a piece of land and money to build their own houses, there are no basic amenities

nor any school or hospital nearby. If a woman, child, or an elderly person becomes ill,

people have to pay a huge sum to hire a taxi to take the patient to the local hospital

because there is no public transportation. Most families in the neighborhood cannot

afford to send their kids to school for the same reason. Those members of community

still engaged in fishing are suffering debilitating losses. They live far away from the

beach on the periphery of the town and it costs a lot of money to travel back and forth.
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Several individuals who owned their boats have been compelled to sell them

and are now forced to work as hired hands (Janshoo or Khalasi) on other folks’ boats.

For the past two years Noor Bashk and his colleagues have been running from pillar

to post to get the title deeds for the land on which they built their houses but without

success. They met with the mayor, the district administration, and the parliamentarians

from Gwadar but nobody seems to care about them anymore. In contrast to the rest of

Balochistan province where people saw Gwadar as a symbol of occupation of their land

by non‐Baloch outsiders, local people in New Mulla Band appear to be resentful for

being abandoned by the state and left to fend for themselves. Their resentment is

symptomatic of  the interruption, stasis, and the unfulfilled desires of Med fishermen.

The more experienced boat captains and young political activists, however, were

much more strident in their criticism of the Port and what it did to the fishermen. Dad

Karim is an experienced Nakhuda (boat captain) and veteran seaman whose wizened

face told of his long years at sea. He made fun of my light skin and warned me that if I

kept hanging out with the fishermen, the salt and the sun would get under my skin and

darken and wrinkle my face. His voice trembled with frustration and anger as he

recounted the fishermen’s growing disillusionment with developments in Gwadar (see

footnote12):

I am an old campaigner. I know of many countries and I have travelled to
many places. I know what is going on with us and difficult circumstances
surrounding us. We see that we are not getting any benefits from developments
here in Gwadar. We just labor to feed and support our kids. We hear about the
mega projects but these have only taken away our sea (without giving anything in
return). Our circumstances have not changed. They have taken away our harbor
and we don’t have a place to protect our Yakdars during a storm. This (harbor)
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was both our jetty and our belly (food). You  know several Yakdars were
broken into pieces during the recent storms. You saw it with your own eyes!
You see how these things are making life a living hell (Azaab) for the fishermen.
Fishermen are from a weaker class of society and we don’t have the wherewithal
to suffer these kinds of losses.

His friend Akbar Mallag, a fisherman activist, added that the financial support

that the government had given to the fishermen for their resettlement in the planned New

Mulla Band neighborhood was not a fair deal. He knew personally that many people in

the planned New Mulla Band neighborhood had been forced to sell their motorcycles,

fridges, and TVs that they had purchased when they moved there first. In an ironic tone,

he observed that that people in his neighborhood did not want to become like folks in

New Mulla Band, selling their household articles to make both ends meet.

When I asked government authorities from various departments about the

fishermen’s complaints, they tended to dismiss them as spurious claims made by

ungrateful and illiterate people. The most common response, in informal conversations,

was that people in Gwadar had become addicted to getting free plots of land and

money from the government and they would not be satisfied no matter what you gave

them. This response is partly correct in that during the initial real estate boom in

Gwadar, a class of professional land grabbers and manipulators had emerged who

thrived on official largess obtained through political blackmail. It does not explain,

however, why the collective demands of the fishermen articulated on behalf of

organizations such as Gwadar Fishermen’s Alliance (Med Ittehad) were ignored. Further

interviews and informal conversations revealed that government officers and educated
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middle class Baloch had deep‐seated biases against the fishermen. They considered the

fishermen illiterate, ignorant, and unorganized people who did not know what was good

for them.

A close friend of mine, a government officer who sympathized with the plight of

fishermen and was critical of government policies, exemplified this bias. In an informal

conversation during my fieldwork in 2010 we were discussing why fishermen’s

protests and complaints were not having much of an effect on government policy.

Complaining about the fishermen’s lack of education and awareness, he jokingly

observed: ‘Med fishermen are just like a school of fish: when they are faced with a

problem or threat, they tend to run in every which direction without thinking!’ This

patronizing tone suggests that governmental authorities, including otherwise sympathetic

local Baloch officers, believed that fishermen’s claims and knowledge could not be

taken seriously. In the eyes of the less sympathetic government officials, their protests

were nothing more than a form of political blackmail.
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Illustration 9: Fishermen repairing their nets under the Chapra and the author

sharing a cup of tea with fishermen at Karimok’s Teahouse. (© Hafeez Jamali 2009-

2014)

The fishermen’s sense of disillusionment was further deepened by the

strangle‐hold of Federal security forces like Pakistan Coast Guards, Frontier Corps

(FC), Pakistan Navy, and Marine Security Agency (MSA) on Gwadar. Their presence is

ubiquitous. When you enter the town, you are greeted by the FC personnel. The

beaches on either side of the town are patrolled by soldiers from the Coast Guards and

taking a walk after sunset appears a hazardous enterprise. The Port area itself is a closed

security zone and an innocent gesture like taking a picture of the port can lead to

interrogation by the secret service. The fish‐landing jetty and nearby waters are manned

by Marine Security Agency personnel. The road leading to the top of Batel Mountain

is dotted with Coast Guards and Pakistan Navy checkpoints and the Navy controls

much of the land there.
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Commercialization and militarization of Gwadar closed out many local places

that people used to visit to spend their down time, or as part of their annual Eid

gatherings or to make offerings at sacred sites (Ziarat). My friend Nasir, a  young

social activist, narrated a personal encounter with Pakistan Coast Guards personnel

that took place a few years back to illustrate this point. He and a friend were walking

towards the beach where the Port and the Fish Harbor now stand. At that time the Port

was still under construction. It was a full moon night and they just wanted to hang out

there and watch the sea. While they were sitting on the beach and watching the moon, a

soldier from Coast Guards, who was patrolling the area on foot, approached them. He

rudely asked them what they were doing there. Barkat and his friend replied that they

were watching the moon. The soldier paused for a moment and then tersely ordered: “Go

away from here and watch the moon from your own house!” (Yahan say jao aur Chand

ko ghar say ja kar dekho!).

The soldier’s brusque intervention in what appears to be a poetic moment is a

metaphor for the awkwardness of Baloch desires for modernity in Gwadar. It is a future

which many desire privately even as they publicly contest it. Land and sea are objects of

belonging, attachment and nostalgia for the fishermen and other residents of Gwadar.

But, as a piece of prime real estate, a piece of land can be the ticket to a new way of life

that is full of modern amenities like a pukka house, electricity, washing machines, and

clean drinking water. The problem is that they can only enjoy this future if they

accept their subordinate position within Pakistani society.
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Waiting and Watching in the City to be

Contemporary Gwadar is a far cry from the future Dubai or Singapore that it

has been touted to be. When you take the exit towards Gwadar from the newly built

Mekran Coastal Highway coming from Karachi, it feels like a landscape of

abandonment and stasis. A bit like a frame from a decaying movie reel that has

suddenly wound to a halt  and the  objects have frozen in action. Skeletons of

unfinished buildings, parks, stadiums, hospitals and offices litter the landscape.

Craters and potholes have developed in the  middle of recently built wide‐lined

avenues and roads. In some places, the Shamal wind blowing from Iran has buried

unused dual‐carriage roads under big piles of sand that render them impassable. If

one ventures outside of the town, the windswept sandy plain is dotted by tiny

whitewashed concrete cabins, the ‘site‐offices’ of incomplete residential schemes, with

shiny names like Sun Silver City, Platinum City, Florida Heights and Miami Villas.

The gap between Pakistani dreams and plans of turning Gwadar into a Dubai‐like

mega city with Chinese assistance and foreign direct investment and the actually

existing landscape of a multi‐ethnic country has proven to be too large to bridge. In

their excitement over Gwadar, General Musharraf and his acolytes forgot that

Pakistan is neither a Dubai‐like corporate city‐state nor does it enjoy the totalitarian

authority and grip over its population in the manner of China.

A few weeks after my conversation with Haji, local television channels

announced that cyclone PHET was forming as a major weather system in the Arabian

Sea (Geo News 2010). The cyclone, after hitting the coast of Oman, headed towards
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Gwadar and the Mekran Coast. While Gwadar was spared the trouble of a direct hit

or landfall, the torrential rains brought by the cyclone PHET poured on Gwadar. They

turned the neighborhoods into lakes or cesspools depending on their location. This

happened in large part because newly constructed roads, buildings, and boundary walls

in Gwadar had blocked the natural flow of runoff water that would usually drain into

the sea. Within no time most of Gwadar was submerged in 3‐5 feet of water. In the

wake of the cyclone’s impending arrival, the local administration had organized a

marathon meeting of all the volunteer organizations, government departments and

representatives of military and paramilitary forces to chalk out a contingency plan for

dealing with the threat posed by the cyclone. The District Coordination Officer

(DCO) also put in place certain emergency response procedures for mobilizing men,

machinery, and other resources in consultation with the local voluntary organizations

and representatives of  armed forces and paramilitary organizations. Yet the sheer

quantum of rainfall was too much to deal with. The gale force winds of the cyclone

rammed the bigger fishing vessels into the Port’s apron and lashed the smaller boats

belonging to the fishermen against the protection wall by the beach. The raging hill

torrents from Gwadar’s hinterland debouched so much water into the sea that its

turquoise green waters remained muddy for days after the storm had passed. Combined

with years of neglecting the infrastructure needs of low lying  neighborhoods

where the fishermen lived, the cyclone gave rise to a humanitarian situation which the

local administration did not have the capacity to deal with.
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Illustration 10: Flooding in the Old Town in Gwadar in the wake of Cyclone PHET

in June, 2010

On the third day after the rain, I headed out with a local friend to take a round of

the town and see how people were coping with this situation. Near Mullah Musa

Chowk, the road was blocked because a channel of sorts was being dug across the

road. I said salam to the assembled people and asked what was happening. One person

told me that the runoff water coming from Batel Mountain was blocked by the newly

constructed Port Road and the boundary wall of the fish‐landing jetty from draining

into the sea. Angry neighborhood residents had assembled to protest against this

situation and fix the problem. Some young people had taken up pick‐axes and

shovels to dig a drainage channel  across the road because the  standing water was

seeping into the  foundations and walls of  their already damaged houses. As I

watched residents of Kahoda Ahmed Ward and Gaiti Lane desperately struggle to
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drain storm waters out of their crumbling houses with pick‐axes and shovels, a young

man shouted to me:

‘Come see the future Dubai, brother!’ Later that evening, a Gwadari friend of

mine summed up the situation in these words: ‘The government could not populate its

planned new town and the old town is sinking!’ (Sarkare bastagain shahr abad na bita,

aw kohanain shahr barbaad beeta!).

Occasionally, time picks up speed when a large cargo ship, lured by promises of

government subsidized transportation, docks at the newly built seaport. There is a flurry

of activity in the town and a long line of heavy duty trucks snaking for two miles

stretches across the town towards the Coastal Highway. Truck drivers wait patiently for

their turn to load their cargo of fertilizer or wheat, imported by the Trading Corporation

of Pakistan (TCP). Near the Monument Roundabout in Gwadar, I try to strike a

conversation with one of the drivers and his assistant. They are squatting on the bare

ground by the side of the road and sipping chai in cheap cups with chipped edges. They

are Pashtuns from Karachi and do not seem to trust me. The Ustad (driver) nevertheless

informs me that he has been waiting for the whole day and may have to camp for the

night in the same place till the line inches forward towards the Port and he gets his

turn for loading his cargo. The promised expressway that will connect the Port

directly to the main highway outside the town is yet to be built. It looks like everyone,

the townsfolk as well as the outsiders, are waiting anxiously for a promised future

whose arrival has been delayed or deferred, at least for now.
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At other times, important government officials designated as Very Very

Important Persons (VVIPs) such as the Prime Minister, the Chief Minister, Federal

Ministers, and the Chief of Army Staff descend on the town amid a lot of pomp and

ceremony. They give inspiring speeches about Gwadar’s future and then retire to Quetta

and Islamabad. For instance, on the occasion of the Gwadar Port’s inauguration in 2007,

the Port authorities failed to attract any commercial ship since importers were not

interested in booking their cargo for Gwadar. To make up for this, the authorities duly

rounded off two aging ships anchored in Karachi Port for repairs, the MV Yazdan and

MV Sibbi, and brought them to Gwadar to grace the inauguration ceremony. Similarly,

four years later, the democratically elected Prime Minister, Yousuf Raza Gilani,

decided to hold the National Finance Commission Award meeting aboard a ship in

Gwadar to promote Gwadar Port11. This ceremony cost Rs. 5 Million to the national

exchequer at a time when the Pakistani government was celebrating an ‘austerity week’

beside disrupting daily life and causing severe hardship for town residents. The National

Highway Authority (NHA), the Provincial Buildings and Roads Department (B&R) and

the Gwadar Development Authority (GDA) worked day and night to clear up the sand

dunes and debris covering up the newly built roads in order to give the visiting

dignitaries the impression that all is well (Sab achha hai!). The Balochistan Chief

11 The NFC Award or National Finance Commission Award is the formula for
sharing of resources among the four Provinces of Pakistan and the Federal
Government. A number of taxes collected by the Federal Government are pooled
together in the Federal Divisible Pool and then redistributed to the four provinces
according to a weighted formula which is based primarily on the population but

also includes such factors as relative poverty, natural resources, area, etc. The 7th

NFC Award meeting was held in Gwadar, Balochistan on Dec 31, 2009
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Minister, accompanied by the Chief Ministers of the other three provinces of Pakistan,

fixed the inaugural plaques/foundation stones for Punjab House, Sindh House and

Frontier House in a desolate location at the town’s periphery which nobody has since

cared to visit.

Anthropologist Naveeda Khan observes, in the context of Lahore-Islamabad Motorway,

that this temporal lag between slow pace of ordinary life in rest of Pakistan and the

promise of high speed brought by mega development projects is not considered a major

problem by promoters and supporters of such projects. While concurring with her

observation, I suggest that this lag is symptomatic of the process of official or state-

supported development projects in Pakistan more broadly. Because the official

developmental bureaucracy is unable to bridge the gap between the promise of

development and its realization, it engages in farcical performances on the occasion of

the inauguration of development projects to compensate for this and please the political

bosses. While the use of the politics of spectacle under late liberalism has been explored

extensively in the anthropological literature, this literature does not seem to pay

sufficient attention to the employment of relatively primitive forms of bureaucratic

maneuver in the creation of false spectacles.

Conclusion

The ongoing story of infrastructure development in Gwadar suggests that the

process of ‘development’ through mega‐projects does not take place in a ‘rational’ or

uniform manner. Capital is not a ‘thing’ that comes to inhabit certain parts of the
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nation’s territory based on its needs and then stays or leaves. Instead, desires for

production and consumption of global/cosmopolitan things colonize thought and

imagination as a prelude towards appropriation and reorganization of territory. Pakistani

leaders like General Musharraf attempt to emulate neoliberal utopias to the detriment

of local peoples. They enact elaborate, at times farcical, public rituals to please and

entice these gods and create spectacular public displays to convince their followers that

they have the capacity to bring prosperity to the nation. As Chinua Achebe points out

in his critique of Nigeria’s development policies, the ritual performances and lofty

rhetoric of political leaders in developing countries, are similar to the ‘cargo cults’ of

Melanesia (Achebe 1984: 9)12. In a manner reminiscent of the ‘cargo cult’ in

Melanesia, their successors keep repeating the performance even after it becomes

obvious that the gods have abandoned them and are not likely to return anytime soon.

On the other hand, the social and political upheavals engendered by such projects tend

to exacerbate existing racial/ethnic and class‐based fault lines. These continue to

exact a heavy toll on the local people, long after the projects themselves have

receded from public debate and popular memory.

At the level of the official development bureaucracy, there is a lag or ‘throwback’ in the

implementation of large scale development projects creating a huge backlog of projects

waiting to be completed. This gives rise to the various ruins of development schemes

one sees all over Pakistan. On the other hand, the bizzare displays arranged by the

12 A ‘cargo cult’ refers to a “… spiritual movement (especially noted in Melanesia) in reaction to
disruptive contact with Western capitalism, promising resurrection of deceased relatives, destruction or
enslavement of white foreigners, and the magical arrival of riches.” (Haviland and Prins 2009: 314)
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bureaucrats for their visiting political bosses tend to deepen the local people’s sense of

alienation from the projects being advertised as the future. Instead of creating optimism

about a bright future, the spectacle of inauguration ceremonies generates, instead, a tone

of resignation and indifference sets in.
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CHAPTER 3

Between Real Estate and the ‘Real’ Postcolonial State: Plot, Paper,

and the Politics of Place

Introduction

This chapter explores the struggles over land and practices of place

emerging from ethnic Baloch fishermen’s entanglements with the Pakistani

government’s plans and practices for developing a large commercial seaport in

the coastal town of Gwadar. It focuses on  the ways in which the particular

histories of documentation of land, encounters of individual landowners and real

estate agents with the local officialdom, and collective claims of the fishermen to

produce the physical and social landscape of Gwadar Town. I do this by

ethnographically tracing events and practices surrounding land acquisition for a

four-lane expressway in Gwadar in the neighborhood where I was doing my

fieldwork. These practices included, for instance, arcane land settlement and

acquisition rules inherited from the colonial era, collusion between local people

and petty revenue clerks to exploit loopholes in land records, and real estate

agents’ inside knowledge of the town development plans. I argue that while these

practices do not stop the process of conversion of communally held lands into real

estate or state land, they do interrupt, stall, and divert the implementation of

official development plans in ways that significantly alter the balance of social

and political power in this emerging port city.
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The Lay of the Land

On our return from a fishing trip in 2009, my host and the boat’s captain,

Nakhuda Kaleemullah, cruised his boat along the curving sweep of the East Bay

to give me a sense of the lay of the land. Along the way, he drew my attention to a

long stretch of the sand-beach starting from the base of Koh-e-Mahdi to the

barracks of the Pakistan Coast Guards Headquarters near the entrance to Gwadar

Town. “Hafeez, do you see all that beach (Tehaap)? It used to belong to God, now

it belongs to Mir Zahoor!” He then coasted towards the town and a bit closer to

the beach. I could now make out some dumper trucks loading sand from the

beach, perhaps to be used in some road or building project somewhere in Gwadar.

Kaleem then went on to say that this land belonged to Mir Ghurab, another local

big man, who charged a fixed sum per truckload of sand that was taken from that

part of the beach and had made a lot of money that way. This was on top of the

millions the venerable Mirs had made selling land to builders and real estate

agents from Karachi and Lahore, he claimed. His sentiments were echoed by

other fishermen in the Gazrawan neighborhood where I was staying and beyond

in Gaiti Lane, Dhorian, Kahoda Ahmed Ward, and Komari Ward. They were

resentful that the powerful and the well-connected had made millions while they,

the sons the soil and the sea, had been left to fend for themselves.

By the time I started my preliminary fieldwork in Gwadar in the summer

of 2008, the Pakistani public obsession with Gwadar had subsided considerably.
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General Musharraf’s inauguration of the Gwadar Port in March 2007 had created

a mere whimper rather than the bang he had expected it to generate.  In the wake

of Gwadar Port’s less than spectacular opening, the real estate bubble had burst

and prices of land tumbled to less than a fifth of their peak value in 2005-06.

Nevertheless, the whirlwind speed of the speculative bubble had transformed the

town and its people in fundamental ways and this transformation was evident all

over and around Gwadar. Fishermen, political activists, and other townsfolk told

wild tales of local landowners- derogatorily called Aikari Mirs or ‘lords of sandy

acres’, revenue officials, and middlemen who had become millionaires or even

billionaires overnight. Then there were the ubiquitous rows of real estate offices

and property dealerships with their faded Panaflex signboards, glass doors, and

plush sofas. Most of these offices were slowly morphing into corner stores,

bakeries, tandoors, and tea stalls as their owners had closed shop and left Gwadar.

A few optimistic diehards, like Engr. Haseeb of Mekran Real Estate and Haji

Abdul Nabi, still sat inside their air-conditioned offices waiting for potential

customers. They patiently scanned the newspapers, classified ads pages, and the

internet for bits of news concerning Gwadar in the hope that the tide will turn and

commercial activities in Gwadar will resume, even if the town did not return to its

former glory.

Outsiders had not forgotten Gwadar either. Politicians, bureaucrats, and

generals of all color and hue visited Gwadar intermittently on official and
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undeclared personal business. It was hard to avoid the impression that that

everybody who was somebody in Pakistan had dipped their fingers in the real

estate pie in Gwadar. There was a steady stream of official visitors from various

parts of Pakistan- mostly senior civil servants and military officers participating in

official training courses- whom the local administration would chaperon around

town to witness the miracle of a future mega city in the making. Even though the

Pakistani media’s obsession with Gwadar had declined considerably with only

passing mentions of the Port, the more astute observers kept their eye on the prize.

Pakistan’s leading news magazine, The Herald, carried scathing criticism of the

land scams in Gwadar in its special issue in June 2008 on the subject. The editors

titled it “The Great Land Robbery” after the manner of a Spaghetti Western movie

(Herald June 2008: 68).

The land in Gwadar, like much of the land elsewhere on the Mekran

Coast, had not been surveyed or ‘settled’ properly by the colonial government or

the Pakistani state because it was considered unlikely to provide tax revenue to

the government due to low agricultural productivity. In the past, land in and

around Gwadar was freely available for cultivation as long as the owner or

cultivator could arrange irrigation except for a few cultivated oases and built-up

areas (Buzdar 1986: 21). Local people called it God’s land as my friend
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Kaleemullah’s comment on the beach suggests.  A Settlement Operation13 had

been ordered by the Provincial Government in 1990 in the wake of the

construction of Gwadar Fish Harbor and Min Port. Settlement refers to an official

survey involving the drawing of cadastral maps showing individual landowners’

and tenants’ rights in land,The Deputy Commissioner of Gwadar at that time, Mr.

Jan Muhammad Dashti, had initiated two new public housing projects: the

Sanghar Housing Project and the New Town Housing Project. These were

expected to develop as planned housing colonies with proper civic amenities

where individual plots of land would be allotted to the locals of Gwadar District

and the Mekran region. More than 4,000 acres of land were allotted by the office

of the Deputy Commissioner to individuals in Sanghar Housing Project.

However, due to allegations of irregularities in the allotment of land,

Sanghar Project became controversial and had to be shelved. Like other

government sponsored housing schemes of its kind in Pakistan- notably the Saat

Marla Scheme in the 1980s- it did not get anywhere. The Saat Marla Scheme is

iconic because it was a national housing scheme announced with a lot of fanfare

by the dictator General Zia in the 1980s to provide low-cost housing to the urban

poor and middle classes. Its ruins can be seen in many small towns in Balochistan

and elsewhere in Pakistan. With the declining interest in the Sanghar Housing

Scheme, the process of the Settlement and surveying of land in Gwadar also came

13 Throughout this chapter and the rest of the dissertation, the word ‘Settlement’ with a capital S refers to
the particular exercise of land survey by the Land Revenue authorities and to the officials connected with
that exercise.
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to a halt. Sanghar and its predecessor, the Saat Marla Scheme, can be seen as

epitomes of failed ambitions of successive governments. They are also

progenitors of a strange process of generating public infrastructure ruins that litter

the landscape of towns in contemporary Pakistan.

General Musharraf’s announcement of Gwadar Port’s construction in 2001

revived Revenue Department officials’ interest in Gwadar and added a sense of

urgency to the Settlement process. The Board of Revenue, the apex provincial

body responsible for land records and collecting tax on landholdings, issued fresh

instructions for the expedited completion of the Settlement of land in Gwadar.

General Musharraf’s announcement also caught the attention of the landsharks-

big real estate operatives, builders, and speculators in Karachi, Lahore, and

Islamabad- who saw a lucrative opportunity to make windfall profits in Gwadar.

The run on land in Gwadar started in the earnest with the approval of Gwadar

Master Plan prepared by the consulting firm M/s National Engineering Services

of Pakistan (NESPAK), an Islamabad based private consulting firm with long

standing ties to the official development sector. The Government of Balochistan

approved the NESPAK designed Gwadar Master Plan in 2003 and constituted the

Gwadar Development Authority, a semi-autonomous governmental body that was

charged with overseeing the implementation of the Gwadar Master Plan and

building of the future city according to world class standards.

Interestingly, the work on the construction of the Port and its allied

facilities commenced in March 2002 before the conception of the new city’s
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Master Plan. It was started without carrying out any social or environmental

assessment that would ordinarily be undertaken in the case of a major

infrastructure project. In a sense, the zoning and planning envisaged in the

Gwadar Master Plan was an afterthought because it took the site of Gwadar Port

and its allied facilities that were proposed to be built on the site of the actually

inhabited town as a fait accompli. This impression is confirmed by the secrecy in

which the Master Plan for Gwadar was shrouded. It was prepared in Islamabad

without any consultation with the local authorities, politicians, or other

stakeholders, approved by Musharraf’s hand-picked governor in Balochistan, and

rushed through the local District Council in Gwadar without any discussion or

debate.

The local people, including the fishermen, found out through the

newspapers that their land was going to be turned over to the government and

other commercial entities for building a mega city. They were also given the good

news that they would receive generous compensation and alternate resettlement

options because the price of their land will increase manifold. Due to the rumor,

confusion, and chaos that surrounded the approval of Gwadar Master Plan, the

well-connected builders and real estate agents from Islamabad, Lahore, and

Karachi had more inside knowledge about relative commercial value of land in

different locations of the town and greater access to the corridors of power than

the residents of Gwadar themselves. This atmosphere of secrecy, confusion, and
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chaos also set the stage for unscrupulous land revenue officials to fleece the local

people of their money and deprive them of their rights to land.

Plot, Parchi, and the Patwaris’ Game:

In the summer of 2010, the issue of land acquisition for the proposed

Gwadar Expressway14 was a hot topic among the residents of Gazrawran Ward,

one of the several fishermen neighborhoods on the East Bay (Demi Zir) of

Gwadar. The Gwadar Expressway is an 18 Kilometers long planned four-lane

road that would connect the Port directly with the Mekran Coastal Highway

located at the outskirts of Gwadar Town. It is meant to obviate the need for heavy

commercial traffic to wind its way through the middle of the town. The proposed

path of this road ran along the beach as far as the foothills of Koh-e-Mahdi,

skirted the mountain, and then turned towards the Mekran Coastal Highway that

connects Gwadar with Karachi and the rest of Pakistan. Part of this road was

expected to pass by the Gazrawan Ward and other fishermen’s neighborhoods

along the East Bay. Residents of these neighborhoods stood to gain from the land

compensation money that the government ordinarily paid to landowners whose

lands and houses would lie in the path of a proposed public road.

14 The official name of this scheme is Construction of Expressway on East Bay of Gwadar Port. The
component of scheme relating to monetary compensation for private land is entitled Acquisition of Land
for Construction of Expressway and Railway Line on East Bay of Gwadar Port (Government of Pakistan
2006; 2007).
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However, the fishermen were also apprehensive about the effect of the

road on their access to the sea and fishing waters. The Expressway would run

parallel to the beach on the East Bay where majority of the fishermen live and

anchor their small boats. Despite these concerns, people were reluctant to speak

about it in public in their regular gatherings under the Chapra. Some had

significant financial interests at stake and expected land compensation money.

Others were perhaps afraid of annoying neighbors and friends who stood to gain

from it. Occasionally, I would overhear one or two people speaking in hushed

tones about a plot deal but they would fall silent as soon as they became aware of

my presence. This code of silence finally broke on the occasion of a picnic that

Kaleemullah had arranged and to which I and my friend Nasir had been invited.

We were sitting by a waterhole (Hootag) under a grove of acacia trees a

few miles outside Gwadar Town. The waterhole had filled up during the recent

rains, its azure blue waters and the green trees on its banks presented a pleasant

contrast with the parched land and stunted trees farther back.  A flock of goats and

sheep was munching contentedly on the bushes and trees at its edge. In the idle

talk after lunch, someone brought up the issue of the shenanigans of the local

Village Accountants or Patwari. A Patwari is a field official in the Revenue

Department who is responsible for the documentary record of land rights in a bloc

of villages or neighborhoods15. Others joined in and complained that outsiders

15 Although a Village Accountant is a petty official in the overall bureaucratic hierarchy of the Revenue
Department, he is the lynchpin of the entire system of creation and maintenance of land records.
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were pocketing the land compensation money from the recent Expressway Project

and that land in the neighborhood was being given away to outsiders. These

complainants were, however, vehemently opposed by others. A young man sitting

next to me asserted that whoever is objecting to the sale of land in Gazrawan

Ward is doing so in order to blackmail the authorities and get more land registered

in his own name. My host Kaleemullah and others retorted by saying that the

young man’s brother Shafique was in cahoots with the land mafia. They claimed

that the Patwari and Tehsildar16 had involved influential members of the

Gazrawan Ward as well as wealthy people from outside the neighborhood in their

dealings. They were trying to rob people in Gazrawan of their land and wanted to

appropriate this land for themselves and their wealthy patrons and partners in

crime.

Kaka Ataullah, a middle aged relative of Kaleemullah, chipped in to

explain the modus operandi of Revenue Clerks and other Revenue Department

officials’ modus operandi to. He pointed out that the local revenue officer

(Tehsildar) for Gwadar and the Village Accountant (Patwari) responsible for

managing land transactions and keeping records of land title for a bloc of

neighborhoods. Because of this they had all the information concerning land

records and titles with them. They knew the names of the people in the Gazrawan

neighborhood in whose name the land title document (Khatooni) of a particular

16 A Tehsildar is a more senior Revenue Department official who supervises the work of several Patwari’s.
His jurisdiction normally extends over an area the size of a small town or a large area comprising several
blocs of villages.
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plot of land was registered. Most of the people in the neighborhood who had land

rights were illiterate or semi-literate and were unfamiliar with the legalities of

land transfer. The Village Accountant would lure these people with the promise of

registering or declaring more land in their favor than the land they actually

possessed according to the official records. If someone owned 50 square yards of

land, the Village Accountant would be willing to make illegal alterations in the

record to show that he owned 100 square yards. In return, the Village Accountant

would demand that the owner of the Khatooni keep 10 square yard of the

additional land for himself and sell the remaining 40 square yards in the name of

the Patwari’s wealthy patron or middleman. Those influential members of the

community who would support the Patwari in his endeavors would see their

landholdings increase and others who dare resist the revenue staff would see their

landholdings dwindle or disappear altogether.
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Illustration 11: Map showing the alignment of “Expressway on East Bay of

Gwadar Port” Project (Government of Pakistan 2007: 67). Approximately,

4.5 kilometers of road pass by the densely populated area of the town.
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Ataullah claimed that there were people living in Gazrawan neighborhood

who were not even locals of Gwadar but they had got land recorded in their

names in official documents, especially the land from the beach that lies on the

proposed path of the Expressway road. As a result, the land compensation money

that should have been given to long-term residents of Gazrawan was now being

funneled to outsiders.  He gave the example of Razi, a gentleman from the

faraway Kharan District, who was very active in the manipulation of land in their

neighborhood and transferred some land in his own name. Razi did this with the

help of Qudratullah, the Village Accountant responsible for land records of their

neighborhood. Ataullah said that the land adjacent to the beach near his house

belonged to him. As per official procedure, the Village Accountant visited the site

of his plot of land and verified in public that his claim was right.  However, this

official changed his mind subsequently and recorded Ataullah’s plot of land in

someone else’s name. When Ataullah cried foul over this fraud, the Revenue

Clerk offered Ataullah an alternate plot of land situated in a different

neighborhood, the Kolgari Ward. This was a deceptive move by the Village

Accountant though. When Ataullah examined the document for the alternate plot

of land that the Village Accountant was offering, he found out that the document

was not properly attested by the supervising officer, the Tehsildar, and did not

carry any legal force.

The story I heard from Ataullah was not entirely surprising to me because

I had served as a District Revenue Officer in Balochistan and had supervised
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Tehsildars and Village Accountants myself. Corruption runs in the veins of

Revenue Departments all over Pakistan and is the grease that oils the bureaucratic

machinery more generally. As a District Revenue Officer, I would routinely get

petitions from people who had been victims of the corrupt practices and decisions

of Village Accountants and Tehsildars and had conducted inquiries on some of

those petitions. What I found interesting was that there were people in the

audience who were defending the Village Accountant and the Tehsildar. This

suggested that there were some people in the neighborhood who were benefitting

from these practices and, of course, others who were not.

I could not get a fuller explanation from Ataullah and Kaleemullah that

day because our conversation was creating a lot of tension in the assembled

company on the occasion of what everyone expected to be a friendly picnic. I and

my friend Nasir diverted the conversation to a different topic in order to cool

down tempers and reassure our friends that we didn’t want to spill their beans in

public. Nevertheless, this conversation revealed that the tentacles of land theft in

Gwadar reached deep into household and neighborhoods. Although some people

stood to gain more from it than others, many people were involved and this

appeared to be creating tensions in the social fabric of the neighborhood.

Later that evening, I asked Nasir to help me understand what was going

with regard to irregularities in the documenting of land in Gwadar. He explained

that land up to 30 meters from the sea at high tide belongs to the state according

to land laws. Officials from the Gwadar Port Authority and others tasked with the
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construction of Expressway Project had asked the Revenue Department in

Balochistan to make the land alongside the East Bay that fell in the Right of Way

of the road available to them free of cost. However, some local people and

political leaders objected to this. They claimed that the sea had been encroaching

on land in Gwadar for last many years, especially in the wake of cyclones from

the Arabian Sea that had become more frequent in the last 20 years or so17. The

government had built a protection wall to stop this encroachment in 1992 but

significant damage had already been done by that time. For example,

encroachment of sea on the land had taken place near Dhorian neighborhood to

the north of Gazrawan Ward. Similarly, several houses in the nearby Surbandar

settlement had been washed out by the encroachment of sea. So this gave an

excuse to everyone, whether they were affected by the encroachment of the sea or

not, to claim that the land by the sea-side was not state land. They insisted that

they owned land there and the government should pay them compensation money

if it wants the Expressway road to pass through that land.

My friend Kaleemullah, the boat captain, confirmed Nasir’s observations

at a sitting under the communal shed (Chapra) in Gazrawan neighborhood. He

pointed out that influential people like Mir Zahoor had claimed lands held in

common as their private land. The stretch of land Kaleemullah was referring to

17 According to weather records, 11 cyclones had been recorded in the Arabian Sea between 1990 and
2010. The most powerful cyclones were Cyclone Gonu of 2007 and Cyclone PHET of 2010. Both Gonu
and PHET had wrecked havoc in Gwadar and its surroundings.
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lies beyond the populated area at the edge of the town. This was the land that was

supposed to ‘belong to God’.

So the government officials said that the land alongside the beach
that had been proposed for the Expressway was state land. But Mir Zahoor
came out against that and said that the land near the sea did not belong to
Sarkar but to the local people because the sea had been encroaching on
land and had destroyed people’s houses. And then, Mir Zahoor, with the
help of the Patwari’s (Khatooni Wala’s), declared almost half of the land
near the beach to be his land. I am talking about the land that is situated
alongside the beach beyond the Coast Guards Headquarters. This land did
not belong to anyone in particular- just a few houses here and there and
those people are still sitting there.

The part of the Expressway road that passed through the inhabited part of

the beach, about 4.5 kilometers long, created a different set of possibilities. Here,

if a neighborhood resident’s property came in the proposed path of the

Expressway, they could claim not only the built-up or occupied space of their

house but also the space that would form the ‘front’ of the house or an imagined

‘compound’ around the house. The owner’s ability to claim a substantial piece of

land in ‘front’ of his house, however, depended on the good will of the Village

Accountant. He could record either more land as the ‘front’ or ‘compound’ of the

person’s house or limit the poor fellow’s ownership of land to the bare quarters he

was living in, or exclude him altogether! In doing this, the Revenue Officials

made use of the arcane rules of the Land Revenue Act 1967 and Land Revenue

Rules drafted in the British colonial period that were adopted almost unchanged

by the postcolonial state.
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In my own experience as a District Revenue Officer in Balochistan, most

of the officer class in bureaucracy did not fully understand these rules themselves.

They relied on their subordinate officials for the application of these rules to

particular cases. Obviously, one could not expect the poor fishermen in Gazrawan

Ward to understand them! One of the rules that the Revenue Department officials

frequently exploited in Gwadar was the ambiguity in the recording of the size of a

plot of land in the original cadastral survey carried out to ascertain landholding.

There was always a caveat at the end of the recording of the dimensions of a plot

of land which stated that this measurement was only approximate and there could

be slight adjustments to the northern or southern limits of the plot (Shumalan

Janooban). The original intent behind this practice was to allow room for

correction of minor errors in the process of measuring land. The Patwari’s in

Gwadar, however, had exploited this rule to the hilt and were stretching the

northern and southern corners of plots of land beyond recognition!

The payment of a commission or bribe to the Patwari for the ‘favor’ of

recording or transferring a plot of land is a common occurrence in Pakistan and

part of everyday life in South Asia (Gupta 2006: 211). What made people in

Gwadar particularly susceptible to fleecing by Revenue Department officials was

the lack of transparency and information in cases of land records. Kaleemullah

pointed out that In Gazrawan Ward they came to know about the possibilities of

land compensation almost a year after the Revenue Department officials had

started identifying plots of land whose owners were entitled to land compensation.
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And this, too, happened because he and his friends decided to confront Razi, a

gentleman they suspected of being a middleman for Revenue Department

officials. Razi had opened a corner shop in Gwadar a few years back and had

married a girl from Gazrawan neighborhood so he knew people there.

So one day I confronted Razi when he was passing through the
neighborhood near Kaka Ataullah’s shop. Razi panicked and said that Dr. Anwar,
our neighbor, can vouch for him. So we all proceeded to Dr. Anwar’s house and
took the neighborhood elders with us- my father, Kaka Ataullah, Nako Dur
Muhammad, Master Imam Bakhsh, and others. So I said that Razi did not belong
to our neighborhood then why was he going around in the neighborhood and
making land record documents (Khatuni). Dr. Anwar tried to defend Razi saying
that he was a good person and was trying to help him and others. He took out a
land record document (Khatuni) and said that Razi had helped him get this
document. It turned out that Dr. Anwar, Shaukat Zico, Shafique, Qudratullah,
Faiz, and Chairman Hameed were involved in this affair as well. So Razi went
around secretly offering his help to people whose land was near the path of the
Expressway. In return he extracted a promise from them for his, Patwari’s, and
Tehsildar’s share. Faiz and Shafique knew officials in the Municipal Office
(Baldia) and Hameed was the Chairman of Town Council.

Kaleemullah gave me the example of a neighbor who had been cheated of

his land in this manner. This neighbor, Akbar, had a house that lay in the

proposed path of the expressway so he could have received a lot of money if this

land had been registered properly in his name.

Now see, Akbar had 35,000 square feet of land in front of his house. I
mean that land does not belong to him but he has more right to it than anyone
else. So there should be 35,000 square feet in his name, right. But the Patwari
only wrote 15,000 square feet in Ali Akbar’s name! He is pocketing the rest of the
land for himself and his middleman (Dallar)! In a way, it is his own fault that he
is relying on the Patwari and the middleman so much. After all, it is his own land
so he should go to the Tehsildar’s office and have it recorded in his own name. Or
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pay some commission to the Patwari rather than throw away his land in this
manner.

Samiullah who was listening in on our conversation, interjected: “It’s like

telling someone that your trouser is mine, your shirt is mine, and you can only

keep the underwear (Chaddi) for yourself!” I retorted by saying that since we, the

people, ourselves were ready to take off our clothes for money so why blame

government officials and outsiders for stealing them. There was a big laugh all

around. Samiullah recovered from this verbal blow and said that people didn’t

know and the local councilors and revenue officials misguided them. He said

sometimes a councilman would come with a pen and paper in his hand and some

illiterate fisherman like him would ask the gentleman what he was doing. He

would reply that he is assessing the value of the land. The fisherman would

beseech him that he was writing the value of this piece of land worth Rs. 50,000,

he should give get a few thousand too. The councilman or the revenue official

would reply: “Alright, here are your thousand rupees, now be gone and let me do

my job.”

Samiullah continued and pointed out the arbitrary manner in which

recording of land rights had been going on in their neighborhood.

Sometimes the Village Accountant would not even include the (built-up)
area occupied by people’s houses! At other times, they would include land that
lies under water in your name whereas the dry land along the beach will be
written in someone else’s name even though that belongs to you. Who will give
you (compensation) money for land that is submerged in water? Nasir said that
we should go and file a case in the courts. But what is the point in filing a case?
Here even the lawyers and the judges are partners in these fraudulent deals. The
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lawyers have become fat and rich and they demand a lot of money for a case.
Who can afford that kind of money?

I commented that this meant that people from the neighborhood were

buying into these salacious deals worked up by revenue officials. Kaleemullah

replied in the affirmative and admitted that people got sold out.

Problem with our people is that they are so gullible that they don’t stop to
think that the person who is giving them 1,000 rupees is keeping 40,000 rupees
for himself. Why is he keeping those 40,000 rupees for himself? What right does
he have to that money? The fisherman says to himself, I am getting this money for
free, who cares! And Nasir is right in saying that people don’t realize the price of
it. Tomorrow, when the road will pass from here, you won’t be able to raise an
objection against it because you have already sold your land.

His brother got bored with the seriousness of our conversation and starting

singing from a popular film song whose lyrics he got mixed up. He then leaned

towards me and declared in a knowing fashion: “Throw the money and watch

everyone dance to its tune!” (Paisa phainko aur tamasha dekho!)

I refused to take this less than subtle hint for an answer and insisted that

local people should not give up without trying the courts and the other official

avenues. Samiullah became impatient and frustrated at my naiveté:

Don’t you understand, Hafeez? We don’t know how to deal with these
Patwari’s and Revenue Officers. Think for yourself, if you don’t know how to
swim or navigate in the sea, would you throw yourself into the water? There is no
point in going to the Tehsildar and presenting your case like a beggar in front of
the clerk sitting there. They will say some soothing words to you and once you
have left their office, they will do what they want to do. Our words do not carry
any weight. It is as if our words have been carried away by the wind, they don’t
leave a trace behind! Besides, we cannot (afford to) do the rounds of the Deputy
Commissioner and Tehsildar’s offices forever. You go to the Tehsildar’s office
and do the rounds of various officials there till sunset, and then return home to
find out the cat has eaten your lunch. There is no justice here. If there was justice
in the land, one could try then in the hope that someone would listen to him. But
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here, from Revenue Clerk to the Prime Minister, no one cares. If you raise your
voice against their attitude, they accuse you of being ignorant and fomenting
trouble (Fasad).

Kaleemullah added that he had filed several petitions with the Revenue

Department officials and did the rounds of the Tehsildar’s office but all his efforts

were in vain. His account of the fishermen’s encounter with the Revenue

Department officials almost feels like a chapter out of a Kafka novel.

I went to the Tehsildar myself on this issue and gave an application
(Darkhaast). I gave an application to the Tehsildar, to the District Revenue
Officer, to the District Coordination Officer. I mentioned in the application that in
outsiders are claiming ownership of land in my neighborhood and their names are
being recorded in the land ownership documents (Khatuni). Nasir was with me
when we went to the Tehsildar. The Tehsildar agreed with us and acknowledged
that this thing was happening. He asked us to come back to him the next day so he
could show us the (cadastral) map of our neighborhood. When we went to his
office the next day, he told us that he had a meeting that day and told us to come
back on the day after. He promised that he will send the Revenue Clerk (Khatuni
Wala) with us to the neighborhood. When we went there on the day after, he
informed us that he has to go see a visiting Arab sheikh who was in the area and
told us to come the next day at 2PM. When we went to his office that day on
2PM, we were told that the gentleman officer had left for his home town. This
went on for two weeks. We could not go to the sea (to earn our livelihood) for
those two weeks. Two weeks! There were about five or six of us. After all, you
are a human being and you get sick and tired of all this. I mean the least we
expected was to be told whether our case is right or wrong. But no, he assured us
that our case was genuine and he was taking action on it and then cheated us like
that.

I asked Kaleemullah if he had tried to approach the Deputy Commissioner

(D.C.). I knew that the then Deputy Commissioner enjoyed a good reputation

among his colleagues and thought that perhaps Kaleem would get a better

response from him. Kaleem replied that he had gone to the D.C. Office too but did
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not get anything more than a few soothing words. He said that his circumstances

became so bad that he thought his family would starve to death if he kept pressing

the matter.

Kaleemullah’s account depicts the heavy odds facing the fishermen as

they struggle for their rights and try to get their share of the entitlements- whether

in the form of land or land-compensation money. The land is slipping from under

their feet while they toil at sea to bring home the food. His brother Samiullah’s

eloquent outburst points to both the deep resentment over being left out and

ignored, and also the prevailing culture of street protests. It is only by resorting to

protest and creating trouble or Fasad that the fishermen and the other have-nots in

Gwadar are able to argue their right to land in a system that is fundamentally

biased against them.

Fault Lines:

The involvement of local councilmen and neighborhood residents in the

allotment of plots was revealed further in an spontaneous confrontation that I

happened to witness between an elder from the neighborhood and a councilman

from the ruling faction in Gwadar. Nako Dur Mohammad was an old Nakhoda

from the neighborhood whom I would usually see bathing and spending his time

along the beach. One day, I asked him if he could tell me a bit about the

neighborhood and what it looked like before the Gwadar Port had been built.

Nako told me that Gazrawan and nearby Baloch Ward used to lie on the outer
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limits of the town proper and, in that sense, its residents were relative newcomers

compared to very old neighborhoods like Kummari Ward. But the town had

expanded so much in the last few years that Gazrawan felt more like being in the

middle of the town. He was also resentful about the advent of outsiders into

Gwadar and felt that outsiders were taking over the town at the expense of locals.

For Nako, these outsiders included people from elsewhere in Mekran and

rest of Balochistan in addition to the non-Baloch people who were buying land in

Gwadar. Nako criticized the elected politicians of Gwadar and local councilmen

very harshly for failing to protect the interests of the local Gwadari’s and

rewarding outsiders. Because of this, it was becoming more and more difficult to

distinguish outsiders from locals who Nako felt were genuinely entitled to land

compensation and related benefits in Gwadar. He related to me the story of his

encounter with the Chairman of the local Town Council (Tehsil) that had

happened about a couple years ago:

“I know all this history because I belong to this place. These days you see

people from everywhere coming to Gwadar and claiming that they belong to

Gwadar. We tell them that you don’t belong to Gwadar (Tau Gwadari Mardum

Naye). The Chairman (of Town Council) is their friend. That tailor Gulab’s son,

what is his name? Hameed.

Someone in the audience pointed to a tall, muscular guy named Altaf, a

former councilman from the neighborhood, and told Nako that Hameed was

Altaf’s leader. Nako, however, ignored Altaf’s presence and continued: “Yes, that
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one who wears Muscat-style Cap.” Nako re-arranged his turban to mimic

Hameed’s style of wearing the Omani cap (Kulah). Nako’s gesture elicited smiles

and people could barely suppress their laughter. “I saw one of these people with

him (i.e. in his office). So I ask him, what is your business here? He replies “I

need a piece of land.” Nako parodied the speaker’s humble tone which was

greeted by rambunctious laughter. Nako continued his story:

I knew this guy didn’t belong to Gwadar because I know everybody here.
So I probe him: “Which part of Gwadar are you from?” He replies that he is from
Dhorian (neighborhood). So I ask him which family in Dhorian he belongs to
because I know everyone in Dhorian. Now this guy fell silent. You see, it is not
enough to learn the name of Dhorian. It is obvious that if you are not a local, you
wouldn’t know local people. For example, you are from outside (Gwadar), so you
wouldn’t know me and I wouldn’t know you. Only when you really know the
local people, you would be able to say, I belong to so and so family. I told this
guy that he didn’t belong to Dhorian. I said that he had just heard the name of
Dhorian and didn’t know anything about the people there. Then I addressed
Chairman Hameed and said:“O thikir (idiot/dumb person), this guy is an
outsider!” I told this to his face. I don’t care that the outsider was Hameed’s
friend. Hameed replied that allotting land was not his business, it is government
business and he wouldn’t bother himself about it. I said: “May this Chairmanship
eat your head” (Tai sar biwari Chairmania)

Nako’s curse elicited another round of laughter from the assembled

audience and Altaf, the former councilman, now felt honor bound to defend his

party leader. He interrupted Nako, telling him that he was being too harsh on his

leader Hameed, the Chairman of Town Council. Nako was annoyed and told Altaf

point blank that Chairman Hameed had not done any good for the people in the

neighborhood. He continued with his criticism of Altaf’s party and now directed

his anger to Mir Zahoor, a senior leader who had been the mayor and the head of
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the District Council. The former mayor’s son was now a Provincial Minister from

Gwadar.

I am an old person of Waja’s (Mir Zahoor’s) household. So one day I see
his son, the Minister, and I hold him by his hand. “You are the Minister from our
area. Do you know who I am?” He replies that he doesn’t know. I tell him that I
am a local of Gwadar and know his father, grandfather, and great grandfather.
And yet he doesn’t recognize me! I know his past four generations. He replies that
he is going to Karachi (to get out of this awkward situation). I cursed him: “May
Ghous throw you there! 18” (Tara Ghous uda baart!)

Altaf, the councilman, again argued with Nako and said that Mir Zahoor’s

son was being honest by telling him to his face that he didn’t recognize him. Nako

quietly slipped in: “Oh, I forgot, Mir Zahoor is here!” He was implying that Altaf

was the big man’s underling. Altaf, a tall and heavily built man, was crushed by

this blow from the frail old man. Nako then said goodbye and started walking

away, all the time muttering that Altaf, the councilman, had not done anything for

the neighborhood either. Altaf tried to save his reputation one last time by

pleading with Nako that he is not a big man like Mir Zahoor, only a minor

councilman. Nako was not to be held back though. He stopped for a moment and

then replied to Altaf, “Yes, I know you are not Mir Zahoor. You are his underling

(Chamcha) though!”

This war of words between Nako, an elder of the neighborhood, and a

former councilman from the ruling faction in Gwadar, shows how land and social

relations are being reconfigured in Gwadar in the wake of the construction of the

18 Ghous-e-Azam or Ghaus-al-Azam (Grand Saint) is the title of the great Sufi saint Abdul Qadir Gilani of
Baghdad. He is credited with many miracles in South Asia and considered an all-powerful saint whose
intervention could make or break a person’s life. His name is also used in everyday language while praising
or cursing someone.
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Gwadar Expressway road. Nako may have won the verbal joust but, at the end of

the day, it is people like Altaf and his patrons who will have the last laugh. At the

level of the town, fishermen are gradually being pushed out to make way for

infrastructure necessary for making the newly built Gwadar Port functional. Once

the Gwadar Expressway is complete, it will block the fishermen’s access to the

sea and they may have to move elsewhere to live and fish. At the same time, the

bonds of commensality and hierarchy in the neighborhood are also fracturing and

re-aligning along different lines. The remembered townscape of elders like Nako

Dur Mohammad is based on recognizable faces, friends, families, and relations-

people one would meet in the bazaar or in the narrow lanes and alleys of Gwadar

where two people cannot cross without rubbing shoulders with each other. This

was not an equitable relationship but, nevertheless, a relationship of reciprocity.

Fishermen like Nako had a legitimate expectation of being recognized as one’s

own folks by big men like Mir Zahoor and be rewarded or protected. The

commercialization of land in Gwadar has engendered a different set of relations

that appear to be transactional in nature with a short-term outlook. In this new set

of relations, patrons like Mir Zahoor support or cultivate people in Gwadar’s

neighborhoods whose loyalty to the big man is based on being rewarded with

plots of land or cash contributions.
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Conclusion

The fishermen of Gwadar are negotiating their lives in the interstices of

the narrow space left by state authorities, brokers, and real estate agents. This

nexus of real estate agents, brokers, and revenue officials itself blurs the

distinction between public interest and private gain. It shows how state authority

is exercised on the ground, on whose behalf, and to whose benefit. Most of the

palatial houses in the New Town Housing Scheme in Gwadar belong to former

mayors, Revenue Department officials, government contractors, and real estate

agents who have been the primary beneficiaries of the politics of plots and paper.

The fishermen of Gwadar and other working class residents cannot summon the

social instruments in terms of connections in the bureaucracy or political

patronage that are needed to take advantage of them.

It is a situation that leaves fishermen little room except to be content with

slim pickings that come their way as an inducement to sell their land, even at the

cost of long-term damage to their livelihood. For now, the money from selling a

plot of land or facilitating the sale of one can bring in enough money to buy a

fridge, a motorcycle, or open a corner shop, even at the cost of fraying social

relations. Akbar Mallag, the fisherman activist from Dhorian neighborhood,

sarcastically calls this fraying and restructuring of the neighborhood relations the

‘gift of development’ (Taraqi-e-Tuhfa).
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CHAPTER 4

A Harbor in the Tempest: Fishermen’s Movement and the Politics of

Baloch Ethnic Nationalism

Introduction

This chapter explores the emergence of Gwadar fishermen as organized

political actors and the relationship of their struggle to the broader politics of

Baloch nationalist resistance taking place in and around Gwadar. As mentioned in

the introduction, the encroachment of land and sea by state authorities and real

estate operatives seems to have engendered two kinds of responses among Baloch

subjects in Gwadar. On the one hand, there has been a resurgence of ethnic

Baloch nationalism and revival of Baloch identity all over Balochistan with its

highly charged discourse of demanding independence from Pakistan.  There has

been a growing awareness among ordinary Baloch residents that the Pakistani

state, multinational companies, and foreign powers are after their land and coastal

belt because it is full of precious metals and other natural resources such as oil &

gas. Baloch nationalists oppose Gwadar Deep Water Port and other mega

development projects as colonial enterprises meant to impose Punjabi settler

colonialism on them. They maintain that Balochistan’s mineral resources and its

strategic coastline (Sahel-o-Wasail) belong to the Baloch nation alone. Outsiders,

namely, the dominant Punjabi and Urdu speaking ethnic groups, have no right to

steal Baloch wealth (Maal-o-Maddi) and violate the sanctity of their beloved land
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(Gul Zamin). Baloch nationalist parties and factions that support armed resistance

against the Pakistani state, such as the Baloch Republican Party (BRP), Baloch

National Movement (BNM), and Baloch Haq Tawar (BHT), have been the

leading edge of this movement.

Alongside the pan-Balochistan struggle of Baloch nationalist movement,

however, a local politics of fishermen’s rights revolving around fishermen’s

claims to the sea and to the future city of Gwadar also evolved. While they were

inspired by the words of Baloch nationalist leaders like Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti,

Nawab Khair Bux Marri, and Sardar Ataullah Mengal, the fishermen’s position as

a subaltern class within Baloch society shaped their specific response to the

Gwadar Port Project. The fishermen of Gwadar were initially suspicious of the

fiery rhetoric of Baloch nationalists in Mekran and elsewhere in Balochistan who

came from more educated, prosperous, and powerful families. They were,

therefore, reluctant to get involved with the revolutionary politics of Baloch

national liberation around the Gwadar Port initially. Instead, their response to the

occupation of land and sea came in the form of mobilizing around the notion of

fishermen’s identity and rights. These two narratives of identity and resistance to

the encroachment of Pakistani state and multinational companies in Gwadar

emerged not so much in opposition but in mutual but tense coexistence with each

other.

However, the heavy handed attitude of the federal security forces in

Gwadar closed off avenues of protest on which moderate political parties and
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organizations like the Med Ittehad relied for their popular support. The

militarization of space in Gwadar and suppression of peaceful protests led to the

decline in the appeal of peaceful democratic protests. Popular support for the

Baloch armed resistance movement picked up in its wake. This change ushered in

a new politics of Baloch and Pakistani national identity that is being played on the

turf of the tortured bodies of Baloch political activists.

The fishermen’s movement had risen out of efforts by several local

welfare organizations (Anjumans) which sought to bring together fishermen of

Gwadar and nearby coastal towns and settlements under one umbrella to protest

illegal fishing in the waters of the Arabian Sea. They successfully rallied

fishermen of Gwadar and nearby settlements of Sur, Pishukan, and Ganz against

the use of nylon or plastic nets which destroyed fish egg and compromised the

fishermen’s livelihoods. Emboldened by their initial successes and propelled by

the fishermen’s resentment and anxieties about their future, these activists came

together to form the Fishermen’s Alliance or Med Ittehad. The support that Med

Ittehad received from the fishermen and other townsfolk encouraged it to adopt a

more overtly political stance. In particular, they staked a claim for representing

fishermen’s interests in local politics at the level of the District Council. They also

raised their voice against fishermen’s mistreatment at the hands of security forces .

Fishermen were routinely mistreated by the personnel of Pakistan Coast Guards

and the Maritime Security Agency when they tried to cast their nets in the waters

close to site of Gwadar Port. At times, they were deliberately humiliated, slapped
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and given demeaning punishments by Marine Security Agency personnel. Med

Ittehad’s championing of fishermen’s problems engendered faith among

fishermen in their own collective power. They could now take pride in their

identity as fishermen in a social milieu in which they were traditionally looked

down upon as low status menial laborers.

The history of Gwadar fishermen’s mobilization against exploitation goes

back to the times of Omani rule. Fishermen would refuse to give the fish tax,

fixed by the Sultan at one tenth of the catch (Ushur), in a lean season. They would

also protest against the local traders or Seths from the Ismaili (Khoja) and Hindu

communities if they felt that they were being paid an unfair price for their catch.

In the 1930s, when a local notable, Kahoda19 Abdullah, made an appeal to Sultan

Taimur of Oman to help run a newly established school, Madrassa Noor-ul-Islam,

the Sultan replied to his request in the following words:

O Abdullah, do you want the fishermen of Gwadar to stop giving me the
one tenth of their fish that they now give? And do you want your own influence
and lordship over them to end?

(Rahim 2002)

In the 1980s, they mobilized against intrusion from Karachi-based fishing

boats. However, this mobilization acquired a sense of urgency and political

dimension in the late 1990s and early 2000’s in the wake of the Pakistani

government’s attempts to invite foreign companies for deep-sea fishing. The folk

19 A ‘Kahoda’ was a deputy appointed or endorsed by a ruler over a settlement, village, or cultivated oasis
in colonial and precolonial Mekran. The office of Kahoda was usually, but not exclusively, hereditary. One
of the responsibilities of a Kahoda was to collect revenue, usually in kind, from the inhabitants in his
jurisdiction.
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wisdom among Islamabad based bureaucracy and politicians at the time was that

Pakistan’s coastal waters, especially those along the Mekran Coast, were under-

exploited and presented vast opportunities for commercial fishing and earning

foreign exchange. In a widely reported scandal, Humayun Akhtar Khan, an

industrialist who was the Chairman of the state run Board of Investment, pushed

for a deal with US based multinational firm Forbes & Company for fishing rights

in the Mekran Coast waters. Under the terms of the agreement that were leaked

out to the press, Forbes Group was expected to invest US$ 460 Million in a fleet

of 100 deep-sea fishing  vessels and set up state-of-art fish processing plants, cold

storage facilities, and a ship building and repair yard. In return, the Government

of Pakistan would grant Forbes permission to harvest up to 400,000 tons of fish

annually over a period of three years from its coastal waters (Malick 1998).

However, concerned Pakistani journalists, analysts, and activists

contended that the agreement was a mere cover for handing over Pakistan’s

fisheries and marine resources to Forbes and Company in return for vague

promises of investment in infrastructure that were unlikely to be materialized.

They pointed out that many of these deep-sea trawlers were like over-capacitated

factory ships with fishing nets that could be 3 kilometers long! (Akhtar 2001;

Rizvi 2003) Alarmed by the prospect of a US trawler armada taking away their

livelihood, fishermen of Karachi and Mekran Coast, environmental activists, and

local Baloch nationalist politicians launched protests and denounced the

impending deal. The fishermen of Gwadar were at the forefront of this protest
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because it was a matter of life and death for them. They maintained that their

small boats could not compete with the trawlers of foreign companies. They

appealed to the government that if Forbes was allowed to start fishing along the

Mekran Coast, they will not survive (Galpin 1999)20. As a result of these protests,

the Federal Government was forced to nix this lucrative deal with Forbes and the

fishermen won an important victory (Journal of Commerce 1999).

In a related move, the Provincial Governments of Balochistan and the

neighboring Sindh Province imposed a ban on the use of certain types of plastic

fishing nets- Katra, Bholo, and Gujjo- that were deemed a grave threat to the

reproduction of marine life and fisheries. These nets had a very fine mesh that

caught juvenile fish, shrimp, and other marine species. The fishermen, especially

those working as hired hands on big trawlers using the Gujjo trawling nets, would

subsequently dump the juvenile fish back into the sea, dead. According to

Fisheries experts, operators of trawlers would dump as much as 90% of the catch

back into the sea because it did not have any commercial value. They estimated

that the use of these nets had depleted about 70% of fisheries along the coast of

Sindh Province and was threatening to do the same to fisheries along the

Balochistan Coast.

20 One of the fishermen activists described this to a journalist in the following words: “ ’For us it's a matter
of life and death,' said Akber Ali Rais, a representative of the fishermen in the port town of Gwadar.
Located in a poor area, the sweeping bay has for centuries provided thousands of local people with their
only source of income.  'If the American company comes here and starts fishing, we will not survive,' he
said. 'There will be nothing left for us. Our small boats cannot compete with them.” (Galpin 1999)
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Government authorities had not given up on their plans for

commercializing fishing grounds along the Mekran Coast though. The Federal

Government lifted the ban on deep-sea fishing in 2001 and the Provincial

Governments in Sindh and Balochistan soon followed suit (Akhtar 2001).

Moreover, big boat owners and trawlers would routinely violate the ban by

greasing the palms of the officials in the Fisheries Department in Balochistan and

Sindh Provinces.

Politicizing the Civil Society: the Emergence of Fishermen’s Movement

Akbar Mallag is one of the fishermen activists who were at the forefront of

these struggles. Akbar lives in the Dhorian neighborhood and earns his livelihood

as a diver. He has a makeshift breathing-cum-diving apparatus with which he

dives and helps rescue sunken boats or salvage their engines, motors, and other

parts. He claims that he can work under water for up to 40 minutes or more

without taking a break. I found it hard to believe given his age- he must have been

more than 50 years old although he did not remember his exact age. His friend,

Nakhuda Allah Bashk nodded his head in agreement assuring me that he had seen

Akbar pulling off this feat of endurance. Akbar had picked up some words of

English from a past tour of duty on an international cargo vessel. He was

impressed that I could speak English like White folks (Sahib Log). He would

constantly joke about it by greeting me in his broken English: ‘Good Morning,’
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‘How are you?’ and ‘I am fine, thank you.’ I repaid the courtesy by calling him

Captain although he was not a boat-captain, just a diver. Gesturing to make a

thumb impression he would say, “You are M.A. pass but I am finger pass.” By

‘finger pass’ he meant an illiterate person who uses his thumb impression to sign

a document because he cannot write his own name (in Urdu Angootha Chaap).

Akbar may have been an Angootha Chaap, as he mockingly called himself, but he

was also a veteran political activist who had a grounded understanding of the ups

and downs of the struggle of Gwadar fishermen and its relation to the broader

politics of Baloch nationalism. Indeed, one might say that protest ran in his blood.

His father, Mallag, was one of the fishermen who had refused to pay the fish tax

(Ushur) during Omani rule!

Akbar has been at the forefront of the struggle for fishermen’s rights from

the platform of Balochistan National Party (BNP), a moderate Baloch nationalist

party that later became an important ally of the emergent Med Ittehad

(Fishermen’s Alliance). Led by Sardar Akhtar Mengal, a former Chief Minister of

Balochistan, the BNP advocated struggle for Baloch rights through street protest

and parliamentary politics (as opposed to armed resistance). Akbar still

remembered the stormy days of protest back in the early 2000’s out of which the

fishermen’s movement was born. He had led one of the first organized protests

against what he called the “trawler mafia” back in 2001. Akbar was then the head

(Sarparast-e-Ala) of the local welfare association (Anjuman) of the Dhorian

neighborhood.
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I remember very well, when the government announced that it will issue
license to foreign companies, Akhtar Jan Megal (of Balochistan National Party)
came out in our support and said that we would not allow this. This happened
around 199921. We protested against that and the matter came to ‘table-talks’. We
were objected to the use of modern machines by these foreign companies. The
fishing company insisted that the government should give the company an ‘area’
where it would fish and pick the fish all by itself. We argued that the government
should not allot an ‘area’ to the company. Instead, the company should buy and
pick the fish from us. We had an Anjuman in Dhorian (neighborhood) and I was
the Sarparist-e-Ala of the Anjuman. Two trawler-ships were arrested here in the
waters of Gwadar around that time. Well, it was their bad luck that I happened to
be there. I was called in because I was a diver. So they had brought 21 Biyoparis,
‘businessmen’, from Karachi ‘by air’!  They came to buy the fish that was being
auctioned off. At least 8 tons of fish, approximately, was recovered from those
two trawlers. So these trawlers were caught only after 11 days of fishing. Had
they been around for a month, they would have caught thousands of tons of fish!
Our total catch for a day is hardly one ton. These were foreign origin trawlers but
they were owned and backed by big businessmen in Karachi with links in the
military and the bureaucracy.

Akbar went back to his neighborhood that day, gathered other fishermen,

and told them about what had happened at the Fish Harbor. They took out a small

rally and staged a sit-in in front of the Harbor and blocked its entrance until the

local Fish Harbor authorities were forced to negotiate with them:

You know I was like a figure among cyphers. I knew how to speak in
Urdu- ‘translate’ in Urdu. Because the Deputy Commissioner at that time
happened to be an Urdu speaking officer, everybody put me in front and the
matter came to ‘table talks’. We told them that they were being unfair to us. Let
me tell you a ’joke’ about this. This ship had a huge trawl-net. I told the officers
and businessmen that letting this ship into our waters was like putting a camel into
a rickshaw! So I told them that it was unfair of them to put their camel into our
rickshaw. I pleaded with them that they were educated and smart people, then

21 It actually happened in 2001 and the incident was well reported in local and national papers (Herald
2001). Akbar probably had a lapse of memory.
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why they were destroying livelihoods of poor folks like us with these unfair
methods.

As a result of the public pressure piled on by fishermen’s protests, the

Provincial Fisheries Department arrested and prosecuted more than 60 trawlers

fishing illegally in Balochistan’s coastal waters between 2001 and 2002 (Dawn

Mar 12, 2002; May 20, 2002; Aug 4, 2002). Given that anywhere from 500 to

1,000 trawlers were operating along the Mekran Coast around that time (Akhtar

2001; Shah Sep 2002), this was just a drop in the bucket. Nevertheless, the fear of

arrests, fines, loss of fish catch, and confiscation of fishing gear acted as a good

deterrent for international and Karachi-based trawlers poaching in waters of

Balochistan.

Buoyed by their initial success, Akbar and his friends started taking out

pamphlets, drew wall-chalking (graffiti), and gave statements in the local

newspapers against illegal fishing and the harmful effects of the use of plastic

nets. They collected donations from the people in the neighborhood and well-

wishers outside the neighborhood to finance their protest campaign. They also

filed applications against illegal fishing with several government offices such as

the Deputy Commissioner’s Office, the District Council, and the Fisheries

Department. Their cause was also taken up by local journalists, NGOs, politicians,

and other townsfolk. In particular, they were supported by Dr. Aziz Baloch, a

local medical officer and intellectual hailing from a fishermen family. Other
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people such as journalists Ismail Baloch and K.B. Firaq wrote regular columns

and contributed news reports for Balochistan-based newspapers such as Intekhab,

Asaap, and Jang Quetta in support of fishermen’s demands. These individuals

formed the nucleus of the emerging fishermen’s movement. At the suggestion of

the community members and colleagues from environmental organizations such

as the IUCN, the leadership of the movement decided to include the enforcement

of a ban on the use of plastic or nylon nets as part of their agenda.

It was around this time that General Musharraf made public his

government’s plans for the construction of Gwadar Deep Water Port. Musharraf

signed the agreement for the construction of Gwadar Port in 2001 on an official

visit to the People’s Republic of China. Following that announcement, the

contract for building Gwadar Deep Water Port was awarded to a Chinese

company, the Fourth China Harbor Company and General Musharraf performed

the ground-breaking ceremony for construction of the Port in Gwadar in March

20, 2002. Baloch nationalist leaders and activists had been expressing their

reservations about demographic change and marginalization of local Baloch

population since 1994 when the Federal Government first announced its plans for

developing a deep water port in Gwadar. These fears appeared to be turning into a

reality with the start of construction work by Fourth China Harbor Company in

Gwadar. Most of the engineers, technicians, and workforce employed by the
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company were Chinese which led to resentment among the locals (Daily Intekhab

14 Nov 2002).

This situation was further exacerbated by Federal Ministry of Ports and

Shipping’s decision to sack two senior Baloch officers who had been working in

the Gwadar Fish Harbor22 for several years. The Federal Government also floated

tenders for the privatization of the Fish Harbor around the same time (Baloch 18

Nov 2002). On the occasion of inauguration of work on Gwadar Port in March

2002, General Musharraf had promised that the jobs of the daily-wage employees

of the old Fish Harbor will be made permanent. However, this promise did not

materialize and, instead, there were reports that the employees will lose their jobs

once the Fish Harbor is transferred to a private company. In a notable expression

of the resentment that was brewing in Gwadar, the daily-wage employees of

Gwadar Fish Harbor went on an indefinite strike and lockdown (Tala-Bandi) in

June 2002.

In the second half of 2002, the fishermen were protesting, the workers of

Fish Harbor were on strike, and other townsfolk were anxious because the Federal

Government was keeping the master plan of the Gwadar Port tightly under wraps.

This was a pivotal moment because the fishermen’s concerns about illegal fishing,

other Gwadar residents’ fears about their future in the wake of the Gwadar Port

22 This was the original Mini Port and Fish Harbor built with the assistance of Belgium in 1992.
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Project, and wider Baloch nationalist reservations about demographic changes

ushered in by megaprojects were coming together in the public imagination.

It was in the midst of these protests that an incident of firing on a peaceful

rally took place that would set the tone for the governments’ approach towards

both the fishermen’s movement as well as the larger Baloch nationalist opposition

to the Gwadar Port. On August 26, a large rally of fishermen was protesting in

front of the Deputy Commissioner’s Office against the use of banned plastic nets

by trawlers. The fishermen had been protesting continuously for last three days

and they had burnt some plastic nets as well to register their anger. The rally was

on its way back from the Fish Harbor towards the Deputy Commissioner’s Office.

They were trying to set up a sit-in of sorts when a private vehicle carrying some

personnel of the Marine Security Agency (MSA) tried to make its way through

the crowd. The protestors refused passage to the car and some people also pelted

the car with stones according to the government authorities. The MSA soldiers

responded by opening fire on the assembled protestors, injuring several people,

two of them critically. One of the soldiers from MSA was also seriously injured in

this confrontation. After this incident, people closed down their shops in protest

and took to the streets. The local administration sent in the police and paramilitary

soldiers to suppress the protests. Clashes ensued between the police and

protestors. The police resorted to baton charge (Lathi Charge) and shelled the

protestors with teargas injuring 12 more people. An unofficial curfew was
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imposed on Gwadar Town and the surrounding area and the Frontier Corps, a

paramilitary force, patrolled the streets to maintain order.

Akbar was one of the organizers of that rally and it was he who had

accompanied the seriously injured fishermen- Wahid Bakhsh and Ali Bakhsh- for

medical treatment to Karachi after the firing incident. He claims that the firing by

MSA personnel was completely unprovoked and was done at the behest of an

influential fish trader whose boats were using the banned plastic nets that the

fishermen were protesting against.

We were at the head of a big gathering (Muchi) of people. So many people
had gathered to support our cause that such a gathering has never been seen in
Gwadar’s history, not even in (late) Ghaus Bakhsh Bizenjo’s time. We proceeded
to the Fish Harbor and announced a lockdown (Tala Bandi) there! Then we
started in the direction of the Deputy Commissioner’s Office to protest. Along the
way, some of our boys snatched plastic nets from a group of (undocumented)
Bengali23 fishermen and set fire to them. They also beat up some of them. These
Bengali workers were employed by a fish trader (Seth) who owns the Marjan
Hotel on top of Batel Mountain. The boys in the rally said that this is our country
and it is unfair (Najaiz) of the outsiders to use banned plastic nets. They should
follow our ways if they want to live among us and not engage in excesses. Now
this Seth Hamid24 was the government’s man. When the boys were confronting
the Bengali workers, a blue car carrying some soldiers showed up and they

2323 Undocumented Bengali workers were mostly concentrated in Karachi and worked in a number of
occupations in the informal sector such as domestic work, poultry farming, and fisheries. The big boat
owners from Karachi exploited them in their illegal fishing ventures and this resulted in tensions between
the fishermen and Bengali workers. In this case, they were hired by fish trader in Gwadar. A small number
of Bengalis were long-time residents of Gwadar and they were at peace with the fishermen and other
residents.
24 The individual Akbar is referring to is Hamid Hamza, the owner of Marjan Hotel, who had recently
settled in Gwadar. He had recently opened a beautiful tourist resort, the Marjan Hotel, on top of the Koh-e-
Batel and apparently was trying to gain a foothold in the fishing industry as well.
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opened fired on the rally. This car had been following us and I had seen it before
as well.

In the wake of the firing incident, Akbar and his comrades feared for their

lives. Police arrested several of his comrades and he went into hiding. Even some

of his comrades became suspicious of him because he had managed to avoid

arrest. They reasoned that he had not been arrested because he was complicit with

the authorities.

We were very scared and didn’t know what will happen to us. We thought
perhaps we had made a big mistake. My own comrades were suspicious of me.
Finally, Dr. Aziz came forward in our support and tried to control the situation.
He gathered everyone and they collectively decided that I would accompany the
injured fishermen to Karachi and look after them. We collected donations
(Chanda) for this purpose and I still remember the amount that was given to me
that day. It was approximately 4,800 and some rupees. So we went ‘by air’ to
Karachi. Even in Karachi the power-that-be kept following me and wanted to kill
me there in the hospital. They wanted to target me and I would have disappeared
too. They sent out an informant to find out who was looking after the injured
fishermen on bed nos.7, 9, and 5 in the hospital. But I was lucky that one of their
own intervened on my behalf and said that he is a poor man, let him be. May be I
had done some good to this person in a past life.

The Plastic Net protests enabled Gwadar fishermen to show their political

muscle and claim a stake in Gwadar’s future. The protests raised Gwadar

fishermen to prominence and activists were courted by Baloch nationalist as well

as Pakistan-wide political parties. On the other hand, leading activists such as

Akbar Mallag, Khudadad Waju, and Dr. Aziz faced immense pressure from the

authorities to stop their protests or face the threat of arrest, disappearances, and

torture.
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‘From Peones to Politicos’25: Transformation of Gwadar Fishermen

Khudadad Wajo is one of the main leaders and founding members of the

Med Ittehad. He is a very passionate person who believes in the strength of his

ideas although at times he comes across as abrupt and impatient. He seems

perpetually busy and energetic- attending to some community business, holding a

meeting with one of the several nonprofits in Gwadar, or taking a group of

fishermen to a local government office over some land ownership or jobs issue.

He is also an untiring and inspiring speaker.

At the time I started fieldwork though, Med Ittehad seemed to be

unravelling and Wajo was going through a difficult time. He had just completed

his tenure as the head of the Union Council Gwadar South and a councilman in

the District Council with a mixed record. The electoral alliance he had led to

victory in 2005 had fragmented and lost much of its popular appeal. He and his

long-time colleagues seemed to be rethinking their decision to enter local electoral

politics. As a councilman his powers were rather limited and the burden of

expectations from his constituents had been very heavy. Some of Med Ittehad

members and political allies had become involved in illicit land allotments in the

wake of the real estate boom and had left the alliance over these allegations. In the

elections for the Provincial Assembly (Legislature), Med Ittehad had endorsed

Ashraf Hussain who lost the elections. Nevertheless, people who had voted for

2525 The title phrase is taken from and inspired by Douglas Foley’s 1977 monograph From Peones to
Politicos: Ethnic Relations in a South Texas Town.
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Med Ittehad endorsed candidate expected Wajo to help solve the various problems

that they were facing with the local officialdom.

The dwindling of popular support was obvious in one of the rallies that I

attended in June, 2009 accompanied by my friend Nasir. This protest rally (Jalsa)

had been called on behalf of the All Parties Committee, an alliance of opposition

parties in Gwadar, to protest against the mismanagement and corruption in the

distribution of relief goods in the wake of the Cyclone PHET in Gwadar. The rally

took place at Mulla Pazul Chowk, the political center of gravity of Gwadar. In the

words of my Gwadari friends, it’s their Hyde Park. Most speakers articulated the

prevailing feeling of people being abandoned by state authorities in their hour of

need. They alleged that the district administration was distributing relief goods to

their favorites in cahoots with the local elected officials. They also condemned

Baochistan Chief Minister for the paltry sum of Rs. 60 Million which he had

announced as immediate relief aid. This aid translated into a sum of Rs. 5,000

(USD 60) per extended family, a cruel joke with the poor affectees whose houses

had been badly damaged and who had lost everything. Wajo spoke with more

clarity than others and stressed that the current situation was a result of deliberate

policy decisions that ignored the felt needs of townsfolk. He criticized the

decisions of past governments that had built huge mega projects such as the

Gwadar Port but denied ordinary Gwadaris a decent sewerage and drainage

system.
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The most notably aspect of the rally, though, appeared to be the lackluster

response of the public. I had imagined that after a big disaster like Cyclone PHET

which affected every household in Gwadar Town in one way or the other-

approximately 60% of houses had been damaged- there would be a large turnout

and a huge outpouring of public anger. However, there were less than 200 people

in attendance- excluding the bystanders and onlookers. This was a far cry from

the rally of 3,000 to 4,000 people narrated by Akbar and confirmed by other

activist. Even the few people who were attending this rally appeared skeptical of

the speakers’ claims. I saw one person exchange meaningful glances with the

person sitting next to him when one of the speakers got too emotional. We were

sitting in a medical store a few yards behind the main square where the

participants of the rally were gathered. An acquaintance of Nasir, probably one of

the ruling party sympathizers, kept mocking and parodying the rally’s speakers,

especially when they got too emotional or loud. This was a clear indication that all

was not well with Med Ittehad.

In a meeting a few days later at the Med Ittehad office, Wajo told me that

fishermen activists felt the need to set up a separate platform for fishermen’s

causes because mainstream political parties were ignoring their problems and

concerns even though fishermen were the biggest losers in the wake of the

construction of Gwadar Port. Most people from the middle and upper classes in

Gwadar and elsewhere in Balochistan thought that fishing and the small fishermen

will become irrelevant because the new megacity will offer different avenues of
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employment. No one from the major political parties in Balochistan asked the

Federal Government what effect Gwadar Port will have on the livelihoods of the

fishermen. Perhaps there could have been an alternate site for the construction of

the Port that would have been less damaging to the interests of the fishermen. It

appeared as if they simply wanted to wash their hands of the issues and problems

facing the fishermen.

Wajo believes that the blindness of the political parties was a result of

their class composition. Most of the leadership of the political parties- whether the

pro-Pakistan parties or Baloch nationalist parties- hailed from middle and upper

classes. Due their power and social bias against fishermen, they expected

fishermen and other working class people to follow their lead in whichever

direction they led them. He narrated an incident form his own life to make his

point:

A few years ago I was coming back from a fishing trip on my father’s
boat. I usually change into cleaner clothes after fishing and then go to the market
or a public place. This time I was in a rush and had to buy something from the
market so I decided to go to the market wearing the same clothes. On my way, I
ran into Waja X who is a local notable and political leader from our area. I greeted
the Waja with the usual Salam but the Waja started questioning me about my
clothes. He sarcastically remarked that my clothes smelled. I became very angry
at this and told him in front of everyone that I am a fisherman’s son and am proud
of what I do. I told him that what he calls a smell is like perfume (Khushbu) to
me. After that the Waja didn’t talk to me.

Wajo’s assertion of his pride in the smell of fish is iconic. While grounded

in his experience as a fisherman, it forms part of a genre and tradition of political

iconography of resistance in Pakistan: the greasy hands of the industrial worker,
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the sweat on the peasant’s brow, and the martyr’s blood. The smell of fish- fresh

and rotting- is omnipresent in a fisherman’s life and defines fishermen’s relations

to outsiders. It pervades the atmosphere in the densely populated fishermen

neighborhoods on the Easy Bay of Gwadar and is wafted into the town by the sea-

breeze. For an outsider, it takes some getting used to. This was certainly the case

with me, the son of an agriculturist family from the plains of Eastern Balochistan

whose past seven generations had been growing wheat. It was one of the things

mentioned by fishermen, particularly the elderly or retired boat-captains, when

speaking about the real or imagined threat of relocation from Gwadar. Elderly

people, who had been relocated from the old Mulla Band neighborhood at the site

of the Port to a part of the planned New Town Housing Project, complained that

they missed the smell of the fish and sea-breeze and it made them sad. Dad

Karim, who still lives in Kummari Ward in the old town, says that he won’t be

able to sleep without it, if ever the government decided to relocate his

neighborhood too.

I had myself seen instances of this bias against the fishermen in Gwadar.

Some of my hosts in Gwadar- government officers, real estate agents,

businessmen, and bankers- poked fun at me because I hung out with fishermen.

Many of these friends had been active in the struggle for Baloch rights from the

platform of Baloch Students Organization (BSO) in the past and had been

exposed to Marxist-Leninist ideas for a long time. Yet their attitudes towards

fishermen and other marginalized segments of Baloch society such as African-
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descent Baloch ranged from derogatory to condescending. One of my officer

friends confided to me that in the days of his political activism he used to think

that African descent people were ‘backward’ because they faced discrimination.

But now he felt that he was wrong and the real reason why African descent people

won’t ‘improve’ is because there is something wrong in their genes!

My friend Nasir, a veteran activist of BSO from a leading political family

in Gwadar, recalls that BSO was the first organization that challenged the

authority of the traditional big men- Mir, Motabar, and Kahoda’s- in Gwadar and

the rest of Mekran region. It not only challenged them politically but BSO

activists also engaged in social work among the fishermen. He and his fellow

students carried out adult literacy work in the poorer neighborhoods of Gwadar,

organized relief work in times of natural disasters, and carried out social analyses

of towns and villages. In a symbolically charged move, young men and women

abandoned tribal and family names and adopted “Baloch” as their surname. It was

their way of declaring that they wanted to overcome tribal, class, and status

distinctions and unite as Baloch against their oppressors. BSO’s politics of street

protest and de-legitimation of traditional authority also put pressure on the local

big men to give more concessions to the fishermen and other working class

people. It created a space for some young people from working classes and
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marginalized groups such as the laborers, fishermen, and African-descent people

to pursue a career in politics26.

Nevertheless, the Baloch nationalist awakening of the 1980s had merely

scratched the surface of class and status hierarchies in Gwadar and Mekran

region. Once the effects of the heady rhetoric of class struggle and national

liberation started to wear off in the 1990s, these hierarchies asserted themselves

again27. Baloch nationalist political parties in Mekran welcomed traditional big

men, newly rich drug barons, and other unsavory characters in their midst because

these parties wanted to win elections in particular electoral districts. In other

cases, they needed parliamentary majorities to form a government in the Province.

Legislators and Ministers hailing from middle and lower status groups who had

risen through the party ranks were also influenced by the culture and lifestyle of

their wealthy and privileged lawmaker colleagues.

Med political activists like Waju, Firaq, and Younus, had themselves been

part of student politics under the banner of BSO and other student outfits in the

1980s and the 90s. In many ways, their political strategy and tactics were inspired

by BSO. However, they felt that, despite its revolutionary outlook, BSO was the

organization of the sons of middle and upper status people. Their fears were

26 Kachkol Ali Baloch, lawmaker and former Deputy Speaker of Balochistan Assembly, and Shakeel
Baloch, a member of National Assembly of Pakistan from Mekran are two notable examples.
27 Part of their response is explained by the sobering effect of the hostile economic circumstances they
faced after finishing their degrees. Once these romantic young men left their universities and had to look
for jobs, they needed support from their family patriarchs whom they had defied. Others had to approach
the same local big men for recommendations whom they had condemned as enemies of the people. The
demise of the Soviet Union was also a crushing blow to the discourse of class struggle and anti-imperialism
that had dominated Baloch nationalist politics through much of the 1970s and 1980s.
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confirmed when they tried to approach the leadership of local political parties to

press for the demands of the fishermen concerning illegal fishing, provision of

subsidized boats and fishing gear, and corruption in the Fisheries Department.

Waju narrated to me his experience of working with the local leadership of

a Baloch nationalist political party. His story reveals some of the tensions that

forced activists like him to seek an alternate platform to campaign for fishermen’s

rights. This incident happened in 2001, a couple years before they had officially

adopted the name Med Ittehad. He and his colleagues were organizing from the

platform of Anjuman-e-Falah-e-Mahigiran (Fishermen’s Welfare Association).

and tried to run for local government elections from the platform of a Baloch

nationalist party, the Balochistan National Party (Awami).

I was part of the Balochistan National Party (Awami) back in 2001-02. I
and our comrades from the fishermen’s movement decided to participate in the
elections for the seat of Union Nazim in the Local Government Elections of 2002.
We felt that the majority of people in Union Council Junoobi (Gwadar South)28

were fishermen and we were educated sons of fishermen so we wanted to contest
elections from there to represent them. During one of the party meetings, we
expressed our desire to contest elections from Union Council Junoobi to the party
leadership. Mir Ghafoor Kalmati was present in that meeting and he was a senior
party leader and the Minister from our area. He opposed us and argued that we
were too weak to win our constituency. Instead he asked us to support his favorite
candidate, Mulla Ghulam Rasool, who was a person of status (Motabar). This
gentleman was a former Chairman of the Zakat Committee and claimed that he
belonged to the Jadgal or Hoth tribe29. Mir Saheb told us that he had nominated
this gentleman for the seat and asked us to do election work for him. This action
made us feel that these Mirs and Motabars were unwilling to give us the honor
and recognition (Qadar) that we deserved. Even though we supported Mir Saheb
politically and were close to him, he did not endorse us because we were the

28 Gwadar Town is divided into 3 Union Councils, namely, Gwadar Southern, Gwadar Central, and
Gwadar Northern.
29 These are middle and upper middle status tribes in Mekran. In the status hierarchy, the Hoat tribe is
below the ruling Gichki and Nausherwani tribes but enjoys prestige as one of the ‘original’ Baloch tribes.
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children of fishermen. Perhaps he thought that we were inferior and did not have
the right to represent the people.

Wajo and his comrades felt humiliated and angered by this rejection. They

held a meeting a few days later and decided to contest the elections independently

from their Union Council. They ran a great campaign and were poised to win the

elections. Nevertheless, their opponents were able to flex their political muscle

and this victory was stolen from them.

The Minister and MPA’s were on the side of our opponent and so they
were able to cast bogus votes from certain polling stations. We lost by a narrow
margin of 72 votes. Our opponents admitted this to us privately later on. They
said that they had cast bogus votes at some polling stations otherwise we would
have won by a comfortable margin of 150-200 votes. To make things worse, all
the mainstream political parties joined forces against us in that election- Mir
Ghafoor Kalmati, Ashraf Hussain of Jamhoori Watan Party (JWP), and others too.
They seemed completely unwilling to own us (Beganagi) or support us. It was
like we were on one side and all the political parties were on the other side. All
the Med people in Gwadar felt this. We felt that the mainstream political parties
had abandoned us because we were sons of fishermen. So, it was in this context
that we decided to launch Med Ittehad.

While the hostility of mainstream political parties to their cause pushed

Waju and his comrades to form a separate platform for fishermen’s rights, it was a

decision fraught with difficulties. They knew that if they named their organization

Med Ittehad and asserted their identity as fishermen, many people will look down

on them. They were worried that there will discrimination against them and they

might even face a backlash from the middle and upper status people. Some of

their friends were reluctant to join because they were afraid of standing out.

Nevertheless, Waju convinced them to move ahead with him:
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I told them that the truth is that we are Med, whether we like it or not. All
the people who live by the sea and earn their livelihood from it are Med. So why
not acknowledge this oppression (Jabr) and fight against it? Why not face the fact
that society treats us as being inferior, as belonging to an inferior race? If we did
not acknowledge this oppression then we will not be able to address the issues and
problems stemming from it. So we decided that this is a big problem and if we
asserted ourselves as Med openly then our actions will help address these
injustices. I mean myself and friends like K.B. Firaq, Younus, and Pervez who
were a little educated- some of us had done high school and others had BA
degree. This was important because if we didn’t have our own umbrella (Chhatri),
we will have to work under the umbrella of other political parties whose interest
are not going to be identical to ours all the time. We wanted to prove to our critics
that we can carry out a peaceful democratic movement and by God’s grace we did
it. We didn’t do a single thing during our struggle that would count as
undemocratic or uncivilized.

Med Ittehad fielded its candidates again in the Local Government

Elections of 2005 and easily won the elections. This time around, the mainstream

political parties decided not to oppose them out of the fear of losing the

fishermen’s vote. Wajo won his seat in the District Council from Union Council

Gwadar South and others won smaller victories at the Town Council and Union

Council levels. However, Med Ittehad was a small faction at the level of the

District Council and had to sit in opposition along with several smaller parties

collectively known as All Parties Committee. The ruling faction led by candidates

of the National Party and BNP (Awami) held sway in the District Council. Even

though Med Ittehad continued to launch impressive rallies against illegal trawling,

the use of plastic nets, and the threat posed by the Expressway Project to the

fishermen’s interests, it was not able to deliver on its promises.
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, the notables who were heading the

District and Town Councils in Gwadar, in conjunction with the Revenue

Department authorities had ushered in a culture of distributing commercially

valuable plots of land that opposition parties simply could not withstand. Med

Ittehad also split up over this issue as some of its candidates in the local councils

obtained plots of land and built nice houses for themselves. Moreover, the

Fisheries Minister, who also hailed from Gwadar, successfully wooed some

fishermen elders away from Med Ittehad with promises of financial aid,

subsidized nets, boat-engines, and plots of land. The trawler and diesel-smuggling

mafia supported competing fishermen’s organizations to weaken the fishermen’s

movement. Wajo claimed that the diesel smuggling mafia, against which Med

Ittehad had protested because they polluted the sea, had given 500,000 Rupees to

an organization, Bandan Mahigeer Welfare Society, to compete against them in

fishermen neighborhoods.

On the one hand the culture of plot politics had weakened Med Ittehad and

other political activists who tried to oppose the Pakistani government’s

development agenda in Gwadar by peaceful means in their efforts to carve out a

space for local people. On the other hand, any political party or faction in Gwadar

that dared to oppose or criticize the Gwadar Port were perceived as enemies of the

state by the federal security forces in Gwadar and faced a harsh crackdown from
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them. Wajo and Med Ittehad activists felt this pressure too. Wajo stated that

because of their criticism of the Port and the Expressway Project, there were

rumors against them that they are part of anti-state elements in Gwadar.

Fishermen protests, although motivated by practical concerns, were seen by the

Federal Government and the security forces as putting a question mark on its

Gwadar Shining propaganda. Even though fishermen’s protests were peaceful on

the whole, they were perceived as indirectly aiding the cause of insurgents. Wajo

and his comrades were called in by officials of a federal security force and told

that their protests were creating law and order problems and they should stop

them. Even though activists informed the concerned officers that their struggle

was peaceful and democratic, they were told that gathering people in such large

numbers was inimical to the national interest. Wajo said that he and the more

senior leaders became afraid after that and were not willing to come out for

protests as often.
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Baloch Ethnic Nationalism and the Necropolitics of National Identity

While Med Ittehad and the fishermen’s movement were cracking under

the strain of corruption and crackdown by security forces, a tectonic shift was

taking place in Baloch politics that will make its presence felt in Gwadar too. This

was the rise of armed resistance movement by Baloch guerillas against the

Pakistani security forces. While Med Ittehad had a limited social and political

agenda focused around fishermen issues, it was allied with the Balochistan

National Party (Mengal) at the Provincial level which was a vociferous critic of

Federal Government sponsored megaprojects in Balochistan. The Balochistan

National Party tried to take out several rallies to protest against the exploitative

character of megaprojects in Balochistan but these were heavily suppressed by the

government. The leadership and the activists of BNP were arrested and put behind

bars. For instance, BNP took out a Save Gwadar (Gwadar Bachao) rally in 2003,

with the support of fishermen activists, but faced a heavy crackdown by the

security forces. In 2006, the security forces assassinated the octogenarian chief of

the Bugti tribe in eastern Balochistan in his mountain hideout. Akbar Bugti was

seen as a moderate leader by Baloch masses and his assassination unleashed a

wave of protest and anti-Punjabi hatred in Balochistan. In 2007, the Balochistan

National Party again launched a long march entitled “Lashkar-e-Balochistan”

(Army of Balochistan) that would start from the provincial capital Quetta in the

north and finish at Gwadar in the south. The march started with a huge rally in

Quetta that was attended by thousands of people, including women and children.
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The government panicked and ordered massive arrests of BNP cadres while the

party chief, Akhtar Mengal, was locked up in an iron cage inside a maximum

security prison cell in Karachi.

The closing of the space for peaceful protest and agitation pushed activists

from moderate political parties like the BNP (Mengal) to gravitate towards pro-

armed resistance political groups such as the Baloch National Movement, Baloch

Republican Party, and the Pro-Liberation wing of Baloch Students Organization.

These parties categorically opposed the Federal Government’s policies in

Balochistan and demanded outright independence for Balochistan. The security

forces attempted to suppress the pro-Liberation political forces through a scorched

earth campaign involving enforced disappearances, torture, and killing of political

activists. This approach merely fanned the flames of anger and hatred towards

Pakistan. Within Gwadar, the public mood changed from one of cautious

optimism to misgivings and hatred towards the Federal Government and its allies

in Balochistan in the wake of Nawab Akbar Bugti’s death. Due to the heavy

presence of federal security forces, the city had become heavily militarized. The

peaceful struggle of the fishermen appeared increasingly irrelevant in a political

environment characterized by arrests, enforced disappearances, torture, and death

of political activists. Some of the activists in Med Ittehad left the alliance because

they considered it ineffective as a political vehicle.
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Wajo admitted that they had lost many comrades in this way. The younger

activists did not agree with the leadership’s decision to keep a low profile in the

face of threats from security forces:

Our young comrades disagreed and said that we should go out and protest.
So we lost them, many of them. It was like boiling water in a cauldron. The young
ones were like the steam, they left us very quickly and joined the pro-liberation
organizations. There was Younus from Baloch Ward, Pervez Hussain, and many
others. They became displaced (Darbadar) and had to go underground. During
this period, protest on social issues just lost its flavor (Zaiqa) for young people
and we could not gather people around our issues. Everybody was in favor of the
separatists because they were more organized.

Young Hashim Baloch was one of the Baloch activists who had gone

underground to avoid arrest by the security forces. He was a student in the local

Government Boys High School and belonged to a fishermen family in Gazrawan

neighborhood. His elder brother brought Hashim to me because he was worried

and wanted me to advise the youngster to focus on his studies. When we started

talking, Hashim appreciated my work but also criticized me for not coming out

openly against the Pakistani state. I received a long lecture on why scholars like

me should write and campaign on behalf of the oppressed Baloch nation rather

than write esoteric dissertations that no one is likely to read!

Hashim said that he supported armed resistance because Baloch people,

especially the fishermen of Gwadar, did not receive any benefits from the

development projects in Gwadar. He had arrived at the conclusion that only the
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rich and well-to-do people who engaged in land-grab, smuggling, and illegal

fishing in Gwadar had benefitted from developments in Gwadar. Their kids wore

fancy clothes and drove nice cars while he and other sons of poor folk went to

government schools wearing shabby clothes. He maintained that this situation was

a result of the colonizing policies of the Pakistani state that wanted to exploit

Balochistan’s resources and coastline without giving a dime to the Baloch people.

Since the Baloch had their own independent state before Pakistan came into

being, the best way forward was to strive for the restoration of an independent

Baloch homeland and throw off Pakistan’s colonial yoke.

I was in grade 4 or 5 when I started noticing this even though I was not
politically aware then. Some kids would come to school in cars wearing fancy
clothes. This made the rest of us feel inferior. When we asked each other what this
boy’s father did, we would find out that his dad was a smuggler. So we talked
amongst ourselves and wondered as to how these people could engage in
smuggling when there were so many security forces in Gwadar- the Pakistan
Coast Guards, the Navy, the Customs, the Marine Security Agency, and the
Frontier Corps. Turned out that as long as you worked for any one of those
agencies, you could engage in smuggling and earning illicit money freely. So we
felt that there is no justice in this land and if we want freedom and justice we need
to get rid of this state.

Then in 2006 the Pakistani military assassinated the Great Martyr
(Shaheed-e-Azam) Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti, and this made a deep impression
on all of us. We learnt about him and other young people who had sacrificed their
lives for the motherland (Gul Zamin). So this thought seized me for the first time:
wouldn’t it be nice if I too could sacrifice my life for the motherland? When the
Baloch Students Organization started their mobilizing campaign (Unit Sazi) in our
school in 2007, I approached them. After serving for a few months, I was elected
the Unit Secretary of BSO for my school.
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Hashim went on to say that while he and his fellow students activists had

started organizing in support of pro-liberation forces in 2007, they were

proceeding cautiously due to fear of the security forces. It was the assassination of

two senior Baloch nationalist political leaders from Mekran region, Ghulam

Mohammad and Lala Munir, that turned out to be the final step in the triumph of

the politics of armed resistance. These two leaders were picked up by the federal

security forces and intelligence personnel from the office of their lawyer just

outside the District and Sessions Court in Turbat Town in 2009 in broad daylight.

Their tortured and bullet-riddled bodies were discovered a few days later on April

9, 2009 in an abandoned place on the outskirts of the town. This incident caused a

huge outpouring of grief and protest all over Balochistan, in particular in their

native Mekran region. Activists like Hashim threw all the caution to the winds

and took out huge rallies to protest these atrocities.

Hashim’s narrative of events corresponds neatly with my observation of

the graffiti on Gwadar’s walls. When I visited Gwadar in 2007-08, the slogans

and graffiti on the walls were written mostly in black charcoal and asked of the

government to stop illegal fishing and provide basic amenities like water,

electricity, and sewerage to people. By 2010 the writing on the wall had changed.

Now most of the slogans were written in red ink and they demanded an

independent Baloch homeland. The powerful Pakistani military and Federal

security forces continue with their practices of enforced disappearances and

dumping tortured dead bodies of political activists every other week in a desperate
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bid to terrorize the people and stem the groundswell of nationalist feeling. On the

occasion of Eid in 2010, for example, the tortured body of a political activist from

Gwadar, Lala Hamid Baloch, was found with a slip of paper in his shirt pocket. It

read: “An Eid Gift for the Baloch Nation!” However, each new incident of torture,

disappearance, and death seems to fan the flames of discontent. The community

elders, although bitter, are still trying to hold on to their dreams of having a share

in the Gwadar’s future and are reluctant to come out in favor of armed resistance.

The younger generation, however, appears to have cast its lot with the Baloch

armed resistance. As of the writing of these lines, the security forces had raided

young Hashim’s home in Gazrawan neighborhood and beaten up his elderly

parents and brothers. He has since gone into hiding and become displaced

(Darbadar).

Conclusion

Gwadar is a microcosm of the abusive and violent relationship between

Pakistani state and its Baloch subjects. It is a relationship characterized by the

state’s refusal to recognize the legitimate aspirations of Baloch people for

economic and political autonomy and suppress them through the use of brute

force. This policy has been followed elsewhere in Balochistan and has led to the

deaths of hundreds of people and displacement of more than 84,000 IDP’s. Yet,

obsessed by a narrow focus on the “war on terror”, the Pakistani and international

media have ignored the plight of Baloch people despite the enormity of human
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rights violations in Balochistan. When anchorpersons and commentators do take

up the issue of Baloch identity and Baloch national question, the debate is always

couched in terms of a primitive and tribal reaction to the advance of

modernization and development which tends to cloud the issue.

The interplay of development, identity, and place in Gwadar suggests that

this view of nationalist politics in Balochistan is deeply flawed. Baloch identity

and Baloch national movement do not represent the resurgence of a primitive

tribalism in the face of the modernizing mission of Pakistani state. Baloch

fishermen and members of particular tribes are not mute and gullible people who

blindly follow the diktats of their tribal chiefs and leaders. Instead, they are

thoughtful and perceptive actors who forge their collective identities in particular

moments through specific struggles against concrete circumstances threatening

their economic and cultural wellbeing. A person in Gwadar may be ethnically

Baloch but yet he may emphasize his political identity as fishermen until

changing life experiences and his reading of those circumstances compel him to

do otherwise. Instead, as scholars and activists, we need to question the

developmental mission of the Pakistani state and its reconstruction of colonial

stereotypes about marginalized groups.
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CONCLUSION AND POSTSCRIPT

This dissertation began with a historical narrative of colonial era megaprojects

and their effect in refashioning people and place and has ended with the incredible story

of contemporary of political dynamics in the Mekran region. It has sought to show how

people and place, especially, political movements and subjectivities, in Gwadar Town

and elsewhere in Mekran region have transformed in the wake of the development of

Gwadar Port project. While engaging in a critique of the discursive framework and

official narratives advanced in support of the building of Gwadar Port, it has

foregrounded the quotidian practices of the state authorities as well as the Med fishermen

that have driven social and political changes in Gwadar in directions that neither the

planners of the project nor its beneficiaries and victims had initially anticipated.

One of the challenges and absences that the reader of this dissertation may have

encountered is the change in narrative arc of the story and the voice of the narrator as the

story moved forward.  The narrative voice has transformed from a relatively exegetical

and historiographical tone to a more political and activist one. This issue has to do, partly,

with how I have sought to position myself viz a viz my interlocutors without being

explicit about it. While this work clearly seeks to challenge certain assumptions of

intellectual privilege along the lines of ethnicity, race, and class, this task is complicated

by my own ambiguous position as a ‘native’ anthropologist.

As a scion of an upwardly mobile family from rural Balochistan, I have sought to
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stand in solidarity with the political forces that have challenged the exploitation of Baloch

people for their mineral wealth, especially the oppressed sections of Baloch society,

while living the life of a ‘brown sahib’ for some part of my adult life. My experience is

similar to that of many scholars from the global South and minority students in the United

States who carry an extraordinary burden of expectations. These expectations are many.

There is the need to establish oneself as a sophisticated and authoritative scholar lest I am

charged with being too loud and emotional. Then there is the responsibility that fellow

Baloch scholars and activists, including my fishermen friends in Gwadar, expect me to

fulfill concerning the exploitation of Baloch people and their misrepresentation in

scholarly and popular discourse. Lastly, there is the obligation to stand in solidarity with

fishermen activists and tell their story. Lastly, there is a realization that no matter how

much I may reach out to my fishermen friends, at the end of the day I will be returning to

my life of comfort in a middle class home or the academy while they will continue to face

the many injustices described in this dissertation on a daily basis. The tension between

these differing sets of expectations has been productive in that it has forced me to think

what it is that is intellectually and politically at stake in my research. Nevertheless, these

competing expectations have also tended to sudden changes in tone and shifts between

different registers that are not always fully explained.

I hope to follow up on the tensions in this dissertation by expanding the

ethnography and the historiography in order to develop them more fully. As part of the

extended ethnographic project, I will provide a more detailed account of the relationship

between the Gwadar fishermen’s movement and the Baloch nationalist movement in my
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next research project. As part of this project, I will also be engaging in autoethnography

to foreground my own experiences and travails during fieldwork, especially the influence

of the Baloch nationalist movement on the thinking of my generation.

The historiographic part of the dissertation, although sufficient for the purposes of

this study, deserves a more elaborate treatment with regard to transformation between

precolonial and colonial rule in Balochistan. I am fortunate that some excellent work has

already been done on the subject (Nicolini 2006). In addition, a friend and colleague has

recently started his dissertation project on the entanglement of Mekrani Baloch soldiers in

precolonial and colonial imperial military circuits in the Persian Gulf and the broader

Indian Ocean region (Lutfi 2014). Together, we hope to develop a network of scholars

who will be exploring the Baloch role in the commercial and military circuits in the

Persian Gulf more fully and thereby challenge stereotypical representation of Mekrani

Baloch and expand scholarly understanding of this part of the world.
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